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DEDICATION.

TO R. M., my warm, true and confiding friend, this

little volume, though filled with inaccuracies,

faults and defects, is affectionately dedicated to

one who has given me solace in pain, and consolation

in long suffering, trusting that dearest and most lasting

memory may ever cling, with heartfelt devotion, to

the succoring and fostering hand that so kindly strove,

during sorrow and pain, woe and dispair, to raise my
once drooping and sinking spirits to an elevation of

worth, of devotion and love.

J. B.









INTRODUCTION.

Oftimes has the thought crossed my mind, tliat a

recouDt or epitome of the trials and hardships of a wes-

tern priest in 'Western' Kansas, would prove interest-

ing reading to her and other people. Little, however,

did I ever think of picturing him in book form until I

became maimed and laid up from duty, in a runaway
accident that befell me on one of the principal thoro-

ughfares of the city of Wichita, Dec. 11th, 1888. It

was then, and while struggling between life and death,

for almost a period of two years, to regain the use ofmy
limbs, that this thought began to gain realization, and

I determined, though unworthy the task, to paint, not

in too vivid or overdrawn colors, the arduous and try-

ing task of a poor western missionary priest.

May the gracious God forbid, such seeming mad-

ness in me. Still, what can I do, when an inner con-

science is eternally teasing me to lift up a voice and ply

the long dormant pen in advocacy of the poor crusader.

I am not a Cseser with the pen, he who oould fight a

great battle to-day , and fight it over again, as elegantly

with his pen on the morrow. 'Tis not ambition I seek,

now that the silver begins to tinge my locks, for it has

long since, winged its flight in another direction, and

reasoning about scholarship and fine style, are here out
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of the question. Small subjects requil'e great writers

to set them ofE, but great subjects require no such arti-

ficial helps : like true beauties, they shine most in their

simplest dress.

The poor western Priest shall be mine; poor indeed,

but brave, honest, self-sacrificing and simple. We have

known him long, have been closest by his side, and can

fearlessly tell of his noble deeds. We can't bear to let

him die, and have all his great trials and actions for-

gotten forever. His pitiful tale has touched the quick

and roused me completely. What ! the Poor Priest for-

gotten, and by me ! No, never ! never ! As well might

the faithful historian on looking backward, try to erase

from his memory, the dreadful days of the revolution,

when a British despot, a proud, stupid, obstinate despot,

trampling the Holy Charter issued against us, that most

unjust and unrighteous edict: taxation without representa-

tion! and then, because in the spirit of our gallant fath-

ers we bravely opposed him, he broke up the very foun-

tains of his malice, and let loose, upon us every indescrib-

able, unimaginable curse of civil war; when British ar-

mies, with their Hessian, Indian and tory allies, over-

ran my afflicted country, swallowing, up its fruits and

filling every part with consternation; when nothing was

to be seen but flying crowds,-burning houses, and young

brave men hanging upon the trees like dogs, and old

men wringing their withered hands oVar their murdered

boys, and women and children weeping bitter tears and

flying from their ruined and desolate plantations into

the starving woods! When I think of those things, oh,

my God ! how can I forget the poor Priest, that vigilant,

undaunted soldier of Christ, he whom thy own mercy
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raised up, to wield tliy cross on a barren and rugged clime.

He, the advance-guard, in the settlement and civiliza-

tion of any and all known countries under the light of

the sun. He is taught, for he was forced to learn it, to

sleep in the swamps, to feed on the roots, to drink th«

turbid waters of the ditch, to prowl nightly round the

encampments of the enemy, who are watchful to steal

away the innocent lambs from the Q^ood Shepherd.

Poor Western Priest, my frieaci! my friend! never

can I forget thee. Although thy battles are at an end,

and thyself at rest in the grave, yet I see the still. I

see thee as thou were wont to ride over the desert plane,

thine eyes flamed beneath thy lowering brow, from the

dust and heat of a long, laborious ride; but lovlier still

wert thou in mercy, then, as brave as any among the

sons of men. For, soon as the enemy sinking under thy

advance, cried for quarter, thy heart swelled with com-

miseration, thy countenance beamed relief and comfort

to that souL The basest, who would touch the hem of

thy garment, was safe in thy holy embrace. The aven-

ger of blood stopped short in thy presence and turned a-

bashed from the lightning in thine eyes.

If I can but have one pitiful glance of retrospec-

tive and considerate mercy, cast upon the hero of the

succeeding pages, and open for him the bowels of your

mercy, my task will be complete and worthy the under-

taking. The poor western priest, I will strive to show

you, as he is, and has been, that you may judge of the

severe struggles and trials, the founders and retainers

of our holy religion endure in a western horizon.

that my pen was of the quill of the swan that

sings for future days ! Then shouldst thou, my friend,
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receive the fullness of thy fame. The fathers and moth-

ers of the years to come, should talk of thy noble, self-

sacrificing deeds, and th* youth, yet unborn, should rise

up and call thee blessed. Fired at the charm of the task,

they would follow thee, in the path of thy glory, and

niiilce themselves the future heroes of this great, grand,

glorious and unexcelled country.

With this short preface, this little volume is cast

upon the waters ; 'tis a rough-hewn and frail bark, gen-

tle reader, and I fear, not staunch enough to stand the

storm of a critic's pen, we beg, threfore, a charitable

silence at your hands, that gliding onward, uninjured it

may reach the port intended, your earnest commiseration

for the poor Priest far out in the w'est, along with a

tindly consideration for the author of this humble and

unpretentious effort.



CHA.PTER I.

OUE HOMESTEAD AND MOTHER.

In the commencement here, as in the introduction of

this little work, let me again, gentle reader, ask your

kind consideration, for the extenuating circumstances

of the following, and hurriedly written lines. 'Tis true,

that sufficient time was had to more carefully and ela-

borately piotdre the subject of the succeeding pages, but

it was only at intervals, when pain seemed to cease, that

short and disconnected scraps were penned, and then as

hurriedly and nonchalantly regathered for the press.

Craving then your kind permission and perusal of this

little volume, I will risk launching it forth, to grapple

alike with the rough and surging billows of criticism,

as well as with the placid and smooth-gliding waters

of commiseration for my hero.

It was in the year 1856, the year too, of our infant

years in Kansas, along with, it being the year of territo-

rial days for our now proud and grand State. Leaven-

worth was our "port of entry," a small, unpretentious,

though lively burg, as from that point, the most freight

was being hauled westward, and distributed principally

at government points clear to the Pacific Slope. The

population of Kansas in those days, was quite meagre,

and one could summarize briefly, the number of towns

along with their inhabitants, without going very far

• into the thousands.
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Father being a farmer, and the time for drafting at

hand, our tent was hurriedly folded ; two years later, found

us at the little Indian village called Indianola, two miles

immediately north of where Topeka now stands, Poor

mother lived then, but 1 cannot recall the fact, whether

I was of any good to father or mother in those days.

One thing I do recollect, is, that while there, I learned

to swim, and spend a good deal of the time crossing

and recrossing young pigs on Indian Creek, just to see

them tickle their throats with their fore-paws. The
homestead fever, along with some ague and chills struck

us, so, early in the fall of '58 we picked up and started

west. Long and slow was our march, for travel in those

days, was principally made with oxen, and it has oftimes

recurred to my mind since, that ours were not of the

fleetest.

Fort Riley was reached, where we remained a few days,

admiring the blue coats and brass buttons of the sol-

diers, for we had not seen much life for many miles

back. Had we at this juncture attained our manhood,

parents would have missed their Johnny, as he began to

mingle with the soldiery, getting an occasional horse-

back-ride from the corral boss.

Not reaching fever-heat in the homestead search, father

resolved to still push westward; Chapman Creek was

reached, a rich and luxurious country, with a crystal

stream nourishing its banks and valleys, still we did not

tarry there, but struck out in the open desert until fin-

ally, our tent was pitched on the western bank of dear

old Buckeye Creek, two miles and a half from where

the present Solomon City is located.

Here we are, father and mother with an uncle, in the
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person of mother's brother, and a group of three chil-

dren, I being the eldest. This was in the year '59, and

finally agreeing to remain, father and uncle secured for

themselves claims, the latter taking a timber claim on

the Solomon river and four or five miles distant from

that of father's. Soon, an unpretentious log-house was

raised which was our tenement from sun and storm by

day, as well as a protection from the ferocious gray

wolves by night. The year '60 came, and an effort was

made to put in a crop, the same came up, and grew to a

healthy and promising yield, but the dry hot winds and

extreme drouth of that season early nipped our prospects

for a harvest. And now, gentle reader, though sad was

this, a sadder strain still fell upon us, yea, the saddest of

all sad things befell us, in the loss of a mother.

Memory. 0! Memory at least, come to my aid now,

that I may picture in true colors, my angel mother.

Bring back to my mind, if you will, but a few of the

tenderest feelings, prayers and regrets of one who so

dearly loved us, and was loth to part from us while we

were yet so young; aid me to recall once more, that

woeful, bitter separation, and how sad and sudden that

summons was answered. There were few friends

around her bed-side, for we were isolated from those who
if they knew her, would befriend her in any emergency,

much moreso, in the cold and cruel call of death.

There was no doctor, no priest; still, I cannot help

but think that good Mother Riordan, who was ever by

her, ministered to her every want of comfort, soothing

away her pains, and fulfilling the office of the former,

while her poor innocent soul communed with its maker

in the awful throes of death, satisfying the require-
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ments of a Just God, in the absence of the latter.

There was no eulogy, but the silence and bowed grief of

that little funeral cortege, spoke a solemn eulogy and

sang a sadder requiem, for that poor lone soul, than could

be here pictured by words of pen. On a knoll of that

homestead, her grave was dug, and the coffined remains

of that dear, good, and kindest of mothers was lowered

into the ground, to await the call, that surely will unite

that body to an already angelic soul. Around her lonely

grave, was builded a rude and rustic fence, denoting the

place, where mother lay, and there did she sleep for well

i>igh two decades of years, when that coffin was un-

earthed and the crumbling bones, but well prserved ring-

lets of hair, along with but a few fading signs of the

babe at her breast, were removed to consecrated ground.

How lonely that home was then, none can tell, save

those who have suffered a like loss, that very word

home, carries many a charm with it, but it has not the

taint or tint of endearment, that the word mother,

gives it. Alone, on the hill-side did we place her, her

little resting place ever in our sight ; and how often in

summer's serene and peaceful evenings, did good old

Mother Riordan come and join us on a pilgrimage to

that lonely tomb, picking, on our way, the wild rose

of the pirairies to lay on her grave. And when, in in-

nocent childhood, we knelt beside that mound, with

plaintive and fervent prayers upon our lips, petition-

ing a most Gracious God, the author of life and death,

to have mercy upon her poor soul, we fondly realized

that we had performed a duty, we owed that tender,

loving mother. In my many meanderings through

life, since that affliction, the crudest of all, bore down
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upon US, we surely have felt the too early demise of

her, who could wield the happy influence of a tender

and affectionate mother over her children, and possi-

bly, our lives have not been what they would have

been, had she been left to still guide and watch our

course. Still, though she was laid away, in the cold

clammy clay, of that little mound, we seemed to think

she was with us in spirit, directing our young lives

into a channel of blessed memory to her many loving

precepts, both by word and example.

Oftimes was that grave moistened with the tears that

fell from the eyes of those who now began to realize

their loss, and well-worn became the path around that

rustic fence, for mother lay within and we were loth to

even leave her lifeless clay. Little, can I counsel you

gentle reader, of the ties that bind a child to mother,

for I was young, quite young, at parting from mine,

yet, as I grow older, and mingle in life's busy maze, I

find that a mother's heart is the largest of all hearts,

the heart that is ceasless in affectionate devotion to the

child of her breast. I dare not, I could not, express

the joy of a mother bringing forth a child into the

world, neither will I attempt to paint that poignant

grief, that heart-sore anguish, that bitter and scalding

sorrow that mother must feel at parting from those of

her flesh, her blood, her bone.

Gentle reader, you will no doubt, pardon this allu-

sion made to my mother, to one from whom I parted

alas ! when too young, to be set adrift on the billowy

waves of a pernicious world; so here I will rest, and

during the succeeding pages, of this my humble effort,

will promise you faithfully, to drop myself out of your

sight as much as possible.
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CHAPTER II.

THE YOUNG PRIEST.

A young priest, and not all priests newly ordained

are young, is equipped with the necessary documents,

and sent to take charge of a mission; or, what in the

west, may more properly be termed missions. He is

generally a raw sometimes unsophisticated recruit,

fresh from the seminary, and while young, with but

very little experience to assume the generalship of a

new congregation. All at once, he has a multiplicity

of places to attend, and each one craving a share in his

services. He assumes the reins, and takes formal

charge of all places assigned him; his is the heyday of

alacrity, a feeling paramount to success, backed, how-

ever, by no other guaranty, save his own ambition and

zeal for the cause he so warmly espouses. In most

instances, there is no house or parsonage for him to

live in, and for the time being, at least, he must take

up quarters with a private family or in a hotel. Many
generous-hearted families are thus burthened, for, can

it be called aught else than a burthen, to have a full-

grown and bran new boarder take up his lodging, and

all of a sudden, become an extra addition to such a

family. Well do I remember, that this was my case,

when in 1876, my tent was pitched with a family, the
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most grateful of people, the most generous of souls, and

they, with another generous hearted family, but in an-

other mission, gave me recognition unworthy the an-

noyance and trouble I was to them. If in the hotel

he is compelled to room and board, his "collar," right

away marks him, not only as a stranger, but a living

curiosity, the admired or despised, and the butt of

severe critical taste ; some gaze at him with astonish-

ment, calling him, the "old priest," whether his years

be under twenty-five, or over eighty years of age, he is

old any way, and such a place sometimes makes him

feel his age more keenly than does the rapid growth

of ignorance around him. If he has the misfortune

to be a foreigner, his tastes and those of the hostlery

are sure to be dissimilar, the hours for meals are not

akiai to his liking, nor is the bed sufi'used with the

"original down" of his native heath. Sometimes, at

midnight, he is called to a sick bed-side twenty or forty

miles away, this causes commotion, wonder and con-

sternation, and forces the enquiry, what astounding

stupidness, or is the "old priest" sick himself? He re-

turns at daybreak and another stir is made to let him

in, he returns to his room and endeavors to catch up

the broken rest of the night, and so it goes with the

new fledgling zealot.

On long tours through the country, he must ride on

horse-back, and the priest in Kansas, who has escaped

this mode of transportation, from time to time, is alike

to christain charity in darkest Africa, a rare rarity.

Very seldom, one sees a graceful and easy rider

among foreigners ; they are usually good and hard

riders, in consequence of which, it is a much severer
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task for them to travel thus, than it is for the native

born. To our mind, conies back the scene once enac-

ted by a poor priest in Eastern Kansas, giving a speci-

men of his horsemanship ; the wilder the animal the

better for him, he never made use of the stirrups, be-

lieving them to be useless appendages, and if the ani-

mal grew unmanageable, he was given free use of the

bridle, while the rider clung tenaciously to the horn

of the saddle. Priests, as a rule, carry with them the

soubriquet of being "hard drivers," and .while- we know
this to be so, to a certain extent, there is a very fair

reason for its attachment to the "cloth." To explain :

for many years, previous to his ordination, he has

led an isolated and sequestered life, his exercise in cal-

isthenics, mainly that of tossing a ball, or kicking it,

down to the tame excitement of a game of checkers or

chess. Little wonder then, that when the wide doors

to a wider world are thrown open to him, he goes out

to partake of her pastimes, to witness her excitements

and scenes, and to the one solid comfort of his buoyant

heart, takes a ride on the noblest of noble animals,

the horse. He does not forget how old Quackenbos,

in his rhetoric class, pictured the neighing steed sceia-

'ting the air afar off, and he is now in a position to test

that metal.

Among the many trials of a young priest in his line

of dut3% comes that of fasting i. e. from any food or

drink from the night before, until such time as he will

have finished divine service on the following day. This,

a priest is obliged to do, and it is s© incumbent on him,

that if he were to break his fast, his <;ongregation

would have to be disappoinited, and mass could not be
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celebrated that day. Many times, in our peregrina-

tions of a like character over the country, traveling

ten er Mteen mMee before 8©rvi©e, have we been accosted

with the satotation: "Why dt^nt you take a c¥ip o«f

eoiee, or soBoei^tle nourishment on the sly"? "I would

if I we»e yo«." But it is a matter of conscience with

the priest, besides being a law of the church.

A priest with a weak gtenoach—and there are many

of them simiiarily afflicted, will in time, by the very

laws of nature, succumb to such trying ordeals, hence,

it is not to be w^dered at, why so many, and so early

in life, seek a move congenial and less laborious field

in some far off monastery, or quiet asylum, where the

remainder of their days is principally spent in doctor-

ing that enfeebled member of the human body.

Seeing he has no home, and from the condition of

other circumstances thrown around him, the idea of

having a parsonage for his quasi-home at least, dawns

upon the mind of the young priest, and he sets about

to build some decent abode near the little church,

where he can Hve more to himself, and be less disturbed

in his meditations. A church committee is appointed

to foster and carry out his designs, and, although he

will be the one looked to, for every oat-standing obli-

gation, he proceeds. The ground or lots first, then the

specifications and^ether details are attended to, finally,

the lumber is bought, carpenters are hired, and he sees

himself in a fair way of soon having a home to live in.

Generally, churoh committees, are only what the

nam« implies, as the priest must tak-e the initiative

steps in every undertaking of a like character and

3ho»W«r three-thiEds of the responsibility. There is
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no building fund for him to draw fro«n, no propa^a-

tory aid comes to his assitsance; many of the original

subscribers have left, some have died, whtle many
more, utterly fail to come up to the sums, "set oposite

their names." He has no individual bank account, no

resources whatever to draw from, save those his pluck

and energy may establish, hence, for all obligations

due, 01 abou'u to come due. he has to skirmish for their

payment. One can very readily see then, the perplex-

ing and embittering situation, an ambitious young

priest is placed in, on his maiden effort at church or

house-building.

Of course, the difficulty of borrowing and funding

money in order to meet the demands of his creditore,

is obviated in a large and more populous mission,

where a sinking or building fund, could be reasonably

established; but in a poor mission, sparsely settled by

persons constituting his flock, such a redeeming exi-

gency is not to be had, nor can it properly be deman-

ded without a lapse of decades being given to its for-

mation, and ultimate completion. The situation

growing grave, and fast assuming the phaze of earnest-

ness, his mind sets to working, thinking and scheming

the while, how he may see his way out, and preserve

his credit. Finally, a sunbeam crosses his path, a ray

of buoyant hope, the beacon light of his soul startles

him to action, and he has a picnic, a fair or a bazaar,

for the purpose of raising sufficient moneys for the

present, at least. His expectations, like those of all

men venturing upon speculation, run high, »o high in

fact, that he prematurely, (which is often the case,)

assures himself, that by such means, he will sure realize
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more ^«m enough to "pay out." Such an undertaking,

imd let me state here, that the firet two, are somewtrtit

repre*i€nsible to the laws of the church, and, ia many

dioceses forbidden altogether, still, as "necessity is the

mother of invention,'' these means are rt^sorted to, for

the raising of funds, and to reimburse the almost ever

drained church exchecquer. A churcn "fair" without

the pastor's pressnce, is very much like a county fair,

without the "starter" and "speed ring," for he mast be

ttiere and give the word "go" to evrything, oi* things

generally, will drop into a state of iridescen^.

A person never hears of a "catholic fair," befcg car-

ried on, without th»"f)resence of the pastor, and, as he

is most generally the origmator of such an enterpriae,

ever desirous of a favorable financial issue, he stays by

it to the end. In nine cases out of ten, it is a succesB-

ful undertaking, and from the results, he goes to liqui-

dating obligation after obligation, until once more, the

treasury is exhausted. Poor thing! it must gijve out,

for <^ strain is too much, to satisfy the entire batch

of creditors. The poor prie.st had planned it, had puz-

zled his bw^ for weeks before, had worked scheme

after gcheme to tern the nickles and dimes, towards

making it a success, and this all, too, not fer his own

private personal gain, or swell his empty iudividaal

ptirse, but, to build, a»d otherwise improve the tempo-

ralities over whicli he is placed. Alasl his noble effort

is not ended here, for a murmer is heard imd it is waf-

ted swiftly foprh, on the breath of sudden suapioion,

forming itself into a query; what has become of the

functe? here is this thing, and that other thing not paid

for, smd the money is all gone. Oftimes, it comes from

those who have contributed a soabby oow from their
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bunch of thoroughbreds, or a mangy pig with rail-

splitting proclivities, from their sty of well filled por-

kers; "root hug or die," they imagine a poor priest's

exchequer never goes dry. Lis't to me gentle reader;

Do not banks fail? Do not other grand and gigantic

enterprises fail? Do not building associations, strongly

incorporated as a corporate soul, collapse? They do,

and ever will, but no thought, or scarcely any atten-

tive consideration or comment is paid them, but the

priest, they imagine, must rise above them all, and

make his financial efforts a success, his attempts at

building, always beyond the point of failure.

Itis another point in fact,that inv; ri ibly thosewhose

tongues are set wagging in quest of a disbursement of

such proceeds, are the ones who have contributed the

ieast, and very often, nothing at all, deigning however,

to lend the enterprise their presence, if they can slip

by the door-keeper.

As in the world of laymen, so in the smaller world

of clergymen, some in the former field, are cunning,

careful and successful financiers, and while it would

be Mmiss, not to admit that there are a few of this class

in the latter field, you can hold it to a certainty, that

they are not the ones to overtax themselves, or bother

very much in building-

It rests with the powers that be, to sever or change

a priest from one mission to another, and, it frequently

happens, that i3uch a change, is ordered upon a very

short notice. Does it not fall then, in the nature of

things, that such an abrupt change provokes cause of

comment, but especially, if a few obligations remain

yet unpaid. Suppose in this case for instance, and I

do not note it without authority and truth, that pre-
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vious to bis being cbanged, be was principal on a note

for one or more hundred dollars, borrowed to pay some

church obligation he had made, his successor comes in

his place, the latter goes along, with easy thread, for

the church has been built, and in shape for service, but

he contracted no obligations, and why should he bother

or trouble himself with a matter in which his predeces-

sor was interested. And so it goes, for life's span is

made up of many vexations of mind and spirit, and

while man's soul is thus perplexed, believe me, gentle

reader, that the physicial strain on a young and zeal-

ous priest is also a trying ordeal when submitted to

such tests. And now he goes to another field, where,

if a church greets him, he is very sure to be confronted

with the absence of a parsonage, but the necessity of

erecting one as soon as posible.
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CHAPTER III.

HIS ITENERANCT.

A prif^st, having from ten to twenty counties under

his charge is, of necessity, compelled to be on the road

a good deal; sometimes, by rail-road, but oftener, and

very nearly all of his time, by buggy or on horse-back.

In the year 1887, it was our alloted portion to cover

thirteen thousand miles by stage, and four thousand

more, by rail; and many times now, do we recall the

hardships and very trying ordeals, in being subjected

to a two hundred mile "run.'' by stage, from Dodge

City to Mobeetie Texas, a continued ride of two days

and two nights, without sleep, save that whicii one

might catch in a rumbling roUicky stage-coach. No
stops were made, outside the proverbial stop, of 20

minutes for a snackand change of horses, when the route

was again renewed, also the jolt, which very materially

aided the digestion of sow-belly and hard tack, a diet

that would copper-line, if not heaved, any man's stom-

ach.

Like all modern schemes, the stage-ranch lays claim

to a portion of man's willingness in dealing with the

public. For a stage, on leaving a rail-road point, is

almost surely, to be of the Concord pattern, large, dur-

able, comfortable and commodi us, with a certain easy
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rock to its springs and a soothing lull to its cushions.

The fuur-in-hand, are usually, of the gayest and sleek-

est, anxiously prancing for a start, so that when the

watch ;\'0Td, "all aboard," is given, ihe're up on their

mettle and "otf" with a sudden swiftness, that would
lead, all aboard, to believe, that a very great distance

could be reached in a very short time. It is not thus

however, and like man}' more decieving and fanciful

phanthoms in life, the spirited gait is soon slackened

acid alter covering some eight or ten miles, you are let

down easy, to a slow walk, or at best, i\. fox-trot.

There is nothing so comfortably jolly, and rapidly

passing pleasant, as to be couped up in a stage, carry-

ing all tne way, from ten to fifteen people, who, being

suddenly and unceremoniously thrown together, make
rapid acquaintances, the formality of an introduction,

being just as unceremoniously left out. The hind

seats, as a matter of courtesy, and a point of delicacy,

always adhered to, by well-bred men, are always sur-

rendered to the ladies, for women despise riding back-

wards, and if so inconvenienced, they soon become woe-

fully bent on having a change, this, of course having

no reference to the natural aptitude of a women to see

things and scenes ahead.

The landscape of western Kansas and northern

Texas being somewhat monotonous, as to panoramic
scenery, the inmates of the stage, soon tire ot its com-
ments, and a diversion to some more genial and inter-

esting topics are made. With invariable and unmis-

takable certainty, t&at diversion spreads over one or

more of the subsequent topics, viz: the late war, relig-

ion, politics and prohibition, the lay and fertility o(

the country being left in the back ground; and, as this
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is as inevitable as many of nature's laws, may we be

pardoned a alight digression here, to give advice to the

new missionary, on being sent to tbe Cherokee Strip, or

to other undeveloped and unsettled regions of the west,

to take a post-graduate course in the one, as well as all

four of the above mentioned topics, otherwise, the full

benefit of a stage-ride will never be realized.

After Thompson, came Horace Greely, with the ad-

vise to "go west, young man, go west;" aad naturally

enough you being west, will gr^w u^p with the country,

but you are not "in it," if not posted up, and on, these

four characteristic points of discussion, more or less,

mingled in, by every talker, in every talked af stage

in the land. One, of necessity, is compelled to take

part in those conversations, either to explode his

own ideas, that have, to him, blossomed into realistics,

or be convinced that upon most evry topic apruog,

there are two sides to the question, and, although it is

not the province of a priest to broach the subject of re-

ligion either on rail-road trains or in stage-coaches,

nevertheless, he is per-forco, compelled "to take a hand,"

or be termed a scouliag crank; stiil, we deem ourselves

safe, in entertaining the opinioia, that it is very rarely

his game, to spout religion on so inauspicious occasions.

The sincerity of some people in their religious belief

cannot be questioned, nor do I question it here, but the

infidel, one who disbelieves Christ, and the ckristmn-

iziug influence of good christian men and wacaen, is

the blunt and butt ot a good deal of ridicule when close-

ly and hotly pursued with an overwhelmingly squelch-

ing argument. He searches for a subtlety, to hide hfS

erronious opinions, and that, along with the gross igno-

rance he foolishly displays, he Bobs from one Bob to
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another Bob, he gets tangled up in an irradicable di-

lemma, the horn of the one end, holding him out in

disgusting prominence, much akin to the one that

has already tossed hira in the air.

Ourjourney wends onward, through a country, some

of which is surpassingly grand, like that bordering on,

ami adjacent to Wolf Creek, where the ripples of this

clear purling stream sparkle in the sun, and slake the

thirst of the weary ones while ascending its modulated

slopes and traversing its copious valleys.

On the fair banks of this fairer stream, and distant

some twenty-five miles from Camp Supply, bold and

intrepid, undaunted and chivalrous Phil Sheridan, the

terror of the red-man pitched his tent, which, though it

be deserted now, is still termed "Sheridan's Roost."

Here, our stage, which has weakened down, from a

four-in-hand of gay and prancing steeds, to a common
every day buck-board, bringing up the rear, behind a

jaded span of ofF-colored, off-matched and oft-condem-

ned mexican mules, rests, and though in the stillness

of midnight-hours, we are told to alight, and go through

the performance of supper, and be quick too, for stages,

for away from the starting point, stop for nothing, or

no one. As the journey's end is nearing, the spirits

that were gay at starting, now droop and begin to lag,

while the hearts too, grow faint and less buoyant, than

was their wont, 'ere the novelty of a stage-ride was worn

out, for the road has been long, the weather inclement

or the sun torridly hot, and the dust, the while, has

clouded and almost clogged your vission. The return

journey is much the same, savoring possibly, of a single

exception, that strangers are thrown with strangers, and

the self-same weary road is again gone over, delightful
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to some extent, to the new-comers, while m.onotonous-

ly tiresome to those who have spanned its expanse

many times before.

I could not close this chapter without feeling a scru-

pulous del icac}-', if the prince of good fellows, always

met with in a stage-ride, viz: the driver, was not accor-

ded his laurels of eonduetor-Bhip, and horse-man-ship.

Never has a locomotive engineer, with throttle in hand,

piloted his train with any more scrupulous and con-

scientious care, than does the stage-driver pilot his four-

in-hai}d. He handles the lines and whip with a dex-

terity almost marvelous, and it is not an uncommon feat

to see him pick a fly from one of his leader's ears with

a skillful manoeuver of the latter. We recount with

pleasure, the many xides and chats had with those pa-

tient, painstaking and ever courteous drivers; and we

say patient, for if any one is more questioned about

this, that, and the other, it is the poor driv^. for they

are supposed by many of the curious traveling pub-

lic, to know everything about the country, the people,

the prospects ^nd general out-come to th'e develop-

ment of the wiles of the west. The drivers though,

a somewhat isolated class from society, and owing to

their chosen profession, that of being on the road, both

day and night, are, as a rule, a brigiit, intelligent class,

and when in the humor, are generally happy at repar-

tee, as the folowing instance may show. Poor Uncle

Tom, was one of our favorites, a man, who stood six

foot four, in a raw-hided shoe cover, as straight as an

arrow, and who could squirt the saliva from a tobacco-

quid, clear onto the backs of his leaders, with barely a

uoticable contortion of the under jaw. It was on a

trip to Ashland, Clark County, and our stage was crow-
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ded, with thirteen passengers aboard. On The driver's

seat, along with Uncle Tom and myself, and sandwich-

ed between us, was one of those talkative Illinoisans,

full to overflowing, with a wonderful fund erf dry prate

and quizical gab. His voluminous bill of interroga-

tions were directed at Uncle Tom, and when the latter

grew a little rusty or tired of his interrogations, he laps-

ed into silence. This, the stranger could not stand, so

growing a little personal, he again bruke out: "Uncle

Tom, how old are you"? In answer to this question

of delicacy, for stage-drivers too, are a might delicate

as to giving their age. Uncle Tom made reply: "eight

hundred and sixty-four my last birth-day. That was

a stunner, though it did'nt siun long, and the stranger

thought he'd get even by asking a still more delicate

and reflective query, so he began; "Uncle Tom; what

do you think of doing, when you get too old to drive

stage"? "Well, says Uncle Tom, when that time conies,

I'll pick up my few scattered etfeets, bid adieu to the

west, and go back to some eastern metropolis, and for

all I know now, probably in Illinois, ami go to driving

hearse, where the passengers wont talk me to death;"

,
and Tom, with a twinkle in his off eye, reached out

with his buck -skin lash and smote the ribs of his nigh-

leader, at the same lime, setting the Ulinoisan well back

in his seat, along with lowering his querulous mood a

peg or too. Needles to say it, but the remainder of the

journey was pursued in comparative silence, auvl Dodge

City was reached 'ere the inquisitive udnd of the sucker,

w;iH restored to a proper equilibrium.

To some, a stage-ride would appear novel, and to re-

alize that novelty, many have succumbed to a most

wretched sea-sickness, for this latter, to some, is more
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realititic and of JoDger duration than that, sometimes

expenenced in crossing the briny deep; but the novel-

ty point is soon reached and about as soon passed,

when a wearied and complaining feature takes hold of

one, causing him to express the opinion, that "he wish*

ed he had stayed at home".
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CHAPTER IV.

THE COW-BOY.

Alone on the plain, does he aimlessly aim,

^
To retrieve the fortune he's lost;

Or adrifk in tlie west, with a refreshing zest.

To drown the sorrows of the past.

In devoting a chapter to the cow-boy, we do so, be-

cause he has been known to us long and well, also,

because wherever we have met him, as well in the cold

damp rain of the winter's blizzard, as in roaming o'er

the bleak wild prairies, his camp and his fireside, along

with the best hehad, was our portion as long as

choose to remain with him, and that too, without a

single cent of cost to us.

One may talk of hospitality among people of various

climes, but that of the cow-man is so unstinted, so

feelingly good, and so unmistaken in genuineness as

to inspire one with courage and comfort the moment
he strikes their camp. There are two classes of cow-

men; the one, a tender-foot, who has just struck the

range, and has donned a wide-brimmed sombrero hat,

girted the same with a rattle-snake pelt, and after en-

circling himself with a band of cartriges and a forty-

five caliber gun, buoyed up with a quart of tanglefoot

rot-got, spread his prowess a-la-grande^ until tlM whis-
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key forgets its unction, and leaves him alone, with his

courage gone, and his first pranks played, in an endeav-

or to have folks believe he is bold bad and brave.

This kind of a cow-boy soon weakens in a skirmish,

and is never noted for very many deeds of daring,

as generaly, a bluff is his game; to him is ascribed the

terror and very much mistaken idea of the western

cow-man, while he is not the ideal of a cow-man at all.

Instead of this raking, restless roving lad, there is in

all western lands, the real, chivalrous, honorable cow-

man, carrying with his individuality the true honest

type of manhood. This one is an old-timer on the range,

a gentleman of the first water, and I have never yet

met an old-time cow-man, who was not a perfect, up-

right and courteous gentleman, ever at ease, on his hum-
ble, and unpretentious ranch, as well as at home in the

best of society. Not infrequently, you will find the

piano, and almost, in every instance there can be seen

the remnant of a choice library in their quarters, duly

replenished from time to time, with the latest papers,

periodicals and monthly pamphlets. You may aak, why

do so many of them come west? I will answer; why
is it that so many come west in quest of farms, for as

different are men, to such a degree, almost, is man's

calling. It is bat natural too, and in some instances

true, that many of them have, through some misfor-

tune at home, or otherwise disappointment in life, have

turned their faces to the setting sun, to mingle their

fate, with the wild woolly western heroes, they so oft-

en have read about. Let me here mention a few of

those old-time cow-men, whose very word is the soul of

honor, and who are not only cow-men, but honorable
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representative men, and dear reader, if ever you cross

their way, you will be as deeply impressed with their

honor, intelligence and genial adaptability to all sur-

rounding circumstances as I was, and many of you have

heard of some of them e're those few lines gives them
notice. Among them are: Bob Wright; Col. Jaquin;

Pat. Ryan; Fred Tuinter; Pat. O'Neill; George Healy;

John O'Loughlin; Daniel Sullivan and Colonel Hardesty;

men, without a single exception, who have faced and

braved the western storms of many a blizzardy winter,

seeing, at these crucial tests, their vast herds almost dec-

iuiated by cruel blasts of misfortune, and in the heated

term of many a summer-time shifting from post to pil-

lar, in search of water, to keep their remnant herds from

dying with thirst.

It was our wonted portion in years past to mingle in,

and associate to a marked degree, with the proverbial

cow-man of the western plains, and we can safely say,

that there is no truer type of manhood, no more hospit-

able host, and no truer friend in time of danger or dis-

tress, than the ever generous and chivalrous cow-man.

Take them all in all, they are an isolated class of peo-

ple, seldom if ever, seeking notoriety, but ever engross-

ed with the care and attention of their herds, paying for

what they get, and sometimes a little mure. Many
faking stories have gone abroad, of the cow-man, and

they having originated in the shallow brains of some
innocent tenderfeet, are, by a good many people, believed

to be true, whereas they invariably give the lie to their

originators, and pass, with the better class of citizens,

as exaggerated fakes, or calumnies, born of either jeal-

ousy or prejudice, and sometimes both. Let a priest.
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under any circumstances whatever, enter an old-time

cow-camp, and he is treated with the utmost respect,

while his stay is made most pleasant by an earnest re-

quest, to stay longer. And, gentle, sensible reader, is it

not becomingly fitting to mete out a necessary amount

of consideration for one of the important factors that

goes to make ours the busiest, most influential and most

creditable market in the world. What would you east-

ern people do, and to what a hopeless and wretched con-

dition would your beef-market drop to, were the cattle-

men to cease operations, and discontinue to nourish,

with their fatted beeves, the busy marts of a Chicago or

a Kansas City ? In my perigrinations throughout Kan-

sas and portions of Colorado, it has often been my lot,

to be thrown among cow-men, the same portion too,

that will be meted out to many missionaries of the

future years; and, while in this short chapter I will not

strive to give the good cow-men, all the praise they are

worthy of, letting futures deal with futures, I will con-

clude these adulatory remarks, of those who have a warm

place in my heart, as well as an everlasting gratefulness

for their many kind services to me personally, in years

that are agone.
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CHAPTER Vt

THE ''DRUMMEB."

Departing from the serious, grave and matter-of-fact

cow-man, we grip the hand of the commercial traveler,

who, by u»ing a license, is comonly termed, the "drum-

mer." For a jolly, generous-hearted, happy and cour-

teous class of citizens, the ''drummer," lays claim to the

bakery, for, his position demands him to be a man of

men, a regular stem-winder, when it comes to selling

goods. He is a missionary too, in that sense, that there

is no hardship but what he will endure, no effort but

what he will make, no obstacle but what he will strive

to surmount and overcome, when there is a question of

selling goods for, or keeping up the reputation of "his

house."

We have met him on the buck-board, on the stage-

coach, in the buggy, in the box-car, in the caboose, but

principally in the "smoker," and very sc'dom in the

sleeper. His, is a watchful errand, an almost never-

ending task, and one would be, at times, forgetful

enough to term him as ubiquitous and as hard to catch,

as the irishman's flea. With him, have we journeyed

by day and by night, in season and out of season,

through storm and in sunshine; and all hours of the

night, mid the bxt&t and cold of winter's severest blasts,
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as well as through summer's severest, though sometimes

well nigh unbearable heat, and uncomfortably torrid

blasts.

Methinks, that if some of the wholesale establish-

ments, generally founded in the East, i. e. the members

of such firms, were to come west, and taste, from time

to time, the harrasslng and perplexing attitudes of their

men of the "grip," these latter, would be considered the

ground and fundament to keep said concerns together,

than is now accorded their indefatigable exertions and

trying perplexities.

"Honor, where honor is due," is a principle; that man,

alas ! many men, oftimes forget to bestow its charms

and its graces where they properly and justly belong.

One may say, that, it is all right, for true merit will

ascend, so it will, but there is also such a thing, as un-

justly stifling its claims, and retarding its just and meri-

torious deserts. The knight of the "grip," is, in one

point, and a very material point too, far ahead of the

poor missionary priest, for he has, in almost any case, a

guaranteed salary, whereas the latter, is the recipient of

charity's beggarly stipend. If the drummer runs a-

shore, for his daily outlay, a "draw" on the "house," is

a harbinger of protection, and he forthwith gets a relief

on his monatary embarrasment, but on whom can the

priest draw? On no one, or to no place, can he apply

for pecuniary aid, and his draft on a granite mound in

old Missouri, or a sand-pit in golden California, would
be equally as fruitless as his draft elsewhere.

The oasis in the desert, for the poor missionary is of

rare occurrence, while that of the commercial man is of

fre(|iu*nt happening. I am not envious though of the

life of the latter, for his lot is a very unenviable one,
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especially in western Kansas, and we have often asTced

the question, if those large eastern houses did'nt have

some pent-up pets of cranks, who would be the better of

an ''outing", or an airing on this western slope. I fear,

that often, they fall into the grave sad groove, that, other

gigantic institutions fall into, of encouraging the sti-

fling of true energ}^ and merit, in the cultured and am-

bitious young man.

'Tis time, that merit will ascend, but it is likewise

worthy of note, that it is sometimes stifled in the bud,

and canker and pettish fovoriteism sear its early doom.

Many a worthy son, has measured, moistened and wasted

his sweetness on the desert plains, alas ! too early in life,

for him to judge of his own worth in another sphere.

The horse, or the ox that come from foreign homes,

must first be aclimated to their new countr;^^ before they

are fit for durable service, and thev are of little value to

new land, until they pass through careful cautious and

painstaking care, thereby fitting them for a rigid and

formal handling in a new and developing country.

i will here mention a few of my old "pards" on the

road, with whom we have spent many pleasant hours,

on the stage, the caboose, the buggy and train, men,

whom we hold dear to memory, as companionable in the

extreme, they are: Robert Glampett (royal Bob),

Thomas Walsh, Thomas Young, James Noonan. Ike.

Frazier (little Ikey), Charles Stenson, Horace Campbell

and hosts of others, who, at all times grip you by the
hand as though they meant it.

Boys of the road, we bid you adieu with this notice of
you and trust, that in years to come we may meet often,

and that T may see you ail independently happy and
off of the "road."
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CHAPTER VI.

THE LONELY HOMESTEAD.

It is the first of June '93 as I write these lines in a

lonely dugout in the western portion of Meade county.

May I also mention, dear reader, that it is the feast of

Corpus Christi, which, in populous parts of the realm is

held with such pomp and grandeur, that to think of

this contrast, would, were we not "used to it," give us

an ugly case* of the blues.

Years that are agone, with their feasts and festivities,

their gorgeous and grand displays, their ever occuring

springs of happy memories come to us now, forming a

contrast so vividly black, that beggars a meagre discrip-

tion of what they ought to be with us.

Our tent is yet pitched with the poor homesteader,

and we doubly sympathize with him, seeing his pros-

pects of a future prosperity no better than ours. In

exultation and praise we will break out here, and ex-

claim, that may the good Lord cheer and comfort these

ceaseless toiling and willing hands of the poor granger,

in the developement of a country, yet, comparatively

new. May He comfort them in their privations, in their

extreme wants, and counsel them in their sad disappoint-

ments, at the harvest time. Poor honest granger, toil-

ing from morning until night, yea! from one end of the
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year to another, and realizing nothing from such labor.

It is hard, to be sure, and arduousness in the extreme,

and we deem the poor homesteader's endeavor, in

searching after the lost talent, to be equal, if not greater

than all other tasks in fulfilling that text of Holy writ,

viz: "thou shalt earn thy bread by the sweat of thy

brow." In our humble opinion, and we are free to give

it expression, that there is no class of people who come

as near affiliating themselves with that text of their

divine Master, as the poor farmer. For, what would

these United States be were it not for the yield from

her bosom of these immense acreages of cerials, cast

there and tenderly cared for, by the honest hands and

the ever willing husbandman. Others may endeavor to

gain a livelihood by their wits, ministers may think

their work hard, mechanics, merchants, in fact, all, may

deem thair task the most arduous, but let the poor, and

in very many instances, despised granger, cease prose-

cuting his calling, and the machinery of all other in-

dustries, it matters not what it may be, will soon settle

down to a dead atop. Many people are found, who for-

get themselves so far, as to denonnce the granger for

having an ambition to legislate for himself, or offer

some radical suggestions to better his condition in life.

To justify him in this, let us see: in the first place, he

is seventy-five per cent, of the producing element of this

land,and the laws of this, as of other lands should ac-

cede to a majority rule; in the second place, he is the

tiller of the soils, the toiler, that his master, the God of

the Universe wishes, hence, absolutely right in the avo-

cation he has chosen, and why then, in the name of

kigh heaven should he not have something to say, when
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putting the cOStiy prodwction of Ms overtaxed exertion

on the many and busy marts of the world? Again,

take Kansas from the Missouwi river west, and who,

among the sons of men have settled her bare, wild

prairies bttt the granger, tiie homesteader, the down-

right and earnest tiller of iier cnriginal soil ; who disper-

sed the wild herds and drove from her vastnesses the

untamed coyote, sabjecting this wildest of wild pano-

ramic scenes into one great, grand and gorgeous field

of husbands-y. "Ad astra per aspera," the befitting

motto of our State, was emblazoned on her shield, not

as a meaningless or empty-sounding emblem, but solely

and- surely the motto of those who, braved with un-

flinching courage, and never a lack of energy, in the

developing of a new, raw and unsettled country, as that

of ours.

I will tell you, honest reader, that the endurance of

self, the trying and perplexing adventures of the poor

western homesteader are, to a very great degree, un-

known to mankind generally, and certainly, not as re-

munerative as the world, so often believes. In the de-

velopement of any new country, no matter where, it is

surely the portion of the pioneer to confront the reali-

ties in striving after a livelihood, and put up with the

many drawbacks all new countries are subject to, in their

early settlement. "Mid pleasures and pallaces," 'tis

very easy to find a home, but those luxuries are a rarity

in the far west, and the poor missionary is no less a

wanderer in those new settled regions, than is the home-

steader himself. For, does anyone recall an instance

now, where, and when, explorations were being made.
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that a missionary priest was not to be found, and far in

the van of such land seekers too.

Hours of dull travel, scarcely a day of unbroken rest,

ever expected to be at his post, and he must never en-

tertain the idea of refusing a call, are some of the re-

quirements expected of the western priest. Let us see;

any officer of our great state, who may be called upon

from time to time, even from the governor down, draws

his salary first, and besides, gets his quota for an ex-

penee account, when going a greater or less distance

from the office where he resides. Not so with the priest,

but still he must go; he has not a salaried office, nor

can he ask anything for an administration of the sac-

raments, simply depending on the gratuitous and vol-

untary contribution of those he goes to see. sometimes,

such an offering balances the actual expense account of

such a trip, and more times it does not, still, he must

go, and suffer the consequences, that of many times

being out of pocket, and workiag for nothing, as he has

no guaranteed salary. Many times, we have been asked,

why- don't you get help from the propagatory societies

of the east? And, do you know we have a very hard

time of it, in very many instances, to satisfy such en-

quirer, that no such assistance can be obtaiaed. None
whatever, gentle reader, and we can safely state it, for

it has not come to us, even in the most trying years of

the past, in building churches, and reserecting fallen

ones, and personal, self sacrificing effort, was our only

monitor t© the completion of such an undertaking.

Sti41, we hope for the day, and will hope it strongly,

that there may be supplantiog this careless defect in

remunerating a poor missionary's coffers, a more ©are-
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ful and cautious consideration of his efforts, in the part

he plays, as a post-to-pillar employee among any asid

all exoduses to newly settled lands.

In this short chapter, let our advice go for what it

will, we will freely gi\'C it, from the experience of well

nigh forty years in sunny Kansas, and it is this; that

those of you who are desirous of moving westward and

getting a piece of realty in your own name, be cautious,

and go not farther west, than is becoming to the ffrad-

ual developement of a new country, for, as the wild

horse is caught and brought into use, becoming so do-

mesticated as to help bring into cultivation the wild and

bleak prairies he so recently roamed over, so it must be

with the subjugation of all wild and untilled lands, not

going too far into the desert, expecting ample returns

for the generous outlay of labor. Keep close to the con-

fines of civilization, and when man has wrought his

share, in subdueing the wildness of nature, God, the

benefactor of all, will caus ehis sun to shine on, and the

rains of heaven to copiously pour over the labor of your

hands. The thought itself, is as barren of realization

as is the effort of any individual, who takes too long a

leap, from the lap of pleasure, comfort and good results

to his agricultural hand, into an uncomfortable waste,

where nature wears her wekdest and wildest phase.

According to Thompson, it is a good idea for a young

man, "to go we&t," but the best of all precautions, for

the young man so inclined, would be; not to go too

awfully "fur west." Believe me, deaf reader, that many

a young man has already rued that seemingly insatiable

ihirst, for the whif of a western breeze; and has seen

the ool«r o£ the man's hair, many times o'er, who fin!
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«^nmg that trite old maxim on the unsuspecting public,

and particularly seized him with a cramping fit to go

see the wild and woolly west. He has seen, was con-

quered, and now, in many hundred instances, reaps the

reward of a too hasty and rash act, that of leaving the

poor old folks behind, along with seeijig a western

phantom burtiL
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CHAPTER VII.

A REMEDY FOR DROUTHY KANSAS.

People will say: were it not for the drouth in Kansas,

the yield of crops would be something marvelous. Yes,

were it not for those dry hot winds, we would have an

abundant yield of all the cereals sown and planted by

the hand of man, but, more especially would our har-

vest be greater, were we blessed with more rain-fall.

In our daily travels through all* portions of the west-

ern and south-western parts of Kansas, we see painfully,

the verification of that exclamation, drouthy Kajisas!

But, no more, gentle reader, is it as drouthy as in years

gone by, and every succeeding year seems to bring us

more rain-fall. In this climate of ours, a rich sandy

loam, we want more precipitation, not according to the

rain-maker's theory, but according to well defined prin-

ciples of the past, which when properly carried out,

never fail to give a most beneficial result. What we

want then, and what must inevitably follow in its wake,

is the planting of more shrubbery, more trees, more

anything, that will give out oxigen. The atmosphere

of our climate is constantly being drawn upon under

an inhaling process, by the short and easily dried-out

grasses, never giving out that amount of exhalation nec-

cssriry to stop the vast and consuming process, tJiut uiir
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prairie lauds demand, and nowhere is it arrested in the

heavens, but drawn to the earth where it is too readily

consumed.

If then, according to Humbolt's exudation theory,

and it is a very plausible one, attested by satisfactory

chemical analization, where an oak tree, from two and

one half to three feet in diameter exhales, i. e. sends out

two tons of moist gasses in every twenty-four hours,

why cannot we increase this exhudation, that more

moisture may be added to the thin and almost exhaus-

ted state of the atmosphere. It is posativily true, that

the more vegetation there is, the more heavily laden be-

comes the air, with this emission of gasses, hence a mois-

ture is created and from the contact of this latter, with

the natural dampness of the atmosphere above, we surly

can expect the formation of clouds, and as moisture

draws moisture, we may safely expect rain-fall in that

locality, where there is the most attraction. Without

this reciprocal process of exhibition and inhalation, there

is no posibility of attracting the moistness of the hea-

vens, with the skiHi, heat-attracting buffalo grass of our

western pr^ries, and one might as readily expect copious

rain-fall on a vast floor of inch flowing laid over a level

piece of country. In our opinion then, and it is one

that has ranged over beautiful Kansas for well nigh

forty years, seeing her grasses dewed, her hills studded

with trees and her vales green with the verdure that is

the result of careful husbandry.
As civilization pushes westward, and the hand of

honest industry is applied to the developement of our
broad acres, the untameness is driven out and succee-

ded by a new phase of productiveness, that heretofore,

had lain dormaut upon hei bosom.
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The more shrubbery, tree-planting and other indus-

tries of a like character, that are imbeded in our soil, the

more exhudation of moisture we will have, and conse-

quently the greater emission of an attraction for pre-

cipitation and rain-fall. Step by step civilization ad-

vances, that is, the surer and safer civilization, that will

remain to the advancing and adorning of any country,

not guided by greed, avarice and petty selfishness, that

seemed to have come with the boom western Kansas ex-

perienced some seven or eight years back. The influx,

into any country of that class of people, is more to its

detriment, than to its addornment, more a menacing

danger to its bankruptcy, than to the stability which

should be mantained by all earnest devotees who strive

to earn their livelihood by the sweat of their brows.

Look at the eastern portion of our state, nay, as far

west even as its central part, and you will see now,

where those localities were once barren and unyielding,

to honest industry, in the production of all grain, they

now, with copious rain-fall, yield abundantly. Tae

history of those western portions of as productive a soil

as can be found, will too, some day be written, only to

repeat what has transpired in and along the steady

march of worthy and industrious civilization.

We have a theory, and are led to believe from past

experience, that if it be agitated now, will shorten, by

many decades of years, happy returns to the toiling

masses of farmers who are constantly seeking homes in

our western lands. It is, we think, not overwrought

with fancy, or indulged in with any undue caprice, but

a theory, if put in practice, must, of its own wei-^ht fall

to the assistance, and encouragement alike, of all the
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honest farmers in Kansas. It is this: commencing

from the Gulf, through Texas, into the territories;

throughout Kansas, (more especially her western bor-

ders), through Nebraska and into the Dakotas and still

fartherjnortb, cultivate the happy industry of tree-plant-

ing. Let these states take this matter up, let congress-

men agitate it, and let every county talk the matter over

so earnestly, that it may become alive issue even at the

seat of Congress itself. Let ever}- land-owner, every

homesteader, occupying his own land, and those who
do not reside on their lands, be compelled, by an act of

law, if possible, to plant, say five acres of trees or shrub-

bery of some kind, on every quarter section of land, or,

at least, ten acres of the same, on every section, of land

mentioned, within this range; and if not made impera-

tive, by law, at least, make it of such an interest, that

the people who would thus comply with that industry,

should have the burthen of their taxes decreased by fifty

per cent. This latter would serve as an incentive for

the more careless ones, for the lessening of taxes, espe-

cially in the west, would be a wonderful motive power,

to any industry that would agitate such a reduction.

In thus agitating an industry, we but advocate a neces-

sity, that must inevitably fall to the lot of those lands

mentioned, only this difference, that we would hasten

the results so longed and earnestly hoped for; in other

words, to precipitate what is bound to come, if these

lands will ever be generously productive. We advocate

no chemical or visionary scheme, no illusionary method,

nor would we, gentle reader, have you pursue an ignis-

fatuus, like the rain-maker's idea, that sooner or a little

later, must surely and certainly go a-glimmering. As
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thepoet would have, "a little sunshine in a shady place,"

so we, must procure a little shade that the torrid rays

of an all powerful sun may be met in their transit to

us, by the thwarting influence that all exhudation from

vegitation has, and mitigate, in no small way the scorch-

ing heat, we otherwise would experience. Our western

country is, to a very great and grave extent, covered

with the short and easily dried buffalo grass, it mats the

ground like a closely mantled garment, and when it is

parched, not only by the direct rays of the san, but by

a reflex and rolling heat, that is created by reason of the

barrenness of all industry to tree planting, and the cul-

tivation of the soil. Many times have we plied our vo-

cation, by stage over those vast wastes,' and coming in

contact with a south wind, the velocity and scorching

intensity of its nature being even increased by reason

of not meeting with no checking influence, until blood

oozed from our nostrils, and our head reeked with pain,

so much so, that often we have been on the verge of

fainting from dizziness.

To advance still further, our idea of influencing rain-

fall, we have but to turn to portions of Spain, Italy and

Prussia, which districts, at one time, were studded with

a dense growth of forestry, but owing to the increased

demand for their timber, are now barren and unproduc-

tive wastes. Where once there was an abundance of

rain; there is now a barren bare waste, no rain-fall, and

the soil is rendered so unproductive, that the natives of

those lands would consider it extremely hazardous, if

they were to undertake to raise upon them the proverb-

ial white bean.

Let us then, ftultivate a willing and early industry in
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the planting of more trees, more shrubbery, more alfalfa,

in fact, any and all seeds that are especially adapted to

our climate, and the rich returns that will be guaran-

teed our harvests will surely and solely come to this

one happy, and most needed oi industries, that of

right-a-Nvaj Lree-plajiting.
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CHAPTER VIII.

DODGE CITY.

Having spent four years of our life's span in Dodge
City, and mingled with her people during that period,

in no small degree, we feel assured of being possessed,

of the "facts in the case," and will give the reader, a

short summary of our sojourn there.

In these days of magnanimous Christianity, when
every one seems to be clothed with the broad mantle of

christian charity, it does seem to us, that the same spirit

that actuated the Redeemer, when He reqested the

•^alse accusers of an innocent woman, to cast the first

>tone at her, should take heed, lest they themselves

ihould be found more guilty than the object of their

vile and unfounded accusations.

I will not palliate or "ease up" on the criminal record

of any and all border towns, nor will I claim for this

city, the exemption of vice and crime, only, in so far,

that Dodge City, which among so very many people

gained so unenviable a reputation, has never been so

bad, so morbidly wicked as it has been painted.

The lovely, and always highly scented "rose," may
grow amid thorns, which like fierce and threatening

daggers appear to stifle its very existence; still, it lives;

yea more, the very stem that supports its blooming and
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exhileratingly fragrant buds, is studded with sliarp and

angry prods, which are the charmed protectors of its in-

nocent life. 0! how much there is in the harmless lit-

tte "rose," that can be admired; adorned with beauty's

feiyorite crown, that of being the choicest of flowers,

giving forth its gratuitous scent alike, to its companions

by day, while drinking in the dews of the heavens

during the night, that it may gain more vigor, more re-

freshing beau,ty for the task of the morrow. Mid the

flowery Kingdom, in this or any other clime, it stands

unsurpassed for beauty, for fragrant odor, and for the

richness of its hue; sought after alike, by the king on

his throne, as well as by the pesant of an humble home,

throwing around them both, a halo of queenly beauty

and an inspiration of love, that seems to build up, and

never t^-e down, encours^e and never forsake.

Like the "rose," there are, and always have been, very

good people living in Doge City, people too, who par-

take very much of that distinctive trait of character,

which it would be well for othors to copy after, viz: of

minding one's own business. And among the few thorns,

which are to be found in any city, persons who endea-

vor to outshine one another, by gossip, tale-bearing and

false accusation, this major class of good, loyal and true

citizens have not, in our humble judgment, been sur-

passed by any class of people we have ever yet came in

contact with.

Up to but a few years' ago, Dodge City was the rendez-

vous of cattle men, it being a rail-road point, and easy

of access, where a generous supply of water could be had,

preparatory to shiping them east. Here also, was the

center of a stock association, where, from year to year,
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the cow-men would meet, to compare their cattle brands,

and institute stringent measures against that most ne-

farious of all thefts, cattle stealing. It was a border

town, and though surrounded by a fine agricultural

country, the hand of the husbandman had not yet be-

gun to stir her soil, for farming pursuits, as her hills

and her vales were, farther than eye could see, covered

with roaming herds of native and Texas cattle.

The wild and innocent tender-foot cow-boy played an

important part in the reputation Dodge City had gained,

for. he was there in a very "numerous roll," and was

from as many numerous points "way back East." 'Tis

true, the magic wand of prohibition had not yet ^ruck

her people, though the city has never siace enjoyed such

a degree af prosperity as when the foaming beer-mug

retailed for fifteen cents per glass, and the scorching

hot bumper of red-eye, now hop-tea, stood the purchaser

just one quarter of a dollar per glass. Where you have

a meeting or rendezvous of an isolated class of people,

coming together twice wr three times a year for the

purpose of shipping stock, yea, a meeting of probably

once old-time friends, who have been so indiscriminately

cast on the plains betimes, is it not in keeping with the

ebullitions of mirth, bound up, more or less, within the

heart of every man, to give vent to them on occasions

of a general, grand round-up. I,am free to admit, that

there was, from time to time, an unnecessary amount of

dissipation and outlawry carried on, but surely and truly

not in the form and manner so frequently pictured on

paper and punctured by the pen of so many an evil-

minded reporter.

Conceding that Dodge City was a little wild and
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woolly at an early day, by reason of an amalgamation of

various people, thrown together, first, from almost all

known points, and secondly, visited by as many differ-

ent classes of the human kind, as is posible to men-

tion, and that too, of a people, who, from their very

birth, were frozen to the cultivation of a roaming and

unsettled condition in their jives. Still, apart from the

very many unsavory stories circulated and spread of

Dodge City, stories too, which were, in a great many
instances, the product of some diseased brain, or the

simple visionary promptings of some simpler minded

tender-foot in the west.

Our stay, of four years in Dodge City, was of the

pleasantest, made so by as generously inclined a class of

people as has ever been our lot to meet anywhere;

always willing and ready to assist in the promotion of

any enterprise that bore the stamp of charity. Many
a tale has been spun of "boot-hill" cemetery, where the

majority of the present occupants, are said to have died

with their "boots on," and were not coffin-couched in a

decent and human manner; still, we all know, that it is

a very rare case, and I dare say it was among the rarest

in Dodge City, where a deliberate preconcerted and pre-

meditated murder was committed without some slight

and trivial provocation on the part of the deceased.

"High old times," as the words express them, were

had ocasionally, and sometimes too, as often as semi-

ocasionally, when a week's frolic would be indulged in

by drinking and gaming, sometimes extending to the

gray hours of the morn; but, is this any more than is

had, even to-day, in many more pretentious cities, wliere

crime of a much more varied hue, is hid away under the
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garb of christian civilization. Like an outspoken indi-

vidual, Dodge, in her palmy (which is almost feignifi-

cant to prosperous )days, showed to the world-wide, that

she was candid enough, to be on the ontside, what she

truly was within, not mantling her faults or exploding

her virtues.

If minds would speak, and pens would write, a more

copious tale of woe, and of crime could be easily gar-

nered from many points in the lone star state of Texas,

or amid the clifts of Colorado, than was ever heard of

in Dodge City, but the latter point was located in Kan-

sas, and Kansas, the flower of the sfeately kingdom,

where a man can be a ranting prohibition by day, and

soak his head, in real red ticker by night, Mid if he dont

happen to be found out, his chances for governor even,

will come, and the mantle of chief executiveness thrown

fairly around him.

But I will not indite Kansas, for ake is a leader in every

thing, and made up of all classes of people, that is of

all classes, with a conglomeration of nationaKties more

than exist in any other state in the Union.

To very many friends in Dodge City, I ieel deeply

grateful for their generous Mid unstinted Irfeerality to

me and my efforts for church, while in their midst, and

I trust that those lines, written in a spirit ai fairness,

will but cement our former fast friendship, and mitigate

any seeming wrong that may posibly be iBflieted, though

very wide of an intentional wrong.
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CHAPTER IX.

HIS MANY MISSIONS.

The itenerant missionary priest has very little to en-

thuse over, or raise his enthusiasm, while the priest of

one mission, and consequently a large one, has this one

stimulus at least; that he is not compelled to move
around from post to pillar, or be many hundred miles

from his supposed residence.

When a priest has a large church with hundreds of

attendants, a full choir to stimulate his service towards

his congregation, and a sexton to do his bidding in pre-

paring things necessary, we can easily imagine that his

task is not near as uninviting as the poor missionary,

ministering to a few scattered families here and there.

We are of human origin, the selfsame composition as

that of other men, and while we do not pretend to be

anything of a saint, our mind often averts to this vast

diSference of work between the quasi-rector of one mis-

sion and the almost endless field of the priest of many
missions. The latter very seldom has a choir in his

church, for two very good reasons, first, his church is

uncomfortably small, and erected without any provision

for a gallery, and secondly, the members being few, and

generally living a long way from their mission church,

they cannot convene for the practice necessary to

organize a church choir.
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To go thirty, forty and even fifty miles without break-

fast, and then be met with but a few families, many

times, only three or four, and say mass in a dugout, sod-

houae, or some other improvised habitation, s«ems to

me, would require a bit of apostolic zeal so character-

istic of a Paul or a Timothy. And though, times with-

out number, this is the case of the poor, and humbled

by necessity, devotees of a religion that is as pregnant

of Christ and Him crucified, who too, come from a long

distance to gain consolation from their christian duties.

For God knows, and we feel that He has already prop-

erly recorded it in the book of life, the poor home-

steader, catholic by birth, though far removed from the

education of his youldi, is as loyal to his church and as

true to the priest who calls to see him from time to time,

as the needle is true to the magnet.

We recall an instance now, of a poor kind mother

who, some seven years ago, with only an infant babe at

her breast -for company, rode in a lumber wagon, herself

driving the team, a distance of sixty-five miles, from

the southren portion of Meade county to Dodge City,

for the sole purpose of having her infant child baptized.

Think of the wearisome distance gentle reader, one

hundred and thirty miles of a round-trip, with no one

to care for her team but herself, and no place to stop

for shelter except on the wild barren prairie, where

night in its inky darkness overtook her, and she was

compelled to stop, far beyond the reach of any human

help, unhitching that team, and turning them out to

limited pasturage, until the dawn of lighter and brighter

hours on the morrow. Think of uhat lonely mother, on

that lonely dark night, and upon that still lonlier prai-
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rie, with no human companion to cheer or to comfort

her, save the innocently prattling babe of her bosom,

which she so fo-ndly and lovingly cuddles to her warm and

tender embrace. Such faith is reported as haiving been

found in far off Isreal, the faith that our Saviour lauded

for its purity, intensity and sympathizing simplicity, a

faith, that surely must be akin to the faith of this poor

mother, who endured so noble a sacrifice, for the sole

purpose of having her babe regenerated in the sacred

laver of Baptism. May God have mercy on these poor

mothers, inhabiting western prairie homes, and may He

sooth their heart-yearnings for the religious training of

their young, with as kind and gentle a balm as that of

Gilead of oid, which will prove a spiritual healing to

aching hearts, in being thus necessarily isolated from

church and the posibilities of the early christian educa-

tion of their children.

Another instance of the devout and sincere spirit of

catholic Christianity will be found in the following, and

in no way overdrawn narrative. It was in the year 1886,

and in the western part of Finney county, that the

glad tidings came to a poor and feebly delicate couple,

that mass would be celebrated at Lakin, a small towH,

and distant from them some twenty or twenty-two miles.

A lone couple, with no children, and tkeir nearest neigh-

bor living at a distance of eight miles from them, had

pitched their tent there upon a quarter section of land,

and under the homestead act, were prosecuting a live-

lihood as best they could, mid crop-failu*e8 and other

drawbacks, consequent upon all homesteaders who rush

in, pell-mell to a new country. For over three years,

their joint efforts at farming had proven a failure, aod
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ttie little money they had upon first locating there, was

down to less than five dollars, being all of the worldly

possessions they had in store, save the remnant of a

poor Texas poney and a scrawney, broad-horned cow

claiming a like birth-place with the former. With
tttese two critters, they strove to do a little farming,

only a few acres at most, but the dry hot winds, had

baffled their efforts in that direction. Their lonely and

lowly habitation consisted of a sod-house, four feet in

the ground and two above it, and eight feet in width

by ten feet in length, with not a vestige of furniture in

it except that which was roughly made from a few box-

es or unplaned boards. On the morning in question,

that mass was to be said in the town of Lakin, they rose

at midnight, hitched both poney and cow to a much
dilapidated and weather-beaten wagon, and started on

their journey of twenty two miles, arriving in the town

at ten o'clock, half an hour before service. Kind read-

er, you may imagine the wearisomeness of that long

journey, as you very probably, will never realize one

like it, and how a dusty road and ttie scorching rays of

a summer's sun must have told an that old couple, as

they were slowly drawn along by the tiresome plodding

of that jaded team. Tell me, cushioned pew-holders,

in your gilded churches, have you ever experienced a

faith like this, that warmed up these poor souls, or

rather, have you not felt the want of a belief in a cru-

cified Grod, that seems so hard to come to you, where

tiicse lonely ones are crowned with peace of mind, and

consolation of heart at even seeing a spark of what you

can realize so often. Tell me not, that a more fervid

•andidness in religion tiian this, can be seen in yoar
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eastern palatial churches, for I cannot, nor will I be-

lieve it; tired and worn out, they knelt the while mass

was being celebrated, and though tears would rise to

their eyes and sobs from their weary breasts would heave,

we felt that a just and kind God, was noting down their

sorrows and necessities and granting them a balm to

buoy them up under so many hardships and trying per-

plexities.

It was months after this meeting, that a telegram

came to my home in Dodge, sammouing me to go and

attend the dying bed-side of the poor old man. Sev-

enty-two miles by rail and twenty-two more by buggy,

brought me over an uneven, and at times, a very indis-

tinct road, to that lonely grotto, where 1 learned that the

now dying man, was, about a week previously, bitten

on the arm by a centipede. That member had been

amputated well-nigh up to the shoulder, but alaa! too

late, for already the flesh was discoloring and the stynch

was almost intolerable in that close-confining little

room. On my return, and stopping at their nearest,

though very distant neighbor, I requested him to go and

attend the dying man, which he very readily done. In

two days afterward, he died and his remains were for-

warded to Dodge, where they laid unnoticed, save by

one, his faithful consort in life, but left now poorer and

lonelier than ever, since he, the solace of her life, had

gone. Recently, I also learned of her demise, in some

far away Sisters Hospitle, where, on account of her pov-

erty and old age, she had found an asylum for the pas-

sage of her few and fast declining years. May the good

Lord have mercy on their poor souls.

There is no lack of instances, like this latter one.
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wlien the poor missdoftary is called upon, and though

the distance be far and the road yet untrodden, he

must go, and offer succor to the dying in the admin-

istration of the sacraments. And methinks now, would

it not be a clever idea, one which is pursued in at least

one denomination, that is; to change around once in a

while, and give an airing in the more western horizon,

to some younger one, that he may learn more closely

the sweet sunshine of his own domicle, among a broader

civilization, and a far richer harvest field, which is, and

will prove to him, if he were given a taste of it, bitterly

contrasted by the roughness seen and experienced on

western missions. For instance, by previous appoint-

ment, you are to have services on a certain date and at

a certain place, you go, and though the distance to it,

be great, and your expenses heavy in reaching it, there

are but two, three, or four families to meet you, and this

is the size of your congregation. There is no choir, to

add a spark of cheer to the services; alas! in many pla-

ces, there is no church, and you are to rustle your own
convenience, if you have services at all. It may be,

however, in the order of things and in keeping with

the powers that be, for some poor pioneers to be on the

frontier during the entire course of their earthly pil-

grimage here, and if it is to be so, for thus it seems, let

one good and grand round of coinmiseration go up for

the poor lone missionary, who, like the first setler, stands

m his wake, ready and willing to offer comfort and

clioer U) hie chiifiiiaa soul.
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CHAPTER XL

THOSE SUPPOSED PREACHERS.

In mj many years residence, within the borders of

sunny Kansas, the most of that time being spent in

communities that were well nigh exclusively non-cath-

olic, and where, from two to six different denominations

existed, I can candidly say, that our intercourse with the

members of them all, have been of the friendliest, and

of a nature, that has added pleasures instead of crosses,

to our daily walk in life. We dare not mention names,

for they are legion, many of whom would prefer not to

have their friendship prated in a thus public role, and

again, this little volume would scarcely contain the

names and friendly tokens of so many happy reminis-

cences among them. And while they all differ from

the catholic religion in their teachings, and interpret-

ations of the Good Book, we have often admired the

candor and simplicity of many, who, through invincible

ignorance apparently, of what the catholic doctrine is,

have, in no wise, reflected on something that, as yet,

had not been made clear to them as the unerring doc-

trine of Christ. Far be it removed from any intention

of ours, to reflect one iota, on any one, because of his

or her's religion; no, for such a reflection is wanting in

true christian charity, serves no good purpose, and is

JLiimetrically opposed to the good opinion we should
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have of all mankind. No man, woman or child can, or

dare accuse us, of ever taunting or ridiculing a person

because he was not of my faith. Oftimes, though, we

have, during our span of years thus far, risen in defense

of some tenet of the catholic church, which was wan-

tonly assailed, by a more wanton and untutored creature,

in the shape of a fledgling preacher, who would have

his hearers believe, thait in emerging from the back-

ground of his own ignorance, he had a fresh license to

tackle something he knew nothing about.

We recall one instance now, where a preacher, of

that denomination(we wont mention it,)where some

folks, under a little excitement, get more than their

share of religion, and go to thumping their heads and

bunting the seats around, openly and avowedly averred

that; the catholic church had no authority for its mode
of baptism, and that his way, by dipping, was the only,

and hence, correct way of baptizing. A short time af-

terwards, I met the gentleman in question, and asked

him, by what authority he had indited the catholics

for their mode of baptism, viz: pouring. Well, he said;

I saw them so baptised by the priests in the churches.

Is that all? said I, and he answered, yes; that was what

I seen, and was all the proof I wanted. To him I thus

spoke: now, my dear man, that conclusion you arrive

at, concerning the baptism of catholics, seems very, naty

grossly illogical, for, it has been only a few minutes

sin€e I saw you take a cool and refreshing drink of

water, now, to be as logical as you are, concerning us,

am I to conclude that this is the only beverage you use,

or, cannot I say, that you also drink wine, beer and

whiskey, for, if one assertion stands, surely, the other
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has no reasofl or room to fall; in other words; I saw you

drink water, therefore, you drink whiskey.

I assured this gentleman, that he had dropped into the

same category, that many of his ilk had done before,

and was assailing an institution he knew very little a-

bout, by "talking through his hat." For, though the

catholic church has one prescribed form of baptism, viz;

pouring, she does not deny the validity of a baptism by

dipping or sprinkling, providing it is done with the in-

tention of doing what the church prescribes and Grod

ordains. Here we find a preacher, one who claims to

have a right to expound the words and meaning of

Holy writ, who, is evidently, from his own reasoning,

not conversant with the real dafierenee, as to when a

thing is valid and when the same thing is licit; for,

something may be valid and not licit, while everything

that is licit, viz; allowable, is surely valid.

We do not think, that there is a book in existence

to-day, which is more pounded about, or its meaning

extorted into such cruel shapes, as the poor inofEensive,

and all-saving word of God, and so commonly known

as the Bible. Well may we say, in these, our times,

what St. Paul has said; that "many will wrest the mean-

ing of the Scriptures to their own destruction," for, de-

spite the hard sayings that are found therein, they pre-

tend to solve them all, and the more limited their own

knowledge is, the more do they harp away on the Scrip-

tures, and constitute themselves sole interpreters of

that Book. They will not tell you, where they got -the

Bible, but presume that it carne direct to them from

the apostles, whereas, for fifteen hundred years, the

catholic church, and her alone, has been the repository
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of the sacred writings, preserving them intact, on parch-

ment hid away in the secret and sacred archives, that

they might be spared from the hand of molestation,

for the benefit of future generations. In their Bible,

viz; King James' version, we do not find the first and

second books of Machabees, hence they cannot lay claim

to having the entire Bible; and to use a mathematical

arguement against them, their part is not greater than

our whole.

Not many months back, we were pained at hearing

of the utterances, a certain young fledgling, whose

pinna-feathers as a preacher had given him license to

cackle and crow at the catholics, and who called us some

very hard names, without the least provocation what-

ever. Shortly after this, on meeting the gentleman in

question, we politely asked him the cause of his tirade

of abuse against the catholic church, and what were his

reasons for thus assailing us ; and if he had any partic-

ular fault to find, what was it, and we would explain

or condone his incrimnations against us, as the case

might be. Well, said he, "I have heard so and so a-

bout you catholics, and have been told this, £hat and

the other about you, and I talked from these." In reply.

I said; young man, that is very poor logic, for, if I had

heard that you were a half-fool, would that justify me
in getting before an audience and exploding it: very

fine logic indeed, that, where one judges a book by its

cover. The Spanish Inquisition was his hobby, and he

seemed to ride it freely, trespassing too, on very dan-

gerous ground, for we offered to wager him fifty dollars,

that he could not, in one week's time of searching all

accessable history, give the name af a single bishop or
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priest, who was directly or indirectly connected with it;

nay more, we offered to make him a present of ten dol-

lars, and take his own word, mind you, if he would ack-

nowledge that he had, in his whole life, ever read a work

on catholicity by a catholic author, and he vowed he

had not. How then, we asked, can you form an honest

and unbiassed opinion of the catholic church? how then

can you, a self-constituted judge in this hearsay-case a-

gainst us, render a just and honorable sentence ?

It is well-nigh a year now, since one of thoes shout-

ing brethren, in a far-off western county had the aff-

rontery, and succulent bile to let out on us catholics,

what he gave as true and genuine geaple, in the follow-

ing foul and filthy accusations. He said: ''the cathoik

church sanctions dancing, but then, she is not a true or

hign standard of morality," and, "he who dances is o£i

the highroad to perdition." Hearing that, we were a-

bout to take issue with the gentleman, to disprove what

he said of us, as catholics, tliis worthy demie relented,

and went to one of our members, saying; that he was

too hasty in his charges agamst the catholic church, but,

as he did not give the same publicity to his apology, as

he had to the false charge he had made against her, we

brought our grievance to his personal notice, by saying:

that the catholic church had, at all times, discounte-

nanced round dancing, for the reascm t^at it was, more

or less, the proximate ocasion of sin. To open np his

illogical mind, we affirmed, that dancing, wine, whis-

key and beer, were perfectly good things in themselves,

yes, and that the horrid polecat, the mad-dog or the rat-

tlesnake were also good, in fact, perfectly good, and

why ? because they came from the hand of God, »mI to
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deny the perfection of their very essence, would be to

destroy the creative act, of an all-wise Grod that brought

them into existance. The poor man found, though late

in years it eame to him, that it was one thing to assert

something, but a far different thing to prove it; so he

relented again betimes, and said, that he knew but very

little concerning the teachings of the catholic church,

and that it would be wise for any one, not thoroughly

and well aeqHftinted with a thing, to let it severelyalone.

Another instance, of this woefull habit of ea;lling

names. There lives, n>et a thousand miles from our

present location, a preacher, who has prided HK)re than

onee, before on unprejudiced audience, that there was

not a cathoik priest in the great state of Kansas who

would dare meet him in debate, on the topic of reMgion.

He was one of those ranting kind too, bwt of a different

perstMtsion to the afore-mentioned ones, one who, in the

heat of k« talk would haii the eoat from his back and

thwirl it high in the air &st, and then lash it to ^e
jioor, jumping upon it, in support of the very powerful

effort he was making in thie cause ol ^brist.

In this preacher's neighborhood, there lived a very

warm friend of ours, who, from time to time, was pes-

tered with unprovoked assauks on the catholic religion,

by some of ^le satellites of this vociferous expounder

of the Scriptures. My friend v^ote to me, and said

that we were unnecessarily assailed, and that this tan-

talizing was becoming entirely too common for whole-

some recreation; I ittf(»i»ed him, that the boot-biack

iras good at eallisftg harsh Munes, a»d the peniteatiary

bii^ had always a stock of the same weapons on hnnd,

bai, there was rerj liittle redress to be kad againBttbeuft^
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still, if some of the warm adherauts of this preacher,

would put in some tangible shape, their objections a-

gaiiist our belief, we would gladly go and defend them.

This trap being laid, our preacher friend fell neatly into

it, and wrote, what he termed, two propositions, on a

half sheet of note paper, as foMows: first, ''the catbolic

church opposes drink, but violates the laws of theland,"

secondly, ''she is the mother of sin and harlots, and

founded on the deril." Fine language this, coming

from the mouth of a preacher, in this wonderfull nine-

teenth century of ours; grand language this, a flat con-

tradiction in the first, asA a treacherous and villainous

lie in the latter assertion of my bold bad defier. Ovac

friend engaged the schoolhouse in that district, adver-

tised the call for a debate, j«id it spread far and near, so

that a very large gathering assembled to hear both sides

of the arguement as to the propositions mentioned* We
now, as then, and upen that ocasion, remember that

our apponent did not show up, and left us alone in our

glory, to show to as fine an assembly of people as we
most ever met, the faleity of the assertions made by so

uncrupelous a wretch.

Little do we wonder, gentle reader, that so many in-

harmonioms and untruthful things are said of us, as

catholics, when such unbridled unlicenced scoundrels,

go from post to pillar, stifling the best and most noble

efforts of many who strive to come to a true knowledge

of Christ and His church. Little do we wonder at so

many young, tender and mellow minds being so rudely

warped against iis from the eariy influence of such ran-

ting on religion ; for they were susceptible of the truth

dnd gosple oi Christ, in Ha purity, but the patsoikovi
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taint of those false prophets had leaehed them first, and

we all know, that early impressions areextremely lasting.

How long, Lord, will those imserapulo«s pharisees

go roaming about, snatching frora the innocent grasp

of inaoeence itself, the salvation of their poor souls.

It is time that thinking people, kouerable sensible and

reasonable people, and at this late date too, should sever

an allegience with those who have no more authority to

to teach the sacred word of God, than has John China-

man, the right to serve as president of these grand and

glorious United States of ours.
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CHAPTER XI.

"stand up for KANSAS."

The trite axiom, handed down to «s from an ahnost

unrecorded time, that "comparisons are odius," wifl sure-

ly stand he-re for Kansas, as the peer ©f a»y and all of her

sister staless by way oi comparison to the latter; for,

that she is preeminently beyond them, in very many,

and Bftost all respects, is a proposition so well argued

and so deSnitely demonstrated, that the reverse would

he received as a false statement.

In the first place, Kansas, as a state, is the geograph-

ical ceuter of the United States, possessing an eveness of

landscape, the ideal of many a home-seeker, and endowed

with a fertility of soil that grows everyM»ing in the

category oi cereals, save the proverbial "white bean,"

the land in Kansas not being thin and worthless enough

to offer the peculiarly cheap nutrition that is reqtikrite

t» ^row it.

The state of Kansas, settled with an indiscriminate

uiass of humanity, it seems to be a sort of ''catch ail"

hasia, that the migratory portiwi of mankind love to

linger by, and bask in her enervating rays of almost

perpetual and perennial sunshine. From the four points

of the compass, they come to us in swarms, bringing

their consins, their ancles and their aunts, and they

come too, from a very much varied and diversified form
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oi the pnrental tree, as colors and shapes will readily

indicate. It has been repeatedly affirmed, that no other

state in the Union has sueh a conglomeration of people

as has tlip state of Kansas; there are those who hail

from the Brifecm's grasp, ^t&se who have Mt dear altd

Ireland far behind, and those of the Fatherland, who
are a marked addition to Mie iiidustrioT;^ dass of our

peof>te, even sunny Italy, adds a few individ»als to our

throRg, and France, to0, lends her quota of good and

hard working classes.

Abo^^e everything else in Kansas, we have indispuia-

bly a healthy and soul-uplifting climate, the haniMifey

of the atmosphere is sueh, that at sc«»«^y any season

of the year, is it so rare, as to, in any way, incite ail ep-

idemic or foster foreign germs of disease, going to sbow
that sarely and without cavil, the health producing ele-

ments of our climate are from the touch of a Master

Hajid.

But to revert to our original thought, of contrastiag

our State with other older and more eastern ones. By
aetttal personal observation recently made during a visit

East, traversing sotme ten or twelve of the most flour-

ishing and indepeadent states in the galaxy of oor

Union, we could not well help to note the many gktring

contrasts of the climate, the broken fields, the napaint-

ed houses, the rough and uncouth manner of maay of

their people, to the warm and temperate clima.te here,

the vast unbroken and level fields, the almost invariably

painsed hoiises, and the sunny smiles and marked agree-

jibleness of the Kansas people. There, we noticed the

qsiaint and staid old style houses, that were fast totter-

ing to ruin for at least one very marked reason, that of
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neyer having hocn jniinted; whereas here, it is the one
peculiar ambition of man and woman, that after the

ho«ise is bailt, it must receive a coat or two of paint,

and of a color that is, at every instance, cheerful and
happy. The very old and original chimney of their

houses, WitjiJild commence from the ground, forming no
close p*vrta«rship with the house, and then run in a ser-

pentine form to the gable end, extending above the

comb of the roof at such a height as would be governed

by the amount of the material for its construction, as

would be on hand. Very frequently, the log or clab-

board walls of those houses would be adorned with a

coon-pelt or a "bar," the latter, a recent capture of three

or four days hunt; the old worm fence, that seems now,

in this enterprising age, to have outlived its former use-

fulness, can be still seen windiBg its vulgar form, from
the cattle corral to almost the very dooryard of the

houses. The great big hungry ^'paller dof still lives

there, as bony and cadaverous looking as ever; a verita-

ble object of pity, as in the days of old, when he and
his kind, were the necessary occupants of the red-man's

tepee in the far away western and uncivilized wiles.

There is no tax on such an ungainly creature, and the

need of a collar is supplemented by two very distinct

and unmistakable marks in his general make-up, he hav-

ing from one to three facinating curls at his outer cau-

dal appendage, and a scinged portion of the hair on his

back, which was evidently forced upon hira by a too

close proximity to the warm stove or blazing fire place.

In their houses, as a general thing, there are very few
factory-made articles of furniture, they all breathing

an air of home-made industry, as well aa the ho«e-s^un
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texture of nearly every article of clothing worn in their

houshold^., with not an extra gather or pucker in the

womens' dresses, nor a frizzle or bang in their head-gear,

that would show a stranger, a meek and humble stran-

ger, that they were far behind the times.

Not so in Kansas, her dogs are sleek and fat, her

houses are not adorned but left unadorned rather by

any unsavory pelt, and their houses are furnished with

all factory-made furniture and of the latest pattern;

her sons and daughters are clad in the v^y latest fab-

ric-goods and extremely allied with foreign styles and

fashions. Our girls, from their very school-days, hanker

after the going styles of dress, and each one, seemingly

vies with the other, in matters of taste and dress, until

it has become a fad among fads, and the saying goes

forth, that ''it is better to be out of existence than to be

out of the style." Not only do the maiden and wom-
anly portion of our humanity seem gay, cheerful and

happy, bnt the courser and sterner sex too, feel the ne-

cessity of the growing conventionalism, and go about,

well clad and, apparently feeling their importance more

than those of their kith and kind, farther eastward.

It cannot be gainsaid, but that our farmers are full

of pluck, grit and industrious enterprise, the equal of

which, is scarcely seen elsewhere. Here, are broad open

fields, undisturbed by roots, rocks or stumps, and a wel-

comed panoramic scene is thrown out before the farmer's

vision, that seems, in every particular, a warm incentive

to industry; a country so level, so materially freed from

any obstruction, that his plow can turn over more

ground in one day's work, than he coukl in some east-

ern land, accomplish in a whole week. There, we saw
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but small and nngamly blotches of ground used for

farming, which by actual count have consumed from

ten to fifteen years of hard labor, and still they do not

present very fine or easy farms to cultivate, for the

''ups" and "downs" are still there just the same.

In the East, many farms are tiled, thereby eoasum-

ing a vast amount of time and expense, so that a sur-

plus of rain-fall may be carried away; there, in very

many instances., large dyk^^ a«« dug, again easing upon

the farmer for an extra amount (£ hai-d labor: in fact, a

life-time is wasted, ere a piece of ground is cieared of

all obstructions, and put in proper shape lor the plant-

ing and sowing of grain. In Kaus:i&, the case is very

different, for men e&me here, and after locating on, or

buying a farm; they cam, the very first thing, at the

proper time, put ikeir plows in the grofasid, and keep on

ploughing and harvesting, and again plow until checked

by the winter frost. Kansas, all told, is strictly an ag-

ricultural land,, and time will soon develop the fact also,

that ev«n the rattreme western portions of it, that now
serve more for grazing purposes, will all he subJued by

the honest hand of thehnsbandman, until it will be one

glowing field of springing corn and wheat. In Kansas,

there is very little need of mulching, and nowhere,

within her confines, do we find it a necessity, to assist

the ground by mannring the jsoil, for it yields over a-

bundantly without such aid. In our moderate rain-falls,

and the light falls of snow, We have experiei!"ed that a

sufficient amount of ammonia falls, to give the ground

the necessary nutriment to grow all manner of cereals,

while other lands and other climes, seem to require a

superficial aid in order to make them productive. Kan-
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ras disclaims all such aids, and is sd^y depeTK^ent on
the richness of her soil to grow them. We have said,

that the climate of Kansas is temperate and of a very

mild nature; her summers being long, and her w'- ter

seasons necessarily short, this statement, as a conse-

quence, must be true. At no time, are we subjected to

extreme and very radical "changes of weather instaa-

taneously, as our seav'ons come and go, the one always

makes due and ample preparation for the other, so ttiai

on one being ushered in upon us at a proper and oppor-

tune period, we less experience the change, by an ample

preparation for it, as it comes m due course of time; and

while other climes experience but two seasons in a yesH*,

the one winter and the other summer, we have in Kan-
sas, the full four seasons of the year. Winter, Spring,

Summer and Autumn. As to the health of our state, it

cannot be denied, but that the red-man, in all his pris-

tine and subsequent ambitions, sought after a climate,

that to him would be more temperate in sunshine and

in hail, and giving him due credit for knowing a "thing

or two," it has passed to the page of history, that his

last ''debut," ere entering the "happy hunting grounds"

was to inhabit the sunny clime of Kansas' fair soil.

This red-man, has hung on, by reservation and other-

wise, to many portions of Kansas, thereby going to

show, that this happy and generously temperate climate,

was highly prized even by him and his tribes.

In Kansas, as a general thing, a farmer is not content

without possessing one hundred and sixty acres of tilla-

ble laud, whereas, in many eastern states, he must be

content with thirty, forty or sixty acres at most; now
may we ask the intelliguut reader, which is most profit-
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able, for a man with a large family, that he may live

for and support such, from a small or a large farm?

The answer will surely come, that as one hundred and

sixty acres is more than any of the above named pieces

of ground, he will sooner realize an independency from

this latter, than he would from any of the former pieces

of ground.

We have oftimes thought, that if those hard-working

and industrious class of farmers, who toil from one end

of the year to another, in their anxiety, at some future

day, to have a small piece of ground cleared, were ap-

prized of the very natural advantages Kansas affords to

the industrious farmer, he would no longer hesitate, but

would readily pick up and come to a land, that would

afford him so much pleasure in its cultivation, and teem

with glowing results to his untiring hand, instead of

wearing a life away, mid the almost insurmountable ob-

stacles he has to overcome where he now is.

On the broad sunny soil of Kansas, one can, from

time to time, hear the information, that if our folks

back in Missouri, or Illinois or Iowa or Ohio, only

knew and could realize how easy it is, to farm here, how
soon would they gather their little effects together and

come amongst us. instead of wearing their lives away

on those side-hill slopes, and craggy clifts, and where

they have spend years and years of arduous toil, only t o

have a partially cleared farm even yet, with many, very

many obstacles still in their way,

We challenge any other state in the Union, it mat-

ters aot where it lays, or what other material advanta-

ges it has over us, to produce a like number of farmers,

who have, in so short a time, procured Imppy and iuile-
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pendent homes, as kave our Kansas farmers. It seems

but the result of a few years of farming in Kansas,

when a farmer can enjoy that independency and the

happy comfort of enjoying his own home, which has

it&t resulted to him in eastern states after so many years

et toil. The evidence of what I say, can" be amply

liKMiched for, by every resident of this state, who is him-

self a worthy representative of her prowess, her wealth

said her realizations.

! Is it a wonder then, gentle reader, that we are so

, feoroughly imbued with that spirit of absolute fairness,

i
"which prompts us, to "stand up for Kansas." Is it not

j
lather our imperative duty, knowing as we do, the w<3n-

' derful and most beneficent resources of our gigantic

state, to herald her glories abroad, so that those who are

y-et unshielded by her protecting wing, may not linger

longer, but hurry and place themselves under her pro-

tecting wings of peace and prosperity for all time to

come, and thus, making "a word to the wise sufficient."

Little wonder, do we say again, that we sing the

praises of Kansas, for we have been with her long, in

the earliest of her struggles and the most trying per-

iod of her past, as well as partaking of many of her

bountiful and most gracious blessings, and why-

should we be silent in singing and sounding her
praises which can be so easily done.

Her haven is a peacat)te port of entry, to the earnest

and industrious son ot toil, with no room for laggards

or drones, for ours is an enterprising and prosperous

people, whose sole ambition is to acquire that compe-
tence, stimulated by the three great monitors that

every one in life should have to guivle him, viz : a set-

tled aim in life, industry second, and fnially, persever-

ance.
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CHAPTER XII.

•THE CAUSE OF HARD TIMES."

luat tbe year 1893 has been a most phenominally

hard year in Southwestern Kansas, goes without saying;

and to still add distress to the financial straights through-

out tlie land, we passsed through a wonderfully dry

and hot summer, scorching the crops, and burning the

very grass on our prairies. It has been such an ordeal

for the producing element of our communities, viz: the

farmer, that many have grown discouraged, abandoned

their once happy homes, and have turned their faces

eastward in quest of much needed employment. Equal-

ly true too, has the winter of '93 and '94 come upon us,

with a greater and more marked phenomenonal mild-

ness, the like of such mild and temperate weather for

a winter season, cannot be recalled during the history

of our State. In the face of this dreadfully hard ex-

treme, we cannot but think, that the latter has been a

kindly visit, from a most bountiful Providence, both

to man and beast; for with a due scarcity of crops and

an almost total absence of fodder, the one, as well

as the other would, in the event of a cruel and biting

winter, be confronted with an untold amount of suf-

fering, misery and loss. ''Some days must be dark and

dreary," says the poet, and if they were not, some un-

grateful man, would not be grateful enough to ac-

kaowledj;e the "Silver lining," which too, so very often
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appears, to elevate the drooping spirit, and cure the

aching heart. ''No crown, without a cross," has been

the maxim of the poor western farmer, and we feel like

predicting for him, that his darkest hour has past, and

now, his days must be less dreary.

But, why have we experienced, during the passage of

the last year, such a dreadful panic, such close times

in money matters, and such dearth of the medium to

procure our commodities, which in former ye^^'-s, would

almost come at our beck, to supply our every want?

Listen, attentively, kind reader, and I will give, if

not the real existing reasons, at least, they must appear

as very plausible, in the absence of others.

You will possibly say, that the cause, rests with the

present Administration; that is not it, nor should one

be so hide-bound in his political belief, let it be what it

may, as to charge an almost national calamity, to any

Administration.

You well remember, that some seven years ago, a

wild and reckless boom passed throughout the west,

when men came, on the visionary promises of real-estate

brokers and unscrupulous land speculators, to mine, as

it were, a mint of money, by investing in a corner lot.

P. T. Barnum could not have better drawn the crowd

westward, than did those sharks, for people came by

the hundreds of thousands, with the wild, nay, worse

than wild story of speculating in real estate, buzzing in

their ears. Many were reported, by reckless and guil-

ty advertising in eastern newspapers, to have amassed

an enormous fortune, by the exchange of one twenty-

five foot lot; and so more people came, and nibbled at

the treacherous hook of those wiley rascals, until an
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untold number of unsuspecting ones, were left dabbling

on the hook of a busted boom, with choice corner lots

"for sale." Apparently, every body was making money,

but the fact and truth of the matter was, that where

one made it, hundreds were putting "their all," into

an irredeemable abyss, from which they have not crept

to this day; calling upon their monied friends east, they

kept right on paying fabulous prices for almost worth-

less lots, and mortgaging those over and over again, in

order to still further secure some choice tid-bits of

Adam's footstool, that would "some day," revert to

their everlastiug independence, and lull their frenzied

greed in the sweet bye and bye.

Bye and bye, a reaction came, the wiley manipulators

of those fraud booms "skipped," and left their indelible

trace behind. There being nothing behind to support

those inflated land sales, the bubble busted, and the

contents were glaringly noted, drooped forever, accord-

ing to the folly of man. Many realizing the "drap," be-

gan to unload their once priceless treasures, at very

grave sacrifices, while their sterner bretheren kept

"holding on," with a "grip" almost epidemical, hoping

against hope, that some day, their values would be re-

stored; and they too are ston d away in the archives,

too sacred for memory to touch.

At this time of inflation in real-estate values, people

thought themselves rich, and consequently, began to

"put on airs," by loosing sight of their formerly hum-
ble and lowly thatched cottage, and seriously contem-

plating the erection of a mammoth gothic structure

a-^a-Queen Anne style. Up went those finely planned
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edifices, and no paines were spared or expenses cur-

tailed, to make theirs the finest in the whole neighbor-

hood. Costly lots, costly lumber, costly painti ^, cost-

ly side-walks, costly barns, costly equipages, in fine,

costly horses and costly dogs, all built on the ever

—

sure-to-bust-bubble—wind.

Not like now, people lived high, even the farming

portions of our communities were fast copy '^ after

their city brethern, and running headlong and ruin-

ously into debt, by purchasing more mortgaged farms,

by stocking them with the latest and most costly pat-

terns of machinery, until burden was heaped upon bur-

dens, and nine-tenths o^^ our honest, horney-handed

sons of toil were immerged in a sea of unmistakable

entanglement. To this glaring aspect of things, every

one became awestricken at the wonderful change of

times and things; and no one was wise enough to call

a halt, or ask the question: can such a state of affairs

last always? In the wake of this wonderful area of

prosperity, there came a sudden qualm, a sickening,

dull and a woefully heavy thud, which marked the fall

and utter ruin of so countless a number, who awoke

from the mesmeric touch of a boom they so readily and

truly trusted.

Speculation in town property had grown stale, nearly

all were "long" on "corner" and "inside" lots, while

money, ah! money, the bane of so many, was very,

very "short."

Mortgages began to fall due, on these high-priced

lands, and eastern lenders were clamoring for their own.

A wail of insecurity from the west, had reached their
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ears and they grew nervous for fear of losing what

they had expected to bring in so high a rate of interest,

in the past highly spoken of and flourishing west.

Subsequent to that period of boom-days, crop fail-

ures came in their wake, and may we be again allowed

the surmise, here, of a hand-ruling of Providence, to

warn mankind of their former folly and over anxiety

for wealth.

Even tO"day, and although a depression of a very

serious nature confronts us still, there are thousands

upon thousands of dollars sent back east, in the way

of loans and high-rated interest, that of itself alone, is

sufficent to harass our people, and this too, in the face

of the very low price of wheat, the one principal cereal

of Southwestern Kansas. Again the reckless buyinj-

of costly farm machinery, has from time to time, ser-

iously crippled our farmers, and the interest accruing,

that gnaws at his head by day, and his bed-post by

night, makes him the slave of a worthless foreign foe,

who is as relentless to look at his condition, and com-

miserate his surroundings by an extension of time, as a

dove would be in the eyes of a hungry dragon.

Brought on to be sure, in very many instances, by

himself and the whims of his own sweet will, the

farmer is again negligent to the duty he owes, in

caring for these necessary means of his industry, his

stock, by a reckless care, leaving them unprovided with

shelter, and abandoned to the weather, from the first of

June, until the first of the same month the following year..

We have bought too much and bought it on time is

the cause of this cry of hard tir -s, and no Adminis-

tration, I care not what it might be, can relieve u^ \u\-
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til we put into practice more retrenchment and more

economy in our every day purchases. For, how can a

man smoke eight or ten cigars daily, sign for a drug-

gist's permit to violate the prohibitory law two or three

times a week, and sport around the country in the .

latest fad of a buggy, drawn by a two-year-old Per-

cheon or a fancy trotter from the famil}"^ of Harry

Wilkes, without being necessarily let down financially.

People, that is I mean some people, for to include

them all would be somewhat in the nature of a libel,

think it is so nice to get good credit or "tick" at the

stores, and they buy, perforce of this license, so care-

lessly and unprovidentially. that when the time comes

for a settlement of their bills, why they are astonished

at the magnitude of their account, and some of them

are so unscrupulously unfair as to question the honesty

of their debt; it really would make one hunger after a

stick, to see such an ungrateful kicker live in a civil-

ized community.

Because wheat is at a ruinously low price; because the

horse and cattle market is low: in fact, because all the

products of the farm are down to very unprofitable

figures, are reasons why we should be more cautious

about going into debt and practice more economy in

our every household. For, give me a home, a cherished

farm home, free from the ligaments and ulcerous fet-

ters of debt, where peace and contentment reign

supreme, untrammeled by various duns or drafts, and

you have *he ideal place, that the good and kindly poet,

Tom Moore sang of: "Home Sweet Home."
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CHAPTER XIII.

THE ARKANSAS VALLEY POET,

The following verses, by Mr, G. A. W. Bodecker, of

Biicklin, Kansas, were tendered the author some

months ago, and we take great pleasure in having

them inserted here. Mr. Bodecker is an old-time

westerner, and, having come to Kansas in an early day

he cast his lot, with his all, here, and though many

times, with his cheerful and happy family, meeting

with reverses of a trying nature, he still reposes the

same confidence in the outcome of South-western Kan-

sas, as the author has entertained, that it will some

day blossom out and bloom as the rose. Full of grit

and energy, he is ever hopeful, and never appears at

his best, except when singing the praises of Sunnj

Southern Kansas.

Some call me poet, of Arkansas Valley.

I feel not proud, and neither jolly

;

But sing in this valley, out in the far West,

Because I have built in this Valley my nest.

Like a bird sings at home,

In the trees where she roams

Where she builds a nest,'

And takes her rest.
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Where I have a wife, I love as much as heaven,

And also my children, who number seven;

Sometimes out of humor, something goes wrong,

I take paper and pencil, and write me a song.

This may not be fashion or be very wise,

But never get angry, this be my advice,

I naturally sing in Arkansas Valley, far west,

Because I built in this Valley my nest.

WESTERN KANSAS.

Western Kansas is a great country of wealth,

Because it is the greatest country of health,

And as long as you take this country in reality.

You will always surely find that it will you repay.

But whenever you indulge in booms and schemes,

You are out of reality, living in dreams;

But dreams of bright colors,—often blue,

And very seldom, our dreams,—are true.

Do not borrov too much money,

And do not often vote those bonds;

Then you will surely live more happy,

And not be always out of funds.

You think what is best, or as you please,

And never think a Dutchman as a geese;

For some day, I will live up to the golden rule,

Though often traced up, to be found a fool.

A GREAT SPIRIT.

^ Spirit is, in every motion,

Every where, o'er land and ocean;
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There is knowledge, and a permanent stand,

But never, I think, never, an end.

If this world, momentarilly, came to an end,

At a moment's notice, a new world at hand;

Whoever thinks, an end somewhere must be,

He may travel, ever and ever, to see.

There are many things, we never see,

A spirit of motion, forever, will be;

In hopes living, forever, and ever.

There is space,—but an end, I think, never.

Wherever and ever, I may be,

A spirit of motion is with me, ;

Over land, mountain, forest, in cave,

Or, on the highest of the ocean's wave. .

! I do love to look, at the jeweled firmament.

Lighted up, with the largest brightest diamond;

To the never and never, everlasting end.

How glorious, splendid, beautiful and grand.

You asked me once, kindly, something to write.

I have written these, my thoughts to-night.

By motion, of beautiful starlight's delight.

Father and friend, my regards, good night.

REMEMBER ME.

I've been living in Kansas sixteen years,

You, always to me, so noble and dear;

If in your book, is left yet a space.

Remember me, if to your book, no disgrace.
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Mention me, a hard laborer for immigration,

And a benefactor for Western Kansas population;

I always have tried, and am for Kansas' welfare,

When ever I had opportunity and time to spare,

I wish 70U sincerely, and in earnest,

That your book, will reap yon a good harvest;

You labor hard, and don't think my remarks ob-

Without doubt, you will be rewarded, sure, [seure.
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CHAPTER XIV.

IN A SNOW BLOCKADE.

Owing to the improvised and poorly established equip-

ments of many of our railroads, a snow blockade is

an extremely sad occurrence, in South-western Kan-

sas; in fact, they come as an annual visitor, to dis-

turb the hilarity of our usually smooth and sombre

.;ailing.

These blockades are ushered in upon us, by a piercing-

ly cold wind, which, off-times, assumes a velocity of

rarely less than sixty miles an hour, coming from the

north, with blinding snow, and with such force as to

impede all travel, reminding one very much, of a huge

and ferocious beast on a wild reckless rampage.

The blizzard, or snow-block, of the year 1886, is yet

fresh in the minds of many, when whole herds of cat-

tle, thousands in number, were frozen to death, the

like of which has never yet been seen, by the oldest

cow-man. That winter, too, marked by a certain de-

gree of severity, which theretofore, had been unsur-

passed, was noted for its great mortality of man; so

great indeed, that it was impossible to glean an acurate

number of poor cow-men and ranchers whose lives were

not engulfed by the storm. It was our wonted portion,

that winter, to see many a poor homesteader, their

wives and children frozen in death, lost forever, to
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tkeir new found fortune, a claim, and forever separated

from dear friends left behind in many homes and climes.

It has often appeaj'ed to us, unpardonably foolish, on

the part of many homeseekers, who, without the neces-

sary comforts of life, led on by a wild and reckless

spirit, for a cl«im, usher their poor helpless families in-

to unbroken wilds, where destitution and want, must

sooner or later overtake them. Without food for

themselv^, or a thought given to the few head of

stock they may have, they embark on an errand, that

so many times has entailed death to the former, as

well as the latter, and in many cases, whole families

are swept away by one of those impetuous, unchecking

and relentless blizzards.

At Protection, Clark county, Kansas, in the fore

part of December, 1892, we were struck by one of

those blizzards, strong enough to unfleece the wool

from a herd of sheep, and so cold, that Old Mercury

stood still, waiting like ourselves to be thawed out.

What a contrast, we had left the warm and hospitable

hearth of 'lear goc^d friends at Englewood, early that

morning, where tfx), everything was as c<Mnfort could

desire it, a most pi^^ss^'Qnt home, with viands the most

delicious, and in the midst of all that was most agree-

able, so soon, however, to be overtaken by one of those

blizzardy monsters that so suddenly blocked our train.

For a whole day, we laid there, pending as it were from

a rope, for we could neither advance forwards, nor

could our train be backed to the last station, for fear

of being ditched in the snov7, the drift being so great.

Even there, in what was to us all, a most sol-^mn

iiour, there was mirth and no fjmall auiouat of good
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feeling, reminding one very forcibly, that eveti, at a

funeral, something of comicality's side, can be seen.

There were some fifteen passengers -on board the

train, and it did appear, that in one "holy minute," we
were all acquainted with each other. It was in the

morning, about seven o'clock that we came to a halt,

and with no provisions made for a "standstill" of this

kind, and there being no "grub" in sight, a quandary

arose as to appeasing so many appetites. The news
boy shelled out his scanty horde of peanuts, and the

few oranges he had in sight, went around, scarcely

sufficing for a morning meal. The «ioon hour came,

but no dinner with it, and the keen raw edge of an un-

appeasing appetite seemed to gnaw its bitterest, but

alas, there was no "grub."

The reader may ask, what did we do in the mean-
time? What would you do? or what would any other

companionable gentlemen do, under such circum-

stances? Why, we played high-five and whist, and

amused ourselves as best we could, feasting betimes, on

the mirth and fun that can only be created by a snow-

bound crew. Our conductor, noble fellow, stood the

live-long day, at his post of duty, striving to get his

train along to a haven of rest, so that the night might
not catch us in the days dire want for something to

eat, for though fat and lean, we are not constituted

like the bear, who in such case?, can hybernate.

Towards evening, a couple of our brave crew set out

to the little town, in order to procure a conveyance

and some food, and well they succeded, for, by eight

o'clock that evening, a team hove in sight, the most
welcome messenger we could wish for, and we all turn-
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bled iato the wagon for a "ride." It was after nine

o'clock when we reached the unpretentious hostlery of

Aunt Jane, with our teeth chattering, from cold, and

our mouths watering badly for sometning to eat. We
did eat, and we mind now the expression of a new
butcher, that had just came to town, that "he came to

stay," picking was so extremely good. We learned

shortly afterward, that the next beef he strung, after

our encampment there, nearly all dried on his hands.

Aunt Jane made us some shake-downs, on the floor,

some of them of down, some not so downy, but all

were clear down—next to the floor. For three long

days, and they were fearfully long too, we dined and

supped with our new found hostess, but we dared not

wile the dull hours away, in our usual game of high-

five, for Aunty, belonged to the church. In the mean-

time our faithful and fearless engineer was bucking

the mountains of snow, striving at great personal

risk, to plow the way clear for us. We can peacefully

and calmly walk through a lonesome grave yard, at the

dead of night, when everything seems dead, and have

given up the ghost; we can a;>;i'-'iach with a certain

amount of confidence, a treacherously and swollen

stream, and if needs be, we could swim it; we could too.

at the order of "hands up" by a dastardly night rob-

ber, "cough up" our loose change, with a marked de-

gree of alacrity, but where we draw the line of our

bravery, is, to rush, with lightning speed, and the

throttle valve wide open on one of those poor Santa

Fe engines, into a bank of snow, making redemption

almost impossible.

In ones anxiety to get home, or get somewhere else,

besides snow-bound headquarters, he is ever ready to

mount the first out-going: train.
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We accomplished this feat once, and boarding a

train that was being trailed by the snow-plow; and

after going some three miles distance, we very com-

placently took in the situation, that if the engine got

through, why we would also be there; but alas! man's

fondest hopes are blasted, and his dreams doomed to

disappointment, for along comes the "Con," and he

says ''walk," so you take your turn in "getting off,"

and mind you-, there is no way of fixing it, for once

off, you stay of that railroad train.

Think of it, to be put off at Sarataga, a town, bereft

of its "boom," a foot and alone, snow, waist deep,

night coming on, no place to stay, and not enough

love in your breart, or money in your -"ans, to drive

a single simple spark of commiseration for benighted,

behangered and bedragled wonderer, into a soulless

creature, by accident of course, who would lend yon his

assistance homeward.
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CHAPTER XV.

PHOHIBITION IN KANSAS.

Constitutionally, we are opposed to prohibition, at

least to the prohibition we have in Kansas, and <;an't

very well help it, for we "are built" that way. It is

in seeming bad taste, however, to the mind of a logi-

cian and a reasonably well thinking man, to oppose

something, without first, giving some real reason

or a palpably good argument fur raising such an op-

position.

Carrying out this proposition, we should endeavor,

to follow in the groove of the ancient pagan philoso-

phers, who, whttn anything of a paramount import-

ance was presented to their view, they first, carefully

and cautiously scanned its every import, and then,

that which was good, they culled and gracefully ac-

cepted, but that which was diametrically opposed to

their reason, sense and good judgement, they laid

apide, We fully realize the fact, or rather the "fad,"

which is greatly in vogue now-a-days, of critisizing

and condemning almost everything, it matters not

what, at the first sigbt,if it does not readily and aptly

meet the full approbation of our whims, our fancies,

or our follies, leaving out altogether our sober sense,

and a passage of our good judgement upon the same.

In a brief manner then, we wish to make patent to
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the minds of our indulgent readers, why we are, and
always have been, opposed to this "farce," of prohibi-

tion. And I want to say right here, that I don't want
to be interrupted, by any lickspittle preacher, who
goes from pillar to post, seeking notoriety by harp-

ing on prohibition, when all his stock and trade has

gone a glimmering.

Since May, 1881, the Statutes of the great State of

Kansas, have been unduly coerced, belabored in-

to woe, and sorely afflicted with that piece of

sumptuary legislation, called "prohibition," enacted

as a law, by some of the most uncompromisingly

rampant cranks and hyprocrites, the state has ever

known, and men too, who have not scrupled to vioL-ie

the very law of their own creation ; so much so, that

it has almost become a trite but truthful saying

:

show me a prohibitionist, and I will show you one of

the most veritable cranks in existence. After the

passage of this law at Topeka, the capitol of our State,

what did those great goody-goody men do? Why it

is a well known fact, that the most of them went on a

"hilarious toot," lasting for over a week ; and when
they had tooted their last toot, and were lulled into

a soporific stupor, by unprecedented bacchanalian

efforts, when they awoke they were puzzled to know,
whether or not, the prohibitory law passed.

Wonderful legislation this, that will place a galling

yoke on a free people, and go into drunken hysterics,

because their "cause" was successful. We have seen

so much of this hypocritical nonsense, that were we
a judge, in any of the judicial districts of the Srate of

Kansas, we would seriously hesitate to, now mind
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you, we are concieniiously Sjpeaidng, before we would
allow a cranky, pessimistic, prohibitionist, to sit on a

jury, in the trial of sonae poor unfortunate fellow, who
was caught vending a sp^irituous drink of "hop-tea," or

peddling a bottle of wholesome Anheuser, for we would

consider him an incona-peti^t juror, owing to his

"pet hobby," probifeiti-on. We are frank enough how-

ever, to admit, that a prohibitionist, if not too far

gone, would be an equally competent juror, in other

and mere criminal trials by jury.

To legislate & people ifito morality, has ever been

a most fraitlf^BS task, ewn ainoag the Egyptians of

old, where upwards of three tb©»saHd years age, a

few cranks w«re found, endeavoring to pose as models,

whereas, they were loun>d t© 1» the loud-mouthed

pharisees, striving t© ifiipose u^n a people a sup-

posed moral code, threugh and by means of class and

sumptuary l<*gislatioB. 'N-&m we don't want any

loose-toagued preacher, to rid himself of more bile,

by sayiti^: we (Catholics driT>k, for, we wiil give hira

a pointer, that there are in the Ua^tcd States alone,

upwards of two million Catholics, wiio are tatal ab-

stainers ; and though we graivt 'bhe privilege, the abase

must be checked. Yes, there are naore teetotalers, in

the membership of tfee Cathoiie church, to-day, than

there are in Ul t»be other denominations put together,

and they are s© by virtaae «<f their own conscience too,

and, they would not seek g*rret, cellar or joint to get

it in, either.

We once, knew a preacher, in a far-off eastern city

of the great state of Kansas, who wouM harrangue

his hearers for six nights in the week, on the wonder-
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ful effects of the prohibitory law, and give them a

double dose on Sunday night, excoriating, a la Sam
Jones style, the violators of this gigantic bonanza to

tippling humanity.

This same wolf,, in the garb of a lamb, needed a lit-

tle rest, from so arduous a strain, and he one eve-

ning purchased a "whole quart," of th« article he had

repeatedly told his following, would intoxicate and

tare away the brains of the very strongest man, and

getting upon a train bound for Topeka, he uncorked

that bottle, (in all privacy, of course,) and on reach-

ing his (iestination, his brains had been torn away,

and through the efifulgent kindness of the conductor

and brakeman, in their generous sympathy to that be-

sotted mess oi humanity, he was unloaded in a stu-

por of drunkeness.

In one of our western counties, there lives a county

attorney, who is modelled after, by every old woman
in that community, and he is held up to many erring

sons of the place, as one of the most pronounced, and

stalwart advocates of the temperance law, and the per-

sonal solliloquies the court pleadings of this pharisee,

would almost, deceive "the elect,'' even, were one

to hear him in an encounter with a violator of this

great law. This same county attorney, with many of

his ilk, do their own "dear drinking," when far, far

from home, at the well screened Elk's in Topeka, or

the Casino, in Kansas City. Such hypocritical "poo-

jahs"' as those, serve but to keep our State in conten-

tious turmoil, in striving to enforce, at home, what

they would violate abroad, Better would it be, to

take your glass of beer or wine, at home, or away from
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ho«ae, tihowgh the world looked ou, aad aM tfee eid

hags in the cou-ntry wer« hy3te^•ieaily hypnotised; bet-

ter, by far would it be, if all such like old roosters,

would dispense a little of this bottled-up-su*>ehioe of

temperament in their own iaiaailieSj and in tfeeir own
communities too, for tbat i»atter, than to have it

mellowed by drinkh, and generously varied drinks, so

far away from home.

Some eight years since, while going from Meade to-

Dodge City by stag-e, anoUier instance was offered

where preaching pvbhibition, did not chime with its

pracstiee. The occupants of the stage were a genteeil

and lady-like schoel marm, who had just proved up

a claim, and an elderly, but rotund woman, aad my-

8^. It was a c@M crisp naorning, and as i-s laeuaji

with ladies traveling, having very few wraps, those

iwa were similarly fixed, we having two very heavy

(w>ufele blankets, divided covers and sped onwavd'S.

The morning was too cool, I presume, far the elderly

lady to talk prohibition, thougli a hobby of h<i>rs, in

fact, it was too cool to do miwjh talking on any sub-

je(jt, save an occaeiosal aiaownt on the increasing

cold and the slow pace of the horses, so she took up

the question of religion, she being a Quaker.

If there is anything we desire more than talking

religion or politics with a woman, it ie to g© to sleep

in a rollicking jolting stage, to get your head severely

bobbed by the semi-occasional bobs and nods a

sleeper must, perforce experienoe. On and on did

she talk, all the while having it her own way, for the

the audience though few, were overly attentive, save

the few attempts we made a nodding. Fifteen or
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twenty miles were passed, and the poor woman began

to lag, and she commencsd to feel very chill and bad,

she said; we again divided our wraps with her, but to

no use, she kept growing more fussy and corapliiining

than ever. In the presence of two ladies, the only

passengers of that coach, outside of ourself, we felt a

little chary, in offering that dear creatuae, a "smile"

from a half-pint vial, which we invariably carried, for

emergency sake, you know, and whioh was stamped

"good," to qualify it from the inferior article, that tan-

gle the feet, and make persons rich in a "holy minit."

Our long ride together, however, and the solicitude we
expressed, from time to time, respecting the good lady's

welfare, had engendered a friendly and sociable

acquaintanceship, so we proffered her the only pan-

acea in our possession, stating that it would have a

tendency to warm her, stimulate her anatomy to bet-

ter encounter the yet long ride before us.

She very modestly took the little vial, and Eve-

like tasted of it, only to empty its contents, handing

us back the empty bottle ; and the road to Dodge
City, though long and lonely, was, I assure you, more
pleasantly traveled, and the good lady seemed ex-

ceedingly thankful for our solicitude in her behalf.

We do not mention this, in a spirit of sarcasm, nor

do we wish to impute any wrong doing, to any per-

son doing as this good lady done, but what we do

abhor and most despicably despise, is to be a prohi-

bitionist one day, and a strong anti, the next.

If our national government would forever forbid,

and fine by imprisonment, for a greater or less period,

ihe distillers of all liquors, we would lend our sane-
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tion to such a law, but when our general common-
wealth, licenses the sale of it, by the collection of a

revenue for its dispensing, we say, there is, if not
directly, at least tacitly and indirectly, an absolute

permission or grant, given to parties or persons, to

dispense the same.

You cannot legislate a people into morality, that

must come by persuasion ; as well might you try to

legislate the course, the Arkansas river should take, or

the track, a jack-rabbit should follow, when first

started by a pack of hounds.

There is no county, in the State of Kansas, but

which has been taxed enormously, and in many of

th«m, there is a most stupendous outlay of the poor

people's money, extorted from the county treasuries,

extorted for a futile attempt to bring violators of this

traffic to justice, bringing to county attorneys, fees,

and a very material lessening i)f the county monies,

It is surprising, nay more stupendously inharmon-

ious, to see to what stretches of logic and reason,

some of those would-be reformers go, for instance

;

recently we received a short, pithy pamphlet, evidently

written by some crank, on the subject of prohibition,

and who, excoriates from "the shoulder," any and all

violators of what he terms a ''boom law."

For instance, he says : "Is there any moderation,

tolerated in the crime of murder or adultry? and if

not, there can be none in the crime of intemper-

ance." This is logic for you, with a vengence. Com-
parisons are odious things oftimes, but everything

seems "to go, "in the minds of one, who is "clear gone"

on his hobby, prohibition. The crimes of adultry
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and murder are such, without gradation or extenua-

tion, consequently, crimes de facto, by the very act;

whereas intemperance, |j(vhile a grave sin too, is ex-

tenuated by a degree of moderation in the use of that

which makes intemperant ; as well might one say fire

is bad, because it burns, while the same fire may
warm the food that nourishes us.

We are so convinced of the utter futility of the pro-

hibitor}' law, that we give this as a pardonable pre-

diction, that at some future day, and we don't think

at far away either, when the liberal minded, the true

and sincerely spirited mind of our people in this State,

will rise and antagonize such a law, by releg'iting all

its past efforts as a woeful legacy to the mountebanks

and hypocrites who attempted to violate the sacred-

ness of our State Statutes, by its too premature in-

sertion thereon.

Men are created free, are independent, save to their

God, and conj^cience, and there is a greater law than

the prohibitory enactment, within the breast of every

human and intelligent being that tells him, this far

shalt thou go, and no farther ; and if a glass of beer

soothes the appetite of the hard-working German, give

it to him ; and if the colorless glass of wine creates a

qualm in the breast of the Frenchman, don't deprive

him of his right to take it, and if the Irishman thinks

a drop of the "cratur" will nerve his drooping spirits,

why let the poor man have it.

The use may lead to the nbuse, and this latter can

be punished, as can the other violations of our laws,

with becoming justice and magnanimous equity,

thereby creating a great saving in the host of liars.
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and perjurers this prohibitory has inflicted respectible

communities with, thereby too, lessening crime, in

any community, where a person, in order to get a

drink, must take a half or a whole pint, to rid him-

self of the quantity and quality of as a poor an article

of "goods" as was ever bagained for.
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CHAPTER XVI.

A priest's salary.

Mftsy persons, wonder how a priest is paid, and what

salary does he get, or, is he paid by some "aid-upliftiag

aaid miissionizing agency," not of this realm; s© in this

shiM't chapter, we will give the reader, an accurate state-

ment, at least, as to how we have been paiii in the

years past, aad I am forced to conclude, that the same

method of indemnification, will apply to every wostsrH

priest, or missionary.

In an eastern parish or mission, where the population

of its members justify it, there is a resident pastor, aod

he is paid a salary, of from seven huxi^red dollars to

one thousand dollars, per annum: in very rare cases,

however, is the salary as large as this lact amount, and

it is allowed, only where the expense is increased, by

the enployment of more help.

There, it is easy to command one's salary, for it

comes, or, rather it is taken out of the ordinary, as

well as the extraordinary revenues of the church, as

from rent of pews, socials, fairs and picnics, held from

time to time, in order to replenish a failing exchequer.

In the west, however, it is far different, owing princi-

pally, to a sparcely settled congre^^atien, and hence,

the whole salary or revenue a priest receives, very

greatly and I might say entirely, comes from the vol-
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nntary pittance of those who are in attendance at ser-

vice, consequently, if the attendance is small, the sal-

ary is in porportion, small too, aad in very many in-

stances, not sufficient to balance the sum of his travel-

ing^ expenses. So then, if a western priest does not

keep moving, and in almost continual attendance with

his sca^ncred and isolated little flock, very often, not

more than three or four families, he draws no pay, and

though his expense of living goes on, his income has

stopped, and he is necessarily bound to go behind,

financiaMy.

This, in time, becomes very monotonous, but there is

no redress, and he must again pick up where he left oS,

and ke**p a ''gosHg," so that the soul may not be severed

from itg boay by me««i8 of penury, want and starvation.

Other churches seem to have sources of reimburse-

ment for their preachers, when their line of duty does

not pay; with us, however, there is no such suppie-

mtiiitary asuisiance, at least 1 have never been very

fortunate in having my exchequer imbursed from any

other avenues, save those which 1 opened by work and

by travel. Many other associiitions throughout the

the land, which are not seit-sustaining, are 'kept up by

outside aid, lest they drop into that desuetude that

knows no waking.

Let me particularize, the physician who is called to a

patient, some twenty miles away, is paid for the num-

ber of miles he travels, and his pay is sure, for he can

collect it by law; and his pay for this one instance,

would be, about twenty or twenty-five dollars, and he

is called to see but one person; whereas, if a priest goes

the same number of miles, and serves from twenty to
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fifty people, by holding services for them, he is "put

ofE," with a m-iserable pittance, in the shape of a contri-

bution, amounting, sometimes to three or four dollars,

and moretiraes, to far less than tliat.

The injunction of St, Paul, "that those Avho preach

the gospel, must live by it," is almost lost sight of in

these, our times, but more especially in the west, where

the few scattering members are so far apart and con-

sequently, entailing an outlay to reach them, more

than the revenue received. Consequent upon this

state of things, let a poor year, like that of 1S93, come

upon a priest in the west, and he is not only, in a hard

row of stumps, but in a hard row, any way vow take it,

and like other heads, he nears the brink of bankruptcy

and financial poverty. The drummer, is allowed by

the firm for which he travels, a sum of from twenty-

five to fifty dollars per week, for his traveling expenses

alone, but a priest must meet these same expenses of

the drummer, and eke out a supposed living, from

the few dollars bestowed upon him, from the charity,

supposedly contributed from the charitably inclined.

How long this state of affairs will continue, I know
not, but there seems to be a discrepancy, right here,

that ought to be righted, in some more plausible way,

than it seems to be at this writing.

Again, a priest gets a sick-call, and sick-calls, as a

general thing, are non-remunerative, and it does not

matter, whether he owns his private conveyance or not,

he goes, and in most cases, he *is out the price of a

livery team, or a good round railroad fare, all for

sweet charity's sake, but the doctor, who makes the

same trip, is generously paid, for he has the law to

back him, in the collection of his services.
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]v^ot many years back, we had one of those sick-calls,

and alojig with being out the price of a team, that we

hired, it was our sad misfortune, to have one of the

h&vses ci'jicen and die on our hands, but the party

visiiied, afterwards, learning of our bad luck, took it all

as a matter of course, and we were out the horse and

the hire of the team besides.

The doctor, the lawyer, the laborer of every kind,

have their fees or their prices for professional duty, or

manual labor, but the priest would be hard and cruel

were he to place a set sum on his professional service,

and hence he goes a begging, after the little he gets.

Many people think, and they ver}'^ often put into

practice the thought, that what is given a priest, is

eh-arity, whereas justice, and not charity, demands

that the priest as well as any other professional man, be

paid for his services.

There are many people in the world, who, I am sorry

to say, let blind prejudice and blinder bigotry, block

their better judgment and self-respect, in repeating

the stale and oft repeated assertion, that "priests make

their money easy." In oar very midst here, I have

heard it said, more than a dozen times over, that a cer-

tain priest received three hundred dollars for forgiving

the sin of one of his parishoners who was charged with

killing a man; whereas, the truth of the matter, and

related to me l)y the man himself—was, that he gave

tl)(i priest fifteen dollars, to assist him out of some

pecuniary entanglement, in the way of settling some

personal debt.

Many people too, have heard from tiiae to time,

(h;it foulest of aspersions, that priests receive money
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from the confessional, or, for forgiving sins, are to be

pitied and not censured, for they have innocently lis-

tened to some old jade of a lying preacher, who gave it

to them as his gospel. The Digger Indian, or John

Chinaman would feel humiliated, if such an imputation

were cast at their door, and though half tutored, and

uncivilized, their sense of justice, and truth, teaches

them, to not impute to any one, a charge, that they are

not fully cognizant of, or know to be true, beyond

the barest shadow of peradventure.

The salary of priests, in the west, is a very meagre

affair, slight in proportion, and awfully condensed in.

gratuity; it may become different in the future, but

our present judgment cannot form an adequateness of

what it might then be, though we truly hope, that the

manner of getting it, as well as the sum fixed, may l)e

decently rearranged. For the present, we will enter-

tain the opinion, that as the western priest has the

brunt of the battles to confront, in the way of building

up missions, he too, will be confronted, with the grav-

est of necessities, to coniinand sufficient recompense

for his services, that the hungry wolf may not tarry

too long at his door.
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CHAPTER XVII.

OUR NON-CATHOLIC FRIENDS.

Almost every day of oyr life, we have been more or

less mingling with people, not of our religious belief,

men and women too, of whom, we cherish the highest

and warmest opinion, for, my religion does not demand,

much less countenance an isolation from those, not of

my creed, nor am I hampered or checked, in any man-

ner, by the teachings of the Catholic church, from ex-

tending to them, the same welcomed greeting, that I

would, to one of my own faith.

It is too bad, that so many persons, now-a-days, have

formed such a deep-grounded prejudice against their

fellow-man, as have some mis-guided and mis-in-

formed people, respecting Catholics and the Catholic

church; for, in our mind, to entertain a prejudice,

steeped in the grossest bigotry, against any fellow-being,

without first sifting and weighing well, the cause of

such antipathy, com^s within the province of acting

with the insane, and, moreover, to oppose a thing, just

for the sake of "opposing;" and again, to oppose a man,

in business, in politics, or in any or all walks of life,

because he is not of our religious persuasion, is a man-

ner of acting, well in keeping with fools, whose better

judgment has been extracted, that bigotry and unwar-

ranted prejudice might remain.
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As for oiirself, in religion, we are Catholic; in poli-

bics, democratic; and as to any other matter, in our

dealings with our t'ellow-man, we deem it our duty, to

act, as our sober and conscientious scruples may dictate.

To say, that I, as a Catholic, cannot vote for any

person but one of my religion, is but a spurt of ignor-

ance, uttered By those whose minds are warped, as their

ignorance is prnounced; to say, that as a democrat, I

cannot vote for a good republican, or even one of any

other political persuasion, is abridging a very natural

right that belongs to every voter, of twenty one years

and upwards, who is a citizen of these United States,

We have many warm and substantial non-Catholic

friends, in the state of Kansas, friends too, for whom
we entertain just as warm and as loyal a feeling of

brotherly love and admiration, as we do for any Cath-

olic; and it shall ever be our aim in life to hold a friend,

who is near and dear, irrespective of politics or relig-

ion, for they should never be barriers to pure and true

friendship.

To adduce an instance of the loyalty and friendly

bearing of non-Catholics toward us, and wherein very

many Catholics gave us the cold shoulder of almost

total dereliction.

It was at the time, when, owing to a runaway acci-

dent, and we were deprived of the use of our limbs; so

much indeed, that after fifteen months of painful suf-

fering, our cause Avas almost hopeless, and so consider-

ed by a number of the medical fraternity, that we were
induced to aspire for a county clerkship, in one of the

most populous counties of the State.

Our nomination in said convention, was unanimous,
some two non-Catholic candidates withdrawing in our
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favor, on seeing the condition we were in. We could

not make a campaign, as we were unable to walk, and

if able to walk, we should never go so far in politics, as

our position in life, was sufficient to gain us a liveli-

hood, but we were deprived of that now, and our sense

of relieving others foom the burden of supporting

us, prompted us, though verv reluctantly, to as-

pire to position, for no other motive, than that of self-

sustenance.

Many Catholics opposed us in this, our earnest en-

deavor, many of them, in ignorance of the accident

that rendered us helpless, but many more, who knew

of our condition, and even if they did not know, it

would be in keeping with reason and justice, that they

should first enquire the cause of this move of mine,

rather than oppose me for lack of the knowledge that

prompted me in that action. I was beaten, as the re-

turns showed, but it was not through non-Catholic aid,

but through the instrumantality of Catholics who

voted against me.

Were the case reversed, and some of my Catholio

objectors, put in my place, with two broken limbs,

and the very poorest prospect of ever walking again,

let no Catholic voter in that coui.ty, or in any other

county, in the State, for that matter, say I would

not "strip ray coat," priest and all as I am, and not

leave a stone unturned to further the chances of their

election, not for religion's sake, but for dear, sweet

suffering humanity's sake.

A person who will "draw the line," at religion,

where it is a question of aiding a fellow-man, is too

nnrrow-minded for me, and the man who will not
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vote for a well-known, upright and honest friend who
is a candidate for some office, though of different

political faith than his own, is like the man, who
would not rescue a drownding man, for fear that he

may circumvent him in business.

For any American citizen to say he will not vote

for a candidate, because he is a (yatholic, a Presby-

terian, a Baptist or a Methodist, is as much as to say,

he must not assist, any one of the above, were he over-

taken by any of the ills or ails entailed upon man-

kind.

Thank God, the intelligent non-Catholic class of

these, our United States, understand well, that the

Catholic church does not abridge any one's right to

vote, at elections, for the candidate of their own
choosing, always looking to his competency and

honesty in the discharge of official duties.

We feel hurt, and, at times, provoked to hear the

vaporings of bigotry and prejudice hurled at us, and

the cause of our pain lies in this, that some good and

generous non-Catholic friend may be led, to partially

believe this rot and rant against us, as Catholics. 'Tis

true, the truth will dawn on those false impressions,

some day, and give the true color to inhuman, ignor-

ant and egregious bigots, who serve to fan a flame of

bigotry in our faces
;
persons who will not stop at

any regard for truth, to caluminate us for supposed

wrong-doings, generated in their deseasd brains, by

bigoted and prejudiced forefathers.

Hypocrisy Exposed—An Individual Who no
Longer Objects to thp: Game of Poker.—A well

known oil man who had always been chided severely
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by one of his friends, for his inclination to indulge
in a quiet game of poker, once in a while, exposed
the h3'pocrisy of the objector in an amusing way
the other day. "No," reasoned his well-meaning
friend, "you will never find me gambling. It's the

same as robbing a man, and that's a thing I will not
do." One night the oil man and some friends were
stopping at a hotel in a small town where ihey found
that the good man was also a guest. The crowd put
up a joke on the fellow. The oil man had just re-

ceived several thousand dollars in cash payment for

some property he had sold. He took all this money
and spread it over the top of the table in his room,
placed a cover over it, and after secreting his friends

in the closet he went to the door of the room of his

moral friend, ll was about midnight, and he gave
several loud raps before he awakened the sleeper.

Finally he came to the door and said sleepily : "'What
do vou want, George? "Hush," said the oil man, "put
on your clothes and come quietly to my room."

In a short time the oil man greeted his friend with

a "hush," and then took him over to the table,

from which he withdrew the cover, revealing the large

pile of money. It looked as though one hundred
thousand dollars were laid out. "Sh," said the oil

man, "I'll tell you something in confidence. I broke

into the bank down town, and this is what I found in

the safe." The friend was somewhat taken aback at

this, and eyed the money, then the speaker, but he

was not allowed time to make comment, for the oil

man went on : "Now we have a nice round sum here,

and I want a partner. Are you in?" With this tne

moral man's expression changed, and he hesitated a

while, looking at the pile of money. Then he

stretched out his arms and, with a long yawn, said

in the most complacent manner : Oh, well, I guess I

might as well be, as the thing is dune,'" A loud laugh

(ind the sudden appearance of a number of his friends
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brought him out of the visions of the luxeries which
his newly gotten wealth would give him to the stern

reality that he had been duped. The sight of cold

cash had caused him to depart from his high moral
standard, but he was never known to make any ob-

jection to poker playing from that time on.

—

Pittsburg

Dispatch.

In Sunny Southern Kansas, we have met non-Cath-

olic people in almost every walk of life, and many too,

with whom we have been associated for years, only to

love the more, and value their friendship, the longer

and more we became acquainted with them.

Let no man tell me, that we "love our own and not

the others," for the Catholic church itself would be a

barrier to any such charity as this, for she admon-

ishes Catholic charity, viz. : universal charity, frater-

nity and benevolence to all members of the hum in

family, irrespective of religion, creed or color.
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CHAPTEEXVIII.

UNCHRISTIABT FLINGS.

We are safe in saying, that there has not h^en a

sin-gle revival, or which is worse, a eamp-meetlng, held in

the SUite of Kansas for upwards of ivventj'-five years^,

in which the Catholics and Caihoiic church have not

been arraigned for something or another, by those

spouters, oalled preachers.

We kfiow whereof we speak, for, we have "been

there;" from idle curiosity first, and to hear the vapor-

ings of some old grannies, who, had heard so and so,

about the Cathoiics. As we have oft-times stated ; we

do not blame, but rather commiserate the majority of

protestant people, who have heard this, that or the

other of us, l>ut who have never taken the pains to

read and investigate, for themselves, what are the

true teachings and doctrines of the Catholic Church.

Among the first charges against us, is: that we

worship and adore ihe Virgin Mary. It is somewhat

disgusting, to hear such a fling hurled at us, and by

men too, who called themselves well posted, and who
would have people believe that the}' are the intelligenc

dispensers of the Word of God.
Let us see : lu the fourth chapter of St. Matliew,

we read : "}>egone Satan ; for it is written, the Lord
thy God shalt thou adore, and Him only shalt thou
p<'rve."
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Here then, m the very language of God Himself, we
ape forbidden to pay any act of s«preme homage, to

any and all creatures, and there is no class of christ-

ians more precise, on this point, than the Catholics

are-; for, this injunction has been from the very days

of Christ Hims«if, and the Catholic church being tbe

sole preserver of ihe Scripture, and the word of God,

fer upwards of fifteen hundred years, preserving in-

tact, from every contamination, the sacred deposit of

faith, givea to k«r hy tbe ©ivine Law-giver Himself,

could B=ot, and has not deviii^ed fram the doctrine

reused wi^n her keef^ing.

Again : Th+i Coufieil of Trent, Baai>y hundreds of

years ago, has defined these words : "That if any

one sh-ouM so far forget himseii", as t© pay one simple

act of worship or adoration to a single creature, he

would be guilty of an act of Idolatry, 'for, one God
shalt thou ad-ore, and Him only shsit thou serve.'"

Anoth«-r flin^ : They say, we abstain from the

use of fiosh meat on Fridays, throughout the year,

and they don't like this little bit of mortification or

personal privation on the part of Gatholies.

As Catholics, we do abstain from the isse of flesh

meat on Fridays, for no other reason than to com-
memorate the sad event of Christ's death ivn that day.

and by subjecting ourselves to this liUle penance,

thereby following out the injunction of Christ, that,

unless ye do penance, you shall all perish.

But, in their shallow and groundlc^;? reasoning,

they tell us; that what goes into the mo::th, does not

defile. To this, we answer; suppjoe a I'attier or a

mother would enjoin upon their child, liot to eat of a
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certain food placed away in the cupboard for future

use, but the child growing hungry, eats the viand

there placed, and thereby satisfies a craving appetite;

now the child is satiated and its appetite is appeased,

but the command of its parents, not to eat, has been

broken, hence the wrong. It does not seem, that it

would take a very smart preacher to see into the

wrong-doing of said child, but there are hundreds of

them, who, if they do not see into it, preach it, and

promulgate it, as if they did understand it.

Still another fling: This cheap John variety of

preachers, will tell us, as they have told in the past, that

the Catholic convents, academies and nunneries, are

places where crimes are nursed and fostered. Towards

an innocent Sisterhood, towards a body of pure, self-

sacrificing women, who have chosen a retired life, con-

secrated to the cause of succoring sick Jmnianity in their

hospitals, as well as instructing the ignorant in their

convents, this unchristian, uncharitable and grossly

lying fling, comes us poor grace from any intelligent

mind, let alone, those of a preaching type of humanity.

May we ask, why it is, that the inmates of Catholic

academies and convents throughout the land, are

more than half non-Catholic? This being so, as any

enquiring mind may determine upon a personal appli-

cation to any convent, in the land, how then, could

said convents be the sinful places, that those mounte-

bank preachers would have an innocent people believe,

witliout it being made known at home or abroad by

those non-Catholic inmates.

Rather ihan they, let the intelligent class of non-

Catholic people of these United States, speak not in
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we*^ aioiie, but in acts, of the convents; persons, who
bave seat their daughters far away from their homes to

be dotstered within convent waMs, as 3'ou will have it,

for no othei reason, than that aioag with imparting to

tbefla a thorough secular kuowledge, they also, may
receive a good moral trainin.g.

Again, nsay we ask: If convents were such places

of sin and corruption gis those jack-leg preachers would

have you believe, think you that those sisters would
!;hutt4:iemselves within those four walls of their usually

ist^lated buildings, instead of going out into the world,

whore vice and cdme of every hue, runs rampant?

We are reminded of a little inskince now which
transpired in a convent, not far kom this, our present

writing, and it w-Ml serve to show how poor inno-

cent i)eople are deluded into believing something

which has been told to them by wolves in sheep's

clothing, time without number, and which they

hoM as the truth.

It was where a mother, with her only daughter, a

young lady sixteen years of age, visited a convent, in

order to have the latter educat^^d. The poor mother,

and let me here slate, for the purpose of being well un-

derstood, was not a Catholic, neither was her daughter,

but being deprived, a short time previous to this visit,

of a dear and devoted husband, who like herself had
been wrapped up in their tender care for their onlv

child, she resolved to place the young laJy in some
institution, more particurlarly, for the purpose of hav-

ing a motherly influence thrown around the yet ten-

der years of her only offspring, as she, the mother,
would now be compelled to move out into the wide
woiid to gain a livelihood lor them both.
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Upon their entering the convent, and after the

mother had detailed the object of their visit, the

Mother Superioress of said institution, asked if they

would like to vigit the various compartments of the

convent ; they acquiescing, said they would like very

mueh to do so.

Being conduetfid by the Superioress, they first pro-

eeeded to the dormitory, where they fiv'iewed with

consideraMe and watchful anxiety, the fine spacious

and airy bedrooms, the spotless linen, and the im-

maculate neatness of everything therein ;; they then de-

scended to the class-rooms, there to find a repetition of

the wholesome and hygenic influences that were found

above, and coming still down to iha refectory,- they

likewise reviewed it with apparent concern. After

thus seeing the several phases, of an ianer convent,

the Mother Superioress informed both mother and

daughter, that there was yet one other compartment,

and a necessary one, too, of the institution, and the

only one left, and to which she would introduce them,

if they so desired. Thinking that they had not seen

the skeleton, the mother and daughter said yes, we
would like to see all, so that we may be able to dissi-

pate our minds of many v/rong impressions formed of

the sisters and the convents. Well said the Mother

Superioress, I want you to see all, so come this way,

and the daughter grew more and more anxious; now
before I open the door of this our very necessary room,

said the Mother Superioress, I will inform you before

hand, that, this is where we hang them up; the daughter

became somewhat embarrassed, and said to her

mother ; let's not go in; but the Mother Superioress
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Informed tfeem that no danger would befall either of

them, find with that deolnration upon her lips, opened

the door of that room, only to find a neat a»d ex-

qnipitoly arranged cloak room, with vario«e and in-

genious racks, appended on either side, that the

pcholnvs may have designated hooks for to hang their

cloaks on.

The daughter of this good mother, spent foUr yeaifS

in that d®avent, and after graduating with very flat=

teririg honors, fof her talents were exceptional, she

was, through the instrumentality of the good sisters,

placed in a position of trust, with a wholesale firm in

Chicngo, were now, she can, in turn, reimburse an^

nurture the declining years of her tender and fond

loving mother, from her handsome salary.

Still another unchristian fling : We hear it from

every side, and even it is spouted by spouting preachers,

from many pulpits, that Catholics are forbidden to

read the Bible.

Why such nincompoopish ignoramuses should give

utterance to so base an assertion, is beyond our con-

ception, if it is not for the purpose of promulgating

pure, unadulteriited, mischievous, misleading and mali-

cious falsehoods. It does seem strange, and no doubt

ridiculously so, to even many intelligent non-Catholic

minds, why it is, that those same asserters of so vile

a piece of nonsense, do not give proofs and Catholic

authorities for their misleading statements.

No, my friends, the Catholic church has never, nor

will she ever, forbid her children to read the inspired

word of God. The Catholic church took the pains to

preserve the Bible intact, through many trying and
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tempestuous periods, bringing it down with her, to the

present time, in its entirety, and not the garbled frag-

ments that other denominations have of it ; why then

should she forbid the perusal of a book, that she has

guarded with so jealous a care, for lo! almost nineteen

hundred years?

We are confident, and from force of personal con-

tact, with many intelligent non-Catholics, can say, that

at least this" class of protestants never do take any stock

in such unchristian flings at Catholics and the Catholic

church, ranch less do they believe them. It is only in

isolated coaamunities, where these vile, untruthful and

false insinuations, are, at all, credited, only to be dissi-

pated, by the advent into their midst, not of Catholics,

but of some sensible, thinking and intelligent protest-

ants; persons, both men and women, who have learned

better than to credit the vile vaporings of any preacher,

who for want of material for an appropriate text, sails

into the teachings, or rather, the supposed teachings of

the Catholic church. A lawyer who takes a very poor

case for a client is not supposed to have good solid

sense to his argument before judge and jury, hence

his inability to convince an intelligent community, of

the innocence of his client; similar, it is with the

maJTTrixy of that class of preachers, who, seeing the

shadow of a church they try to represent, appeal to

their hearers to bring an indictment against that which

is truth itself, viz.: the Catholic church, the guardian

of the revealed word of God. But whipping around

the stump, is the order of the day now, as it was with

their prototype of Methodism, Kev. John Wesley. For

instance, in the year 1729, Wesley was a modern
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Church of Enjfland man, and, of course, his doc-

trine then was the prevailing doctrine of that church;

this he preached in Enghmd, and carried with him
to America, whither he sailed to convert the Indians.

Returning, however, to England in 1738, he writes

thus: "For many years I have been tossed about by

various winds of doctrines." In order to get farther

away from the revealed word of God, and the Catholic

church, he joined the Moravian sect, and became a

proselyte to their system, declaring that, '^hitherto he had

been a Papist without knowing it.

Nevertheless, though he had professed such deep ob-

ligations to the Moravians, he soon found out, and

declared that theirs was not the right way to Heaven,

and consequently left them, in the year 1740, He held

to the tenet of instantaneous justification, or what is

properly known now-a-days, as sanctification, or to be-

come sanctified; and that too, without repentance,

charity, or other good works, and the actual feeling and

certainty of this, and of everlasting happiness, con-

tinued to be the essential and vital principals of Wes-
ley's system, 'till having witnessed the horrible impie-

ties and crimes to which it was conducted, he, at a confer-

ence of his preachers in 1744, declared that he, and they,

had "leaned too much to Calvinism and Antinomianism.

In answer to the question: what is Antinomianism?"

Wesley in the same conference, answers: "The doc-

trine which makes void the law through faith." Its

main pillars were, that Christ abolished the moral law;

—that, therefore, Christians are not obliged to keep it;

—that Christian liberty, is liberty from obeying the

commands of God;—that it is bondage to do a thing

\
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because it is commanded, or forbear it because it is

forbidden;—that a believer, is not obliged to use the

ordinances of God, or to do good works;—that a

preacher ought not to exhort to good works, and etc."

You see the moralit}"^ of religion which Wesley had

hitherto followed and preached, as drawn by his own
pen, and, which still continues to to be preached by

the other sects of Methodists. Wesley purified his

religious system, as he thought, from the defilement of

Antinomianism, and, invented a two-fold mode of jus-

tification, one without repentance, the love of God, or

other works; the other, in which these works are essen-

tial; the former is for those who die soon after their

pretended experience of saving faith, the latter, for

those who have time and opportuniy of performing

them. Thug, to say no more of the system, a Nero or

Giteau might according to itf? doctrine, have been es-

tablished in the grace of Gc d, and a right to the realms

of infinite purity,, without one act of sorrow for their

enormities, or a.s much as an act of their belief in a

God.

As Catholics then, what else can we expect, at this

lale date, from such a batch o£ mconsisiant and in-

coi^gruous promulgations, which, like the moon, change

from time to time. They are much like that class of

anti-Catholics of a very ancient pericxi, who, filled with

pride and their own self-importance, termed the troe

followers of Christ,, a set of poo* Fttblicans.
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CHAPTER XIX.

THOSE A. P. a's.

We are now going to diverge from the subject mat-

ter originally intended to fill out this little book, and

will give to our readers a few short chapters, on the

workings of as foul an orginization as it stands in

man's power to organize; so foul, and so corrupt, that

many of the poor dupes who first entered it, have dis-

carded its hellish oath, and have once more appeared

in the broad open sunlight of true American freedom

and resumed their wonted brotherly feeling towards

their fellow-man, which this new-fangled order thought

to stifle.

In all our tra^^els, North, East, Sou*h and West, in

this our fair State of Kansas, we have never yet, met

the like of a people who compose this organization, viz.:

The Airti Papist Association; they would have the pub-

lic generally, believe that the three capitalized letters of

their eraft, signify and mean, American Protective

Association, whereas, their true aim, object, intent and

purpose, is anti-Papist and anti-Catholic to t]»eir very

heartsMJore. It is but an ofE-shoot of, or rathev a resur-

rection Off the old Know-Nothing party, that was, in

1854 to 1859 so pregnant with disunion, disloyalty and

disruption of all good laws to this Union of ours, aitd. like

it once was, so are they now, without the slightest sein-
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tilla of loyalty to our great and good Constitafton,

much less posessiag that frank and well-marked ^Kpirst

of truthful manhood, which goes to make up the in-

trepid, the undaunted and the unflinching devotee ixl a,

government like ours, this glorious and unparalleled

Union.

At the outset, we will give to our readers,, the oath

which every member of the A. P. A. order must take,

an oath that no good, true and loyal citizen, either io

his God, his conscience, his creed or his country, can

take without a glaring violation of them all, and provimj^

himself the secredly hidden enemy of his fellow-man;

it is as follows:

''I do most solemnly promise and swear thai I will

not allow anyone a member of the Roman Catholic

chttrch, to become a member of this order, I knowing

him to be such; that I will use my influence to pro-

mote the interests of all Protestants everywhere in the

world; that I will not employ a Roman Catholic im aiij

capacity, if I can procure the services &£ a Prmie«iaiJit;

that i will not aid in building or in maintaiiiiMg, by

any resources, any Roman Catholic churcJbi m- insEitwtion

of their sect or creed whatever, but, is?ill <do aU in my
power, to retard and break down thep©weF<»f the Pope;

that I will not enter into any contixjveirsj with a

Roman Catholic upon the subject of this; order, nor will

I enter into any agreement with «, Rnmon Catholic, to

strike or create a disturbance, whefx;bv the Roman
Catholic employes may unJermtMe and substitute the

Protestants; that in all j^riernjicos I will seek only

Protestants and cottnsel wica thojn, to the exclusion of

all Kumau Catholic^^ -.tnd will nt»t make known to them
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anything of any nature, matured at such conference;

that I will not countenance the nomination in any

caucus or convention of a Roman Catholic for any

office in the gift of the American people, and that I

will not vote for, nor counsel others to vote for Roman
Catholics; that I will endeavor at all times, to place the

political positions of this government in the hands of

Protestants. (Repeat.) To all of which I do most

solemnly promise and swear. So help me God. Amen."

My fellow countrymen, my true, loyal and warm
hearted non-Catholic friends, how can you swallow a

pill of this magnitude and of so nauseating a nature?

to proscribe your brother from your home and swear

to not assist him in time of adversity and need; simple

and child-like as it would seem on the outside, it is a

seething monster of hate and conspiracy, to stifle the

purest ambition of its fellow-being, and to crumble in-

to the very dust, all anticipations of relief and succor

that must be reciprocal between men. Is it not amaz-

ing, nay, stupendous! v wonderful, that whilst a fcAv

years only remain before the birth of a new centurv,

and an era of prosperity and prowess is passing awa^

.

which has witnessed the grandest and most sublinu;

evolution toward civil and religious freedom that the

world, heretofore, ever knew, that such a maliciously,

bigoted and intolerant faction should ever have taken

root in this country of liberty and brotherly love, as

the noxious, nay, obnoxious A. P. A. The late Denver

trouble, which nearly resulted in a general slaughter,

through the machinations and secret workings of this

persecuting banditti, reveals the fact, how dangerous

it is to force religion into politics. If the flames oi:
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polemical hatred, and sectional strife, are once fairly

kindled by such hateful methods, the latent spirit of

Americaji fairness will become at last aroused and

the A. P. A. band of conspirators, and usurpers of

every human tie, will be swept from the land with the

fierceness and velocity of a raging prairie fire.

It is quite likely that the numbers and political

power of the A. P. A. are greatly exaggerated, for

cheap John shows and worthless goods, always are.

At any rate, it is safe to conclude that the time is passed

in this country, or, for that matter, in any other coun-

try, when serious danger is to be apprehended from

the political meddling of any secret organization or

religious sect.

When Know-Nothingism was at its height in the

fifties, and when a great many who had no sympathy

with the narrow and peevish prejudices of the Know-
Nothings, still expected them to found one of the

great parties of the country, the common sense of

Horace Greely enabled him to measure them accur-

ately. He spoke of them with great contempt "They

will not outlast the campaign " He "said: "You
might as well found a great national party to oppose

the potato rot."

And in our present time, why do we not find this

goody-good and presumed A. P. A. faction, endeavor-

ing to legislate against the the Sisters of Charity, who
eare for the indiscriminate sick and dying in our

hospitals, pest-houses and other loathsome places,

why, I say, simply because the better element of our

civilization, and the non-Catholic portion of it too,

would rise in holy indignation and swipe those blat-
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tant traitors from our land. Agents, as ^ev are, of

that hell-inspired society, the "Associations of Politi-

cal Assassins,"' who ride rampant through the land,

leaving their slimy stench behind them, like the foul-

est of reptiles, in every city and town, drying up the

fountains of liberty, poisoning the lucid streams of

equality and fraternity, and blightening the fields of

concord and peace that should ever be let grow in our

beloved country.

Mr. Greely's predictions were verified. The Know-
Nothing movement was a "craze," such as had created

the "Anti-Masonic party," not long before. For sev-

eral years prior to the campaign of 1856, oath-bound

lodges had been organized, the members of which had

been sworn not to reveal the existence of the lodges,

the purpose of which was to exclude the foreigner

and the Roman Catholics, whetiier native or foreign-

born, from office.

In J 856, the old Whig party being a wreck, the

"National Council" of the "Order of United Ameri-

cans" determined to take its place, if possible, and

with that end in view, adopted and published a

"National platform" declaring its objects. Before

that time, it had been obligatory on members of the

order to answer, "I know nothing of it," when ques-

tioned about it, and from the oft-repeated formula,

they acquired their name of "Know-Nothings."

After the "National Council" had promulgated the

platform, an open National Council was held, with

twenty-seven states represented. At the very start it

was involved in angry confusion, and the "National

American party," split at once. One faction nomi-
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nated John C. Freemont, of California, for President,'

and William F. Johnson, of Pennsjdvania, for Vice

President. This faction was composed chiefly of

Northern "Free Soilers" and Abolitionists, and the

Republicaa Party was thus formed. The other fact-

ion nominated Willard Fillmore and Andrew F.

Donelsbn for President and Vice President, respect-

ively. Maryland was the only state in the Union

which gave its vote to the Know-Nuthing ticket.

The Whigs had held their last convention and had

indorsed Fillmore, but it did not help either them or

the ticket. The bolting Know-Nothings presented

their ticket to an irregular mass-meeting of Aboli-

tionists, which was called a "Republican convention."

Freemont was indorsed by this convention, which,

however, nominated William M. Dayton, of New Jer-

sey, for Vice President, instead of Johnson.

Thus perished the "American" or JNnow-Knothing

party, and arose the Republican party. The. anti-

slavery agitation had grown so strong in the North-

east that it over-shadowed the anti-Catholic and

anti-foreign issue re*resented by Freemont. The

time had come when all the vituperation on both

sides was about to end in blood, and the issue against

foreigners and Catholics had to be postponed. In

the campaign of 1856, and in state campaigns prior

thereto, Know-Knothing lodges showed such bitter-

ness and violence as to give currency to such phrases

as "blood tubs," describing them. Riots were frequent

and the lives of foreigners and Catholics were often

in danger.

That such scenes can ever be re-enacted in this
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jountry, no one who has any faith in the intelligence

of the great body of Americans, will believe. No
political organization founded upon sectarian preju-

dice and hate, can long survive here. The love of

fair play, devotion to the principle of religious liberty

and eqal rights for all, are ingrained in the American
people and they will not let an occasion pass, without

holding in supreme contempt, the utter fallacv of a

nasty swarm of uneducated bigots, and relegate them
to the festering ground of political as well as religious

ostracism.

It is somewhat sickening to see this class of bigots

goaded on in their un-American and unchristian

methods, by their arch-president, W. J. H. Traynor,

who is not a native born American, but a sympathizer
with an alien country, where he was born, viz. : Can-
ada. He says : "the aims and methods of the A. P. A.

are to protect our institutions." It is indeed interest-

ing, as coming from the president of that infamous
organization ; and it is saddening to, as revealing new
and unimagined depths of bigotry, sicklied over by a

pale cast of education. To be absolutely fair, we
must credit Mr. Traynor, with remarkable ingenuity

in the distortion of quotations from Catholic sources

and like the gush that comes from their several

"loyal" papers, would lead one to believe that they
are striking illustrations of mental chaos. The most
disheartening aspect of the case, however, is the re-

flection that Mr. Traynor professes to speak in behalf

of two million of minds as dark or as diseased ae his

own, when his pent up spleen slobbers against the

Catholics and the Catholic church.
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Upon reading some of the malicious, misleading

and lying literature printed in an A. P. A. organ, lis-

ten to what a recent convert to the Catholic church

says: "I would like your opinion, or rather advice,

as to the course a christian ought to pursue when
blasphemous literature is regularly sent to him from

the publishers, evidently having been subscribed for,

by some well meaning, but ignorant Protestant friend.

This has been our experience for the year now draw-

ing to a close. A magazine under the direction of an

ex-priest has come to my sister and me every month,

beginning with January last. We are converts to the

most holy faith, having left the New Church, (Swe-

denborgian,) two years ago last June. Even were it

possible to shake our faith, which God forbid, that

style of literature would be particularly obnoxious to

us. As it is, the mere sight of it is distressing. Now
I will tell you what we did, and will you tell us what

to do in the future, should the persecution continue?

When the first number came, we read it with such

feelings of indignation, as sent us promptly to our

knees, to beg the grace of contrition that we might

seek divine forgiveness. The next month, we decided,

after consultation, to take it from the office, for it

might do harm, falling into the hands of some who

might be influenced, and we did not write telling

them to stop for the same reason. This cop}^ would

be sent somewhere, and if it came here it should do

no harm. My sister glanced through one or two

more numbers, and, finding the same fanatical and

malevolent spirit running through all, followed my
example and ceased to look at them at all. But every
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number sin-oe, we have torn into strips and burned,

the moment it came into the bouse. I wrote to the

editor; I wrote a most earnest appeal and told him

frankly what I should do with the magazine if it con-

tinued to come. H(jw desperate Satan is working !

He seems to feel his time is short when the whole

world prays, 'Thy Kingdom come.' But he makes

the most of the traditional prejudice born of the hate

which burned in Luther's breast against our Holy

Mother Church. How incomprehensible, that one bad

man should have such power as his, to which is due the

vast number of sects existing to day, under the name
of Protestant. And such a good people, too, as many
of them aie, full of love for God and man. I have

known many instances where they live in the Divine

presence. But these do not fight the Holy Church.

They believe in a universal church, invisible and

spiritual, and they love all, of whatever name."

Like those two faithful people, many Catholics,

throughout the world, have to put up with such an-

noyances, and bigoted hatred of them, by so poison-

ious and vicious a literature. The people who get out

this low, malicious and lying literature, are inspired by

the devil and by greed. There are a few poor, unfor-

tunate, renegade, fallen priests tramping about the

country, who have been disciplined for their bad lives,

and who, wanting the grace of repentance, think they

can take revenge on the church by permitting them-

selves to be used by the A. P. A., and other similar

conspirators against good order, peace and christian

charity, as the showman uses a nondescript thing,

called a "what-is-it" to attract atieniiou. These un-
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fortunatee are in bad faith. Their records will not

bear investigation, and most of them when they feel

that their course of iniquity is run and the cold hand

of death is upon them will cry out for a priest in their

dying moments. All this, the more intelligent and

better class of Protestants understand, and therefore

take no stock in these ecclesiastical wrecks. But

there is another class, made up of the ignorant, the

immoral and the malicious, who are always ready to

exploit a "converted priest" or an "escaped nun."

Inspired by hungr}'- libidinosity, men and women
will go to hear the salacious screeds of these wretches

when they would not listen to the Sermon on the

Mount. The shame that makes them read immoral

books by stealth and in secret, does not prevent them

listening to the renegades drawing filthy pictures from

their own corrupt immagination. Under the cloak

of religion, these Holy Willies encourage those who
pander to their tastes and hypnotize the shreds of

conscience they may have left by trying to make
themselves believe they are thus opposing the ''errors

of Rome." ! ye hyprocrites, ye painted sepulchers.

The "converted priest" and the "escaped nun" game
is, however, being played out. Even the "what-is-it"

lost in time its power of attraction, and was relegated

to the rubbish heap of discarded curiosities.

That person spoke the truth, when he said : "there

are good people among the Protestants—people who
are full of the love of God and man, people who live

in the Divine presence." But as he says : "these peo-

ple fto not fight Holy Church."

No intelligent non-Catholic mind will countenance

the existence of a secret and mischievous order, whose
by-word and watch-word is, to turn down every

known member of the Catholic Faith.
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CHAPTER XX.

THOSE A. P. a'S.^<30NTINUED.

The "American Protective Association," is the mean-
ing and significance, the members of said secret com-
bine, would have the public believe was the import and

object o£ their organization; whereas, the real and

truthful meauiug of these abreviated words, viz.: A. P.

A. is nothing more or nothing less than this: Anti-

Papist Association,

Let me not be hasty in condemning, but I assure the

reader, that from personal observations, and the say-

ings of these secret assassins, and the contact with a

certain number of them during the past few years,

warrants me, in terming them anything else, but Pro-

tectors of dear and good old America.

Prom the Rookery Building in Chicago, (a very ap-

propiate name to say the least,) emanates one of the

foulest and most scurrilous sheets, printed under and

by the auspices of that order, that pen could picture or

paint, and one that is stuffed with the most dastardly

lies, imputations and criminations of untruthful origin,

save in the bastard brain of an irresponsible, irredeem-

able and irreconcilable demoni. The fodder it dissem-

inates to the members of that mafia gang, is, in the

eyes of any intelligent person, the paving of a clear

road to anarchy, socialism and communism.
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I am sorrv to have to say it, and sorrier still to write

it, that many of our once happy communities, in the

State of Kansas even, are afflicted and sorely so, Isy

lodges and combinations of that underground and pes-

tiferously scabby barnacle, which is not only anti-Cath-

olic, but equally, anti-human, anti-American and anti-

christian.

We^iave met some of these seemingly wiley mem-
bers, in fact, have had a more or less acquaintance

with many of them, while many of them, would dodge

around the corner at the possibility of meeting with

us, as if we were girted with number 44 Catholic cart-

ridges and a muzzle loader in each iimb of our breeches.

I say to them, you are anti-Catholic but why, pray?

Now, if any of your number will answer that question

satisfactorily before three disinterested non-Catholic

judges, you arguing for the objects of your association,

in being anti-Cathd^ic, and I rebutting and explaining

your false and prejucdiced notions of us, I personally,

*»vill make your lodge here, a present of $50.00. Up to

date, I have found no takers to this proposition, and 1

have no hesitancy or fear in saying, that I never will

meet one, who will confess judgment of his error, for

their secret locks them up in solitude, to plot and clique

against us, simply because we are Catholics.

The word Catholic, and I being one, ought to give

me the privilege of knowing something of that term,

but I will waive all right to giving it any other mean-

ing save that which our dictionary, Webster, gives it:

the word Catholic, he affirms, smply means general or

universal, and these two words are synonyms with the

word Catholic, hence, Catholic liberty, Catholic equal-
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ity, Catholic fraternity and Catholic liberality to all

mankind.

I ask you, is your measly, and circumscribing lodge

.as general and as Catholic as that? Are your notorious

by-laws and corrupt constitution as Catholic as we are?

But why are you anti-Catholic? The answer comes

back, we don't know, but then we are anti-Catholic

anyhow. A fine rich argument, you know, but then

maybe, the calf is blind and must bellow anyway.

Shame on you boys, why go around the streets with

drooping heads and lowering lips, who like the foolish

man, mutters foul imprecations upon the moon, because

she aint fall the whole month round, or like the smart

puppy, which licked its mother, cowering under the

oath-bound secret, practiced in your lodge-room, of

being anyway anti-Catholic, in your dealings with per-

sons of that belief.

Americm born as I am, I would be a traitor to my
country, if I did not love her laws, her constitution and

her institutions; I do love them, and with a deep-seated

reverence for everything that is american.

I flaunt that cherished constitution in the eys of any

such oath-bound societies, and stamp their membership

with a violation of it. Listen to what General U. S.

Grant has said respecting secret political organizations:

"All secret, oath-bound politicfll parties are dangerous

to any nation, no matter how pure or how patriotic

the motives and principles which first bring them

together. No political party can or ought to exist

when one of its corner stones is opposition to freedom

of thought and to the right to worship God according

to the dictates of his own conscience, or according to

V^
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the creed of any religious denomination whatever."

Again, do we find an equal antipathy towards such

organizations, in the emphatic and well meant language

of the great William H. Steward, His words are these:

''Secret societies, sir—Before I would place my hands

between the hands of other men in a secret lodge, order,

class or council, and bending my knee before them,

enter into combination with them for any object, per-

sonal or political, good or bad, I would pray to Grod,

that that hand and that knee might be paralyzed, and

that I might become an object of pity, and even of the

mockery of my fellow men. Swear, sir—I, a man,

an American citizen, swear to submit myself to the

guidance and direction of other men, surrendering my
own judgment to their judgment, and my own con-

science to their keeping? No sir, No! Proscribe a

man because he was not born in the same town or

country in which I was born. No! Mr, President, you

know now the length and breadth of my connection

with the new and mysterious order of patriots, the

Know-Nothings,''

Nothing that is violent is durable, and the A, P. A,,

like the Know-Nothing party, which bore such intense

hatred towards the Catholics, that they sacked churches

and convents, under the guise of politics. So too with

the A, P, A., they will not be durable in the light that

they are on the wrong ground-work, a hostility to their

fellow-man.

In the first place, they cannot, from the obligations

of their oath, be loyal citizens, neither can they be true

and sincere christians, for, they are oath-bound viola-

tors of the constitution which guarantees to each and
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every one of its subjects, the full and free exercise of

his or her religious creed or belief. Banded together

thusly, and secretly planning and conniving against

us, they become impugners, violators and unscrupulous

purloiners of what that constitution grants and gives

us, viz.: Catholicity and fairness before all men. Yes,

the untrammeled, and God-given right, live and to be-

grudge no one of our fellow-beings, the right to think

and act towards one another as each and every one of

us should wish to be done by.

Not many months ago, and in one of our prosperous

little towns, in Western Kansas, a certain citizen

pointed out to us, one of these wiley fellows, saying:

"There goes a bitter enemy of yours;" in answer I said:

I do not know of having an enemy in the place, and if

there should be one, I surely, am un.concious of ever

giving such an one, the slightest cause. "Well," he

said: "he is an A. P. A., and of couse, your enemy."

In answer we told him, that, we had many, very many
bitter enemies in h 1, and up to date, they keep the

secret of their being anti-Catholic, very much to them-

selves.

This good citizen further said: "That fellow is bit-

terly opposed to you Catholics, but I know him to be

not only, anti-Catholic, but he is anti-rent paying, anti-

grocery-bill paying, and anti-wife loyal, that 1 know
of, in fact, that same individual, is too much of an

anti mnn for me.

Another instance of their beggarly bigotry, and

wanton dereliction of all due lines of courtesy and gen-

tlemanly bearing. A certain m:ister(?) mechanic, in

the employ of a rail-road company at that same town,
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s»M of me In tlte presence of the landliwJjr gI a liotel

feli€*e, one day shortly after dinner: "d n him, I caa

hardly sit at the table with him, without tiis-ulting

him." This same ignorant, Orange coward, well knew^

that he ooiild not make use of stich language to my face,

without repairs as to the consequences, and repairs too,

that would call on his master( ? ) mechanical hand to

adjust. I challenged th«t same imp to cit« me o»e

single instance, where or when I ever gave him the

lightest cause, to vent so foul a^ aspersion at me,

either on the street, in public, or anywhere else, and he

never dared to recount an instance. Why not be men*,

not mice, or, what is even worse than monkeys, coward-

ly treacherous knaves, and come out like men ought to,

in the broad open light of liberty and justice, that i«

guaranteed to every American citizen to adjust a wrong

or right a grievance, ^^siead of creeping behind a toad-

stool for protection, and then like the street gamin,

who, on reaching the paternal roof, calls his sterner

playmates a mouthful of names.

But why do we find this swelled head of bombastic

proclivities, along with many others, in the emjyloy of

rail roads, anti-Catholic, answer me? When we see

two-thirds of the rail roads in the United States were

built by Catholic hands and Catholic muscle; and ac-

cording to recent and reliable statistics, more than oae

half of the rail road employes to-day, are Catholic in

their belief; and you don't number them in your mem-
bership, why? Simply because the laws of country

and conscience, say nothing about religion, forbid

such an ungodly and unholy alliance with the imps of

darkness an«l deceit.
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What would yon tWnk of me, a Catholic priest, were

I to organize an oath-bound and secret organization,

which would have for its object, this leading feature,

viz : auti-Presbyterian, or anti-Baptist, or anti-Meth-

odist? I would then have reason to beiieve that you

would pounce on m«, quicker than seat ! But I

could not organize such a society, nor could the Cath-

olic church organize such a society, for it would dis-

rupt and put to naught, the sacred intention &f our

grand Constitution, and moreover, it would give no

meaning to the word Catholic.

Yes, mind you, an "Anti-Papist Association ;" you

can be anything else, is their motto, but you ^^must &g,"

anti-Papist. They are not even generous enough to

read the recent letter of Pope Leo XIII, in reference

to labor and laboring classes, wherein is depicted, in

true, and sensible and charitable colors, every right

the laborer has with his employer, as well inherently,

as acquired by industrious effort ; this, I say, they

would not read, without it first passed through their

press threshing machine in the Rookery building,

Chicago, only to come out, as the most misinterpol-

ated and forged piece of garbled nonsense, with not a

sentence of the original, and filled from first to last,

with the diseased frenzies of a depraved and lying

brain.

The non-Catholic press, the world over, has given

that brief of Pope Leo XIII on labor, most praise-

worthy notices, and the North American Revieta, aoticed

it very favorably and prominently in its ooluaaws, so

much so indeed, that those of fair, unprejudiced and

wholesome miads, who run in the grove of justice,

may read.
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I have before -^le, a supplement to Loyal(?) Ameri-

can, (an A. P. A sheet,) of October 22, 1890, headed:

"Platform of the Papal Party," which is given here, in

its entirety, as it came from one of their disguising,

disfiguring and discoloring printing plants, and we

ask the fair-minded Am jrican Reader, to first read

Pop'j L-5o's letter and than, this garbled piece of foi^

literature, thrown on an innocent public, and purport-

ing to be Leo's original letter, and then draw your

own conclusion as to which is the true one.

I feel somewhat loth, to give it space here, but it

will show the true inwardness of a secret clique or

combine, such as the A. P. A's. are, and who do not
scruple to first lie in an argument, and then lie out
of it, with equal grace. It is as follows :

Supplement to

Loyal American.
•PRO PATRIA.'"

Vol.1, No. 27. CHICAGO, OCT, 22, 1890. \lS,<!tUir.„„

PLATFORM OF THE PAPAL PARTY.

News for American Voters.

We take pleasure in presenting to the readers of the

Loyal American a declaration of principles that will

furnish food for reflection. How we secured this doc-

ument for publication need not be told here: Sufl&ce

* Oopyrighted. All rights reserved.
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to say, it fully exposes the plot on fwot to destroy civil

and religious liberty in the United States.

To Our Beloved Children m the faith:

In view of the pressing necessity for active, earnest

effort on the part of all Catholics to save our Holy

Roman Church from destruction: to preserve the in-

come and privileges which we of the Hierarchy have

enjoyed for a thousand years; to maintain the absolute

supremacy which is ours by diTine right; the pleasure

of shriving the masses who have toiled and economized,

that we might fare sumptuously and wear fine linen;

to continue to build fine churches and Cathedrals as

mural monuments to perpetuate our own memories; to

preserve ignorance in the masses; to insure devotion;

to enable us to keep our vows of celibacy, with the aid

of the confessional; to prevent the loss of prestage and

political power ; it becomes necessary for the Hierarchy

of the Holy Church in these infidel parts, called the

United States, that we may carry out the orders con-

tained in an encyclical letter from Pope Leo XIII, of

blessed memory, that we organize a political party to

be known as the Papal Party, and that the faithful

may not be ignorant of their duties, as voters under

this heretical government, we here announce and pub-

lish the following

PLATFORM OF PRINCIPLES,

or, more properly,

ORDERS FROM THE HOLY SEE.

Whereas many Catholics in the United States have

become careless in the discharge of their religious

duties, more especially in elections, it becomes our duty

to call your attention to the order of the Holy Father,
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as expressed by Pius IX, of holy memory, in a letter

dated Dec, 1764, al«o to another letter dated January,

1890, by Leo Xlil, of pious memory.

In these two encyclical letters you have the voice of

God speaking to you, and with pain and sorrow we are

by duty to Grod and our Holy Father, censtrained to

remind you of your duty to your faith when you vote

as a citizen of this heretical nation.

We also call your attention to the words of your

bishops from time to time, the Holy Fathers to whom
you must look for direction in all the affairs of your

lives. What they direct you to do, you must Ao^ if you

hope for that salvation which our holy church alone

can give. These holy m«n have frequently counseled

you and commanded yon to do many thing which you

have not done, henee we issue this manifesto to in-

struct you as to your duty to your religion when you

gi. to vote.

It is our desire that in the future, you cease to act as

Democrats or Republicans, only so far as is necessary

to secure the election to an office, or to aid in the

election to one, who when elected will serve ouly our

holy church. You must never 'forget that you are

Catholics, that your first and c©nsta?5rt allegiance is to

our Holy Father in Rome, and that this allegiance

takes precedence over aM others, and necessitates that

all your acte, political or otherwise, maist be con-

ducted solely with reference to the supremacy of our

Holy Father as the supreme spiritual and temporal

ruler of the world. Let your votes be cast as a loyal

son or Holy Chuch, and not as loyal to this heretical

lisurpation which has merited ^nd reeei^viod the majoj"
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excomunication of our former Holy Father Pius IX,

of pious memory. We enjoin all pastors throughout that

part of the Western Hemisphere called the United

States, and mentioned by the Holy College as Partihus

infidelium (infidel parts,) that they read these instruc-

tions to their congregations for four successive Sundays

at high mass, and enforce them upon the attention and

the understanding of the faithful, and above ail, to see

that the line of duty deemed necessary by the Holy
Father be strictly enforced, or that the disobedient be

denied the sacraments oi our Holy Church, failing that,

they will be subjected to the "Major Excommunication."

We view with alarm the rapid spread of educated in-

telligence, knowing full well, that wherever the people

are intelligent, the priest and prince cannot hope to

live on th« labor of the masses whose brains have been

fertilized with our holy catechism. That in order to

restore the order of things that made the reign of

Gregory VII, of holy memory, so glorious, the people

must not think that this is a privelge that belongs only

to the priests and princes, who by Divine right, are the

only perons designed by God, to do the political and

religious thinking of this world.

We view with alarm the rapid diffusion of the En-
glish language. It stands before the world as the

tongue which has for 300 years ever been opposed to and

foremost, in assailing the Holy See. It is the tongae

in which heresy delights to annoy and confute our

theologians, in which the modern damnable heresies of

popular rule, government of the the people, equal rights,

personal liberty, free thought, free press, free religion,

our Holy Churck, and those who speak it, have been
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and free schools, find expression, and endanger the

rights of the hierarchy, also that of the princes, bom
to rula.

We riew with alarm and horror the indifEerenoe ex-

hibited by the states of th« civilized world when they

behold the sacrilege and impiety of the Italians, in

taking by force from the Holy Father his temporal

possessions, thus depriring him of the ability to levy

taxes from the people of the papal states, also robbing

him of the pomp and parade which were proper and

necessary for the ruler over 3,000,000 subjects. We
must all pledge ourselves to never rest until the Holy

Father is restored to his temporal throne, and those

who have perpetrated this robbery have been adequate-

ly punished.

We view with alarm and apprehension the rapid

growth of numerous American orders or societies in

this land. It is to us, evidence that our measures for

quieting and deceiving the American people were in-

sufficient, that we have been too bold, did not exercise

that wisdom that many centuries of deception should

have given us. We learn that these societies will not

vote for candidates of our faith, or even those that are

friendly to us, hence it becomes our duty to take meas-

ures to thwart this uprising, which may result in our

discomfiture. We therefore condemn, in strong terms,

this aggregation of heretics in secret societies, and call

out our faithful brothers of the Society of Jesus to send

members of that Holy Brotherhood into those societies

to get their rituals and other secrets, that we may print

them in the daily papers, that do our bidding, and thus

expose them, that they may be boycotted by the fr.itli-
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ful, and injured in their business, reputations or fam-

ilies. We also call on the clergy every where, to organ-

ize the laity, male and female, old and young, into se-

cret societies and sodalites, and that the men and boys

may have competent instructors to give them military

training, that they may prepared to aid and sustain our

faith in an emergency.

That the faithful may fully understand their duty

when they act in accordance with this platform; we
here announce the laws, which every lay member of

our holy communion is bound to obey, or be deprived

of the holy sacraments of our faith:

1. The Holy Father (pope,) is the Supreme Ruler

of the world, more especially in temporal matters, where

we have the votes of power.

2. It is the duty of all Catholics to plot and labor

for the absolute supremacy of the occupant of the

chair of St. Peter.

3. It is the duty of all Catholics 'Ho take part in elec-

tions," to know thsit ^^politics are a part of tnorals. Poli-

tics are morals on the widest scale.'^ They must also give;

"Perfect srihrnissiooi and obedience of will to the church (cor-

poration) and the Sovereign Pontiff, as to God himself";

they must remember that they are to ^^acknowledge no

civil superior before the Holy Father; that in their polit-

ical work, ''^they onust always and in thefirst place, serve, as

far as possible, the interests of Catholicism."

4. We are opposed to any system of schools that

teaches the youth more than the Roman Catechism,

w^hich they must be taught to repeat as a parot is

taught, or that teaches the young to think—it is un-

necessary, a waste of time and money, when the Holy
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Fatker bas been deputed to do tke thinking for this

world. Therefore we call upo^n our subjects to do all

pos,sible to break down and destroy the free public

schools of this heretical nation, which have compelled

as to set lip and maintain at great expense parochial

schools to aefend our faith, thas greatly lessening the

incomes of the clergy.

5. We are in favor of filling all offices with men
selected by the bishop of the difx^ese, upon whose pol-

itical judgment all Catholics mast rely, ror the bishop

^'micd be obeyed ivhether right or ivrong" (as Monsignor

Preston testified under oath,) and tins is the law. The
faithful confide in the bishop, though he may in one

county or city compel you to support the candidates

of one party, and in the next county or city support

those of the other party, but you must not hesitate,

"he knows what he is doing," for in either case, we get

our price for your vote, and the holy church is the

winner.

6 In order to find employment for the many thou-

sands of the faithful, who are coming daily to swell

the ranks of our Catiiolic (Roman) Army, which will

in time possess this land, we must secure control of all

th€ cities, railways, manufactories, mines, steam and

sailing vessels, in fact every enterprise requiring labor,

in order to furnish our new-comers employment; this

will render it necessary to remove or crowd out the

American heretics who are now employed. You must

not stop at anything to accomplish thie end. There

are many ways to do this, but if you cannot devise a

way, consult your Father Confessor, but, "be careful

to (io nothing that will create scandal."
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7. We call upon all lay Catholics having the means,

education and acquaintances, to become candidates for

legislative offices, to sit in City Councils or Boards of

Aldermen, in State Legislatures, Congress or the Senate.

It is in these places that you do the most good for our

holy cause, to reclaim this continent, which was dis-

covered by a Catholic for the true church. In these

places you can do good work by securing offices for ORr

faithful subjects, which is especially grateful to us,

their salarises being iixed and known to us w* know
just how much money to demand of them for getting

them the places and caring for their souls. In ad-

dition to this valuable aid, as members of law-mak-

ing bodies, they can do great good by impeding or

frustrating such legislation not approved by the Holy

Church, and in securing the larger appropriations for

schools under the supervision of our worthy brothers

and sisters, also by having young priests appointed as

chaplains in the army and navy. The opportunities

for serving our holy church in legislative bodies are

numerous, hence this is urged upon you as worthy of

serious consideration.

8. We have learned with regret or sorrow that there

are some Catholics who are possessed with the insane

idea that their children can get a better education

in the Godless public schools than in the church

schools. These insane apostates must be taught by

their confessors that they cannot disobey the Holy

Church with impunity. It is such Catholics who fancy

they must join one of the dominant political parties,

and vote with them, thus disobeying the bishop, who
may have made arrangements for his vote to be cast for
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some friend of our church. In all such cases the con-

fessor of such Catholics must deny to them the sacra-

ments, and decree a severe penance, with a liberal alms

for the poor, which must be given to the confessor to

be distributed as he may deem be»t.

With these general instructions, we give to our dear

children of the United States this Platform, in the

hope that it may, in the words of the very Reverend

Archbishop Ireland, at Baltimcwre, when he made his

final appeal to that body of devoted subjects of our

Holy Father, gathered from all parts of this nation,

arouse you to united and persistent action. He said:

"Go to your homes with the enthusiasm that you

have shown here; spread it in every State in the Union,

and say there is a new departure among Catholics in

the United States. Tell them there is a new mission

open for laymen. The long expected day has come

when Catholic bishops, priests and laymen rise up and

say, Henceforth we will act an one man, in accordance

with our religion."

Animated by such sentiments, implicitly obeying

the orders of your bishops, considering only in your

political action the interests of our holy church, with

undivided allegiance to the Holy Father, a determina-

tion to die, if neccessary, for our holy church and its

supremacy; you can claim to be a true Catholic, worthy

of a place in Heaven, when you die, with the vast hosts

of saints and martyrs who have gone before.

If we are successful in this movement, you will be

numbered among them who aided in tearing this grand

nation from the heretical government that had usurped

it, and returning it again to to the Holy Father, who
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will leave Rome and take his residence here, in a land

which Grod designed before the birth of mankind espec-

ially for the final home of our Holy Church, and to be

ruled by him who fills the chair of St. Peter.

Decreed and ordered by the Provincial Council at

their session August 5, 1890.

fJohn,

fMlCHAEL,

fpATRICK,

Placet \ tJerome,

fALOYSIUS,

fDENNIS,

fWlLLIAM,

fBBRNABD.

Approved and confirmed, ffJames.

This Supplement can be obtained in any quan-
tity, at the following prices, postage or express
paid, to one address.

Less than 100 copies, each - - - 2c
lOOtoSOO " - - perlOO, $1.00
500 to 1,000 " - - " .75
1,000 to 0,000 " - - per 1,000,6.50
Over o,000 " - - *« 6.00
Address all orders to, and make checks and

drafts payable to N. W. McCOMBER,
685 The Rookery, Chicago, 111.

Payment required positively in advaaacc.
r

I brand the foregoing xapplement and every enim-

ciation therein set forth, as a garbled, maliciotn. un-

scrupulous piece of forgery, and a misleading tissue

of the most misleading lies. Now, Mr. McCoraber if

you have any existence in the tlesh, a thing I very
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much doubt, you have the privilege of coming back

at me, for which kind condescension on your part, we
will mail you a copy of this little volume, free gratis.

It looks very much to a man up a tree, in fact to any

one who may be treed, that you are in it, for "revenue

only," and a very handsome take-off coming to yourself

from such vile effusions, of course.

The very id^ea of a Pope, or a bishop either, control-

ling my vote in American politics, is something so

preposterously stupid that it would almost make
Baalam's nag neigh, to be poimded on the ribs with

such rot.

Like a sly coon, or a erontchiug cur and a most un-

scrupulous purloiner of the truth, you fail to give the

surnames of the gentlemen with crosses prefixed before

their christian names, in that wonderful supplement

to "Loyal American" of yours, for,i€ you did, you were

well aware, that there would be room for legal action

against your Rookery fil?, and what is M©re, against

your own personal profile.

You intend then, to ke«p Catholics down, do you?

Let us see : we are iMteen millions strong only, in

these United States, a,»d two hundred and seventy

millions in the known world, and Mac, we're growing

right along at a wonderful rate, and the tail to our

kite of religious liberty and Catholi'C charity to all

mankirid, is almost aineteen centuries in length or

point of duration, and Mac, we have never yet allowed

it to trail in t.be dust. Why try and anap it off now,

Mac, when greater than you and your inveigling

clique, have timee, without number, given up the job

in disgust, after viewiag but a part of our strength^
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Go ring up yonr brother emisaries too, Mac, who
gire confiued in the burning pool and smothering

flames of an eternal sheol, and muster tiiem out with

the handful of dupes you have here, and after 3'ou

have them placed in rows of two, four and six deep,

and before giving them the watch-word to charge 1 on

us, fill their weak-kneed and brainless anatomy with

viler stuff than you have heretofore, then let them
charge, butt-end-to, if they will, and it will surprise

you, the space they will cover—backwards and down-

wards.

You are anti-Catholic, hence a stifler of merit ; for,

do you not remember the saying of noble George

Washington, the father of our beloved country, who
said : that, "merit, wherever found, should be re-

warded," whether in the person of the black or the

white, in the ignorant, as well as in tlie wise, true

merit should be recognized.

Your intention is to keep Catholics down and out

of any place of trust or lucrative position in railroad

circles, so spoke one of their satellites, some months
since, and, not far from our hearing, upon one of the

streets of our city, giving as a reason, that if a Cath-

olic enjoyed such a position, he would not get work,

and his family (bless the hearers,) would have to

starve.

Let UB reason together for a short while : suppose I

owned and controlled an extensive machine shop, and
had several thousand men in my employ, to operate

that huge concern, among whom were Presbyterions,

Baptists, Methodists, yes, and a few Catholics, and af-

ter years of toil and a faithful performance of their
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labor, along \. th a strict and scrupulous attention

to duty, I find raany of my Catholic workmen worthy

and meritorous of promotion ; I have already pro-

moted some of the y^hers, and I now see, that merit

must also be rewarded in the latter cImss too, so I pro-

mote them to positions, worthy of their metal and

fill tLeir places with new and less competent hands.

This manner of acting, is in keeping with the success

of any business, I care not what it is, irrespective of

the religious belief of the help employed, and no one,

save a bigot, will stoop so h^w, as to make a point of

difference in religion, when it is a point of giving em-

ployment to any class of people demanding labor.

But the scabby, scurvy A. P. A. order, steps in and

presumes to stop this human and rightful manner of

acting, by saying, no, you cannot promote that Cath-

olic, for, once in position, he would have none but

Catholics to work for him, and my wife and children

would suffer thereby. To such an hellish assumption

as this, no sound sensible American citizen will give

credence, or place the least degree of credibility in it,

for such a mode of acting would be inimical and sub-

veraive of all good order in any society. But there are

cvanke outside of the peanut-roaster, and they will

turn and squirm backward and again forward, to give

plausible excas* for working the microscopic particle

of gray uiatter, that ie somewhere between their occi-

put and the infinitismal small brain, called cere-

bellum.

A man in business, a road- master or a foreman over

a few or many men, and holding a position of trust,

must be desirous of furthering the interest of t^eir
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employers, by employing such help, ae is needed,

irrespective of the question of religion ; for, acting

other than this, wherein a question of religion would
be raised, respecting the help employed, would be un-

American, un-chrislian, un-CathoIic, along with being

the darkest and direst inhumanity to man. No man
should be an enemy of another, without a provekiiig

cause, but an A. P. A. who takes a solemn oath %o

ostracize me in every manner possible, while he lu^ks

in the dark, ashamed to come out iu the dayli^t of

man, and give just cause ftw his under-ground pro-

ceedings, is sure an enemy of mine.

This country is the greatest and grandest on the

face of the earth. Its constitution is a glorious one,

and wiil be defended, at all times, by every true Amer-
ican ; this is true even if we have to shed our last drop

of blood for it. Under it, all citizens are equal, no

matter what their social standing flaay be ; it gives

the right to every citizen to worship God accordiag

to the dictates of his own conscience, it guarantees

eqal rights to all, for there is no tyrant to govern us,

and it gives us a government by the people, for the

people and of the people.

All it demands of those who seek a home and a

refuge in this country is, that they obey the laws of

the land.

We are simply asked to love the constitution and to

obey its requirements. This rule refers to all alike,

and ni) matter how humble a citizen may be, he ia ftn-

titled to the same protection as the richest man in the

country, under the glorious stars and stripes. The
government requires no &tipuUted form of rsligioa.
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This is a matter of life-long thanksgiving, as that fact

makes the United States th« most glorious country

on God's green earth to-day.

Our forefathers in their wisdom, established the

rule in vogue, and we would be traitors to swerve

from so holy a legacy. It is the duty of every Amer-
ioftn citizen, to know, appreciate and study the con-

stitution and to be ready, at all times, to defend it.

Americans should not only admire their country

on account of its natural beauty, wealth and progress,

but on account of its constitution, under which all

men are equal, no matter what faith they may profess,

as long as they are true and lavv-abiding citizens. We
live under a flag, a thousand times thank God for it,

which protects our rights.

The Catholic Church has never sought to make
capital out of men who sought political offices. The

members of that church are not dictated to, as to

whom they should vote for. Born in this country,

and "a voter for almost twenty years, I have never yet

questioned the religioa of any candidate whom I

have selected to cast my vote for, at the polls. It is

immaterial to me, as well as to any Catholic voter,

what a candidate's religion is, so long as he is a fit

man for the place he aspires to. This rule is one

that should be followed by every good citizen, for

religion and politics should never be mixed. It is the

inherent right of every citizen to vote as he pleases

and all attempts to force religion into politics should

be repelled, and my good Protestant friends will be«fcr

me out in this statement. But the issue of the A. P.

A.'s has been forced upon us, that is ; to proscribe ftli
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C»(if»oK<5« a* th« polls, and h»nc« I say op«n!y, em-

phatically and pnblfrly, and I care net wiK> r«adg

it or h«ar« it, titttt w« should vote for men who ar«

not bound by secret organieations or endorsed by

them, no matter whether the arganicfttioitg are known

as the Patriotic Sons of America, the A. P. A'b>, or the

Young Mens' Mechanic Union, or anything else.

We should oppose these organization*, even if it

t-hould tak« our life's blood, for these secret societies

are eo«miee to the true citizens of this ooiwatr}'. They

attempt to prescribe, that Catholics canaot bold office,

no matter how good eitizeaa they may be, and in

every other way, oppoae Catholics and Catholie

measures. They stab the members of the Catholie

faith in the dark, and their organizations ate there

carried on with m«,lice and bitternese toward us.

As Catholics, we want no special privilege under the

constitution, nor do we seek class legislation from

any of the dominant parties, which ever may be in

power; for, all we do ask, is honor bright honesty,

and a faithful compliance with the Constitution, un-

der whiob we live. The A, P. A. order, however,

seems to be moored on the shallow shores of bigotry

and hypocracy, prejudice and ingratitude toward us,

that the better sense and judgment, of their numbers,

which undoubtedly some of them ought to possess,

is warped by ignorance and fanaticism, which blind

their minds against us, for no other reason whatever,

than that they heard a tale of woe from some one,

against us.

Think of the following piece of narrow-mindedness,

my liberal-minded non-Catholic Amf^rican citizens,
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which irae reneated almost in our presence, a short,

time since, and just previous to a city election in one of

our Kansas towns. A member of the A. P. A. order

teing requested to vote for a certain candidate, who
was unfortunate enough to have an Irish nume, thou<^h

not a Catholic, very gruffly answered: "No sir." "Do
you suppose i would vote for a Catholic?" "No indeed,

nor will he get a single vote feom our lodge."

Poor ignorant dunce, due no doubt, to his beiag

brought up, far away from healthful civilization, and

who could well be compared to the tall, slender and

ungainly sand-crane, which immagines itself very sleek

and handsome, when alone, but when decent, health-

ful and domestic winged fouls appear, he betakes him-

self way down the creek.

What a pretty, what a handsome array of men you

you would make to defend America's honor at emer-

gency's call! would you not rather seek your dives and

under-ground vaults, instead of meeting in open plain,

a foe to our land, our laws and our homes.

Show me. if you will, one patriotic sentiment im-

plied or expressed in your ovarian sheet, the "American,"

(Good bless the hearers again,) of Omaha, and edited

by Thompson & Kelly, the latter not knowing how

to spell his own name, if history counts for anything.

These two, like the manager of the Rookery file, are "in

it," for lucre, and think, they can afford to call names

for the money there is in it, so where's the difference,

and "let'er go Gallagher, since Smith is dead."

There are birds, vile nastv birds, that subsist s<JeIy

on carion and the vilest and most loathsome rotteness,

and it seems to be their nature to gather su<jh diet and
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they retnin it too: just so with some of the low-bred

specimens of humanity, they gather all the bad that

floats over a community, but unlike the birds, they

spew it forth, covering the innocent as well as others,

with their nauseating vomit.

If America owes any special privileges or any partic-

ular allegiance or protection to any relegious body, it

certainly, would and ought to be to the Catholic, for,

her discoverer, Christopher Columbus, was a very devout

Catholic, so was Americus Vespucii, along with Sebas-

tian Cabot; and thus too, with all the known countries

throughout the world, their very first discoverers and

christianizers were Catholics.

In all our experience, of travel and duty, especially

in this our adopted State of Kansas, and during a resi-

dence therein, of almost 40 years, I camnot recall one

single instance, wherein a Catholic voter of 21 years

and over, has ever questioned the religious creed or be-

lief of any county, state or national candidate to what-

ever office said candidate may have aspired to. This

same spirit of Catholics, in voting for persons, irrespec-

tive of their religion, is, I am sorry to say, in very many
instances, not animated by the members of other

church organizations, who sometimes carry their relig-

ious preferences into politics; the same spirit too, that

prompts them to insist on the reading of a spurious

version of the Bible, known as the King James' version,

in the public schools.

I stand ready, at any time, to give !>r)0.00 to any per-

son or persons, who will point out the Catholic to me,

who has questioned the religious belief of any candidate

to any office in the land; r.v.d, I will again, donate $50.00
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more to any person who will ^ve me the instance or

the name of any Catholic teacher, male or female, who
has ever ventwred to read or teach the true version of

the Bible, viz., the D^uay Bible, ia any public school

in the laod.

Ah ! my pharisaical friends, w^en it comes to politics,

and the voting for, and the election »f good men into

office m this Uaited Realm, I am. Catholic and all, as

free to vote for whom I please, as the bird is free to

soar aloft or wherever it may; for, my right to vote, is

not in the least curtailed or influenced by either Pope

or bishop, and I go to the polls and drop into the slot,

that every American citizen, making use of his elective

franchise, drops into, viz.: to vote as my judgment

dictates, without fear, favor or hindrance, my honest and

conscientious ballot. This, then, is a pretty Catholic

and liberal-minded way of doing things, aint it? and

this is just the way we Catholics intend to preserve,

and will, at all hazzards, conserve our individual right

of franchise. I challenge you, the members of the A.

P. A. organization, or for that matter, any other other

set of men, banded together, by an oath-bound secret,

to point out oiie important epoch in the annals of past

history, where anything grand or munihcient to a na-

tion's progress, has been accomplished through or by

means of a secret, when said secret connivance is organ-

ically and diametrically opposed to the majority of a

liberty-loving people.

I cannot but laud the benevolency, fraternity, aid and

assistance to members, accruing from many secret or-

ganizations, and for their philanthropy in this direction,

they are worthy the esteem of all classes of people, but
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fhe measly workings of the A. P. A. order, has alone,

for its sapreme motto and pent-up narrow-miaaded, and

bigoted object, anti-Cathiolicism.

In an article, signed XX., in a copy of "'Loyal Amer-
ican," of October 21st, '92, I read the following piece

of scurrility: "That Catholicism is a menace to liberty,

one only need look at the priests, the nunneries and the

church teaching. Can any liberty-loving soul be born

and educated in a Catholic school? Certainly not, it

is inconsistant and unreasonable to harbor that idea.

Every well posted person knows that the Catholics

teach a system of license. Any churchman may com-
mit any sin in the decalogue, even to murdering a here-

tic, and yet be forgiven by making a monthly payment
to the priest, be prayed out of purgatory into Heaven,

and at last, sit beside the Pope."

For downright lying, iinked with wauton cussednes,

and a total disregard for the truth, this squib takes the cake.

Let me ask this wolverine bigot who wrote the above,

why is it, that the attendance of yonng ladies, through-

out the United States, at Catholic Convents, is two-

thirds non-Catholic? One need but go into any com-

munity in ihe land, to find one or more noble non Cath-

olic women, who, at one time in their life, were being

educated at a Catholic convent. Why were they sent

there? I will tell you the reason, my djear XX. lyi«g

little bigoted bugaboo; it was, that along with gaining

a thorough knowledge in all secular branches, they

could also adorn themselves with the beautiful garland

of unmistakable morality, the purest and brightest gem
of true womanhood. If those convents are places of

orifiie, as you so foully allege, why do non-Catholic
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parents insist upon sending their daughters there!

Poor poobah! this ought to be sufficient to thwart

your would-be-deceiving and misleading ineundoes

against a sisterhood, whose untiring and undying devo-

tioii to the soldiers of the North as well as to those of

the South, during our recent misunderstanding, to ele-

vate their fair name and fame far beyond the reach of

lying lecherous puppets, who would endeavor to besmirch

their innocent garb, with the torn fragments of foul-

ness, that hangs around this XX. liar and his votaries.

Another of your lies; you say, "a person may be for-

given his sins by making a monthly payment to the

priest. This is a whopper, indeed, one of the overgrown

lies, yon seem so much inclined to utter, one made out

of whole cloth, and, several yards in width. Now, I want

you. Messrs Thompson & Kelly, editors of the great( ?)

''American," Omaha, Nebraska, to come down to busi-

ness, and quit flying off on a tangent on the old chest-

nut, of "hearsay," or we '"heard so." I stand ready to

give you $100.00, to be drawn on sight, if you can cite

a priest, who has ever, taken a single cent in the confes-

sional, from any Catholic confessing his or her sins there.

Just one instance is all I want, and your money will

be forthcoming; and if you do not cite it, I will hurl

back that falsest of insinuations, that darkest and most

villanious assertion, that blackest of calumnies, right

square into your teeth, the resentment of which can be

duly met with on sight, if you so choose. If you knew

what you were talking about, or would take a little

pains to find out the facts in the case, you would go to

any priest in the land, and ask the loan of a Moral The-

ology, and read for yourself, though it may be difficult
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for you, for it is written in latin, these words : it is, ipso

facto, suspension lor any priest to receive money in the

confessional, for any purpose whatever; now this is

the law, laid down by our moral code, notwithstand-

ing your lie to the contrary. You also state ; that

"Catholics must vote as Rome dictates;" another lie.

Now let us reason together for a moment, as becomes
reasonable and sensible beings. The chairman of the

Republican National Committee, is a good and sincere

Catholic, though thoroughly Republican in his politi-

cal faith, otherwise, he surely would not be deemed a

fit person to hold that position ; on the other side of

the house, it is the reverse, for we find the chair-

man of the Democratic National Committee, though

likewise a Catholic, a strong believer in that good old

Democracy that coursed through the veins of a Jef-

ferson. Now then, here we have two very prominent

factors in American politics, and tliough they are

both Catholics, their political beliefs are almost as

wide apart as the two poles are asunder. How, I ask

then, can the Pope, or the Catholic Church, for that

matter, control them both or make them vote under

dictation? Answer me this, in no uncertain, equivo-

cal or unmeaning manner, and as you cannot, please

remi)ve yonr cap of bigotry, under which is closeted

something of a head, I piesume, along with an ex-

ceedingly little pent-up soul, make your nice little bow
to a generous public, who are always ready and will-

ing to forgive and forget, and say to them, that you
simply lied, when yon affirmed that the Pope dictated

our politics. I simply believe in fighting old Nick,

with a pair of his own tongs, so that any person or
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party who would espouse or champion the cause of

the A. P. A. order, filling their sheets with pages of

the veriest rot and cnrion of some foul-mouthed and

mischievously lying popicock, I propose to resent such

foul misrepresentatinns, and make their tribe of ille-

gitimate scabs return to suckle and nestle with the

polecats, until they are besmeared with a foulness

and unmentionable stench, that the nostrils of com-

mon decency won't recognize them either here or here-

after.

I oare not who the person may be, if he is an A. P.

A., or a sympathizer of that motly gang, he shall

never command a dollar of mine, and any Catholic

who would patronize such an one, in any. line of bus-

iness, would be but buying the razor or loading the

gun that will take his own life. For the person who will

take my money, and then go behind my back to plot,

lie and connive against me, is on an equal footing with

the arch-traitor of Sheol, and deserves to be dubbed

with him, a villainous cur, in the disguise of a demon.
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CHAPTER XXI.

THOSE A. P. a's.—CONTINUED.

The oath taken by the members of the above vile

organization, to proscribe the Catholic Church gener-

ally, requires but half-way serious consideration from

any semi-sane person, who is not otherwise unequally

bigoted or unbalanced, to ascribe their vaporings of

foulness, to utter intellectual imbecility.

As for the make-up of this craft or under-ground

body of hoodlums go, we have not, thus far, met one

of their ilk, who is up to the average of intelligent,

sensible and common-sensed human beings.

We here adduce testimony, condemnatory, of this

secret assinine order; coming, as it does, from the pen

of an Episcopalian minister, and consequently, an out-

side authority from ours, it declares too the vileness

and despicable nastiness of the A. P. A. order. We
will let the reader judge as to the merit, if any there

be, in said order, commendable to any fair minded and

well thinking people.
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THE PLAGUE OF BIGOTRY.

A KA^TFUL DENTTNOIATIOlir OF A. P. A.ISM BY THE REV. MR.

E. L. STODDARD OF NEW JERSEY. ''THE MOST TICI0U8

AJfD DANGEROUS INSTITUTION IN THIS COUNTRY."—"WB

BPEAK OF THE SACRIFICES OP THE SALVATION ARMY,

BUT FORGET THAT THE PRIESTS OF ROME HAVE DONE

THAT SOiiT OF WORK FOR 1,500 YEARS OR MORE.

The Rev. E. L. Stoddard, Rector of St. John's Free

Episcopal Church in Summit avenue, Jersey City, has

made a most vigorous protest against the A. P. A. He
says:

"I have heard from several quarters that there is

about to be started in Jersey City, a branch of the A.

P. A. If this is iarue, I desire to raise a protest against

this new calamity about to fall upon us. Having got

rid of horse racing and gambling and green goods

men, is it possible that we are to be alSicted with this

new plague? The A. P. A. claims i?o be a secret socie-

ty, whose members, under oath, are bound to active

opposition toward Roman Oatbotics. They are to vote

against them, work against them, refuse to trade with

them; in short, to boycott socially and ruin them polit-

ically. Let it be understood that the A. P. A. order

does this, not because Roman Catholics are bad people,

but simply because they are Catholics. The best man
nominated for a place may be a Catholic, but he is,

nevertheless, to be voted down. His religion condemns

him.

UNCONSTTTUTTONAL, UNDEMOCRATIC AND UNTRUE.

"It would seem almost impossible that in this latter

part of the nineteenth century, an organization like
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the A. P. A. could dare to claim the support of pst

and intelligent men. But since it does claim such sup-

port, and even under the aegis of religion is asking

our young men to unite with it, let me in a few

words beg those who are invited into its secret -dad fan-

atical parlor, to take counsel with their better selves be-

fore they follow down its winding stair. We believe

the A. P. A. to be the moit vicious and dangerous in-

stitution organized in this country during the present

century. We believe it to be unconstitutional, undem-

ocratic, unproteatant, untrue.

THK A. p. A. SPIRIT IS THE OLD P6BITAN SPIRIT RRTTVBD.

''It is our glory that we have a free church in a free

State; that there shall be among us no discrimination

against any man on account of his religions opinions;

that any body of men shall be free to found a church

and worship without molestation as their consciences

shall dictate. To form a secret organization for the

purpose of persecuting any such body, making it im-

possible, or even unpleasant, for the members to con-

tinue in the exercise of their religion, is opposed to the

spirit of the Constitution, and exhibits a bigotry and

fanaticism over which even Russia ought to blush and

Turkey shed tears.

"The Puritans, indeed, though they came here to

worship God in freedom, had for half a century a little

A. P. A. society organized, not against Catholics, but

against Quakers and Baptists, and they persecuted after

the pleasant ancient fashion. But the country soon

rose out of this spirit of intolerance. The Puritan

methods were condemned. Baptists, Quaker>, Presby-

terians and numberless other sects were permitted to
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dwell tere and thrive in peace. For 200 years a demo-

cratic land has meant a land where, if a man otherwise

behave himself, he may worship Buddha or Jove with

no loss of political rights, and without it being thought

necessary to slit his tongue or bore his ears. The A.

P. A., spirit is the old Puritan spirit revived in the worst

form and 200 years behind the time.

THE A. p. A. IS UNPR0TB8TANT.

"Protestantism stands for the right of private judg-

ment, right of private interpretation of Scripture, the

right of a man to believe as he likes. There are in re-

spect to this question of judgment only two grounds

on which a man can stand to-day. One is that there is

an authority outside of man which shall direct him in

matters of faith and religion. The other ground is

that the only authority, or at least the final authority,

in such matters is within man, the authority of his own
eonscience, illuminated by the holy spirit of God. If a

maa stands oa the first ground he is logically bound to

become a Rom;tn Catholic and accept the decree of

the Church of Home. If he stands on the second

^lound he is a Protestant, and must be a logical one.

He himself ia authority for what he believes and does.

He acknowledges the Bible as the word of Q-od, but it

ia his own couscieaiee enlightened by the spirit of

God which in \,ke last resort must decide what for

him Scripture shall mean. This is the spirit of Protest-

antism, and it makes a society like the A. P. A. as

ridiculous as it is vicious. If I, as a Protestant, claim

the right of private judgment, I must l«t m-y brother

follow it, whether it leads him to kick off all eeclesiasti-

oal harness or to submit bo the authority oi Rome. The
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Catholic can logically claim authority o-ver men. The
Protestant can't. He is committed k) freedom. The

A. P. A. is unprotestaut.

A. p. A. TALES OF CONSPIRACY PROVEN FALSEHOODS.

"It is untrae, based, that is, upon untruth, and ex-

isting only to fight an enemy which exists only in its

distempered brain. The A. P. A. claims that the

Catholics are a set of designing schemers, plotting to

undermine the free institutions of our country, and

ready to sacrifice it to the int-erests of the Church.

Does anyone really believe this? If there are 11,000,

000 Catholics in this country, controlling 2,000,000

votes, there are 55,000,000 who aa?e not Catholics, and

who conti-ol 11,000,000 votes. If any issue were raised,

and the 2,000,000 Catnolic voters, which is very doubt-

ful, acted in concert, would not 11,000,000 Pr(^tesfcafat

votes overwhelm them with a margin to spaje? But

th« tales of conspiracy on the part of Catholie*, with

which the A. P. A. seeks to influence its victims, have

been proved false again and again. Thepe art bad

Roman Catholics, as there are bad Episoopiiliani, but

to charge plots and treason upon our 10,000,000 Cath-

olic brethren, to accuse them of undermining our

institutione and seeking to bring us under the domin-

ion of a foreign pontiff", would, if it were eo grossly

malicious, be food for derisive laughter among the

Olympian gods. I am not writing in defense of Ro-

m,an Catholics—they are able to defend themselves

—

but I write in defense of American prinoiplee, the

principles of freedom, toleration, and larg«-m»Mied

faith in man, and I write against a narrow fanatioism

whic^ would rise against the Catholics to-d^dy jast
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that sort of persecution which, it is claimed, the Ro-

man Church exercised against Protestants three cen-

turies ago. I write against any attempt to raise

among us a war of sects, religious intolerance and

strife and hatred among different followers of Jesus

Christ.

THE CATHOLIC CHURCH A POWER FOR GOOD.

"I denounce the tales by which it is sought to ex-

cite this strife as untrue. I go further and say that

if the A. P. A. could succeed in driving Catholicism

out of one of our great cities, the spiritual life of that

city would be lare;ely paralyzed. It is said that we

have 60,000 Catholics in Jersey City. Suppose there

are but 40,000, and that this modern bigotry could

close every Roman Catholic church, every parochial

school, and drive out every priest and every Sister of

Charity, what should we Protestants do with these 40,-

000 men. women and children? Blinder than moles

must we be if we fail to see that over them their relig-

ion exerts a most wholesome restraint. What have we

to offer them should their Church be taken away?

Have we room for half of them in our churches?

Would we, luxuriant Protestant parsons, let ^hem in,

even if they wanted to come? I trow not. Could we

expect them, accustomed to the warm, emotional, per-

haps we would say too human religious pomp and

worship of Rome, to sit down on our Protestant

benches and gaze at our blank walls and listen to one

of our doctrinal sermons? Why it takes the labor of

Hercules to get our Protestant poor people to come

to church without drums, Sunday concerts, mission

prayer bands. I doubt if the A. P. A. leaders have
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any idea of the work done by the priests of the Ro-

man Church to instruct, restrain, and lift up their peo-

ple. We speak of the sacrifices of the Salvation

Army, "but forget that the priests of Ronae have done

that sort of work for 1,500 years or more. We speak

of the devotion of Army lassies in going after the fal-

len, and let us give them all due praise ; but do not

let us forget the tens of thousands of Catholic Sisters

of Charity who have done the same work for centuries.

If the A. P. A. wishes to know what the Roman
Church is to its people, let them stand at the corner

of Bramhall and Ocean avenues and see the people go

to church. Do they think it wise to attempt to de-

stroy a religion which brings out such devotion, or

that they could do it if they tried.

"The danger to this country, is not to come from

Roman Catholicism, but from infidelity, from a lux-

urious, materialistic and selfish spirit which whorships

nothing but itself, from a divided and quarreling

Christianity, which has given us more sects than there

were gods in pagan times. The danger will be found

in confounding zeal for God and love for Christ with

the narrow partisanship of a society like the A. P. A.,

which we again declare to be unconstitutional, unpro-

testant, undemocratic and untrue.

"If I were worth it, which probably I am not, this

letter and the writer would form material for another

sensational arrow in the quiver of the precious society.

It would come out with such declaration, as 'A Jesuit

in disguise,' 'An Episcopal rector the emissary of the

Pope,' 'Startling disclosures concerning the machina-

tions of Rome 1' It would probably hint that Father
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Hennessey was in the habit of sending me each Mon-
day morning a brace of redhead ducks, and that Mgr.

Satcdli never passed through Jersey City without

leaving a box of Huyler's candy for my wife. This

would be on a par with the traps which the A. P. A.

sets to catch the unwary enthusiast. Bnt I shall

probably be worth no such trouble, for I am but a

plain Episcopalian clergyman, who loves truth and

hates biMicombe, who believes in his country because,

as yet, it has been impossible for cranks to destroy it,

and who thinks the world too old for a new and use-

less baptism of bigotry."
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CHAPTER XXII.

THOSE A. P. a's.—CONCLUDED.

With this chapter, we close our comments on this

organization, which so richly and deservedly merits

the earnest condemnation of all true American

citizens
;
possibly, it would be better to extend to

them the mantle of charity, with the words of the

Saviour/'forgivethem for they know not what they do,"

and we will do so to those who have been blindly led

by false and unscrupulous leaders, wliile for these lat-

ter, we cherish an indignation, the same as we would

for the poisonous reptiles of our prairies.

Should any of their ilk come across these pages, we
beg to refer them to others than ourself, who though

not Catholic in their creed, have not hesitated to give

due credit for their loyalty, fraternity aud brotherly

feeling to those not of their faith.

Read the magic words of Sir Theobold Tone, a Prot-

estant in belief, and one of the original founders of

the Society of United Irishmen, which was founded

in Belfast in the year 1791. In the early days of its

infancy, this society was simply a sort of reform asso-

ciation, a legal and constitutional body, having for

its chief object, the removal of the frightful oppression

by which the Catholic people of Ireland were tortured

and disgraced, but in the troubled and pretentious
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•ondition of home and foreign poliiicB, the society

eontd not long retain this character. The futility of

seekiag a redress of the national grierianoes by par-

liam«ntry means was becoming apparent to every un-

derstanding. The system of outrage and injustioe

toward tfae Catholics, unabating in its severity, con-

tinued to exasperate the actual sufferers and to offend

all naen of humane feeling and enlightened principles

;

as, at the same time, the electric iufluence of the

American Wax for Independence.

His words are these : "I have labored to create a

people in Ireland by raising three millions of my
countrymen to the rank of citizens. I have labored

to abolish the infernal spirit of religious persecution,

by uniting the Catholics and Dissenters. To the

foroaer I owe more than ever can be repaid. The

services I was so fortunate as to render them, they

rewarded me munificently; but they did more: when
the public cry was raised against me and when the

friends of my youth swarmed off and left me alone

—

the Catholics did not desert me ; they had the virtue

even to eaorifice their own interests to a rigid prin-

ciple of honor ; they refused, though strongly urged

to disgrace a man, who, whatever his conduct towards

the government might have been, had faithfully and

conscientiously discharged his duty towards them
;

and in so doing, though it was in my own case, I will

say they showed an instance of itublic virtue of which

I know not whether there exists another example."

Think you, kind reader, if you have the least smat-

teriftg of poor old Ireland's history left in the casket

of your memory, that Sir Theobald Toae, (protestant
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as he was) coald stand in the noidst of Ulster t« say,

and give similar laudation to the Ulster Brigade? a

motly nest of Orange b^ots, wkose aaitipathy toward,

the Catholic, im as hellisk today as it was in the days

of^ Theobald, who strove so maofiilly, to put down

this bigotry of Orange cowards aaid assassin* oi aay-

Ihrag tinged with Catholicity.

Recently, there was held a Parlimentary by-election,

in the district of Freshana, England, and o&e «f th«

features of the figlit, we were told, was the presence

and peculiar operations of a band of persons known

as the "Ulster Brigade." These are Orange Tories,

male and female, from Belfast, whose mission it wtkB,

to tell the Fresham people what borrors Home Rule

would inflict upon the Protestant residents of Ireland.

The methods of those missionaries of slander and

vilification, vituperation and wanton dereliction of the

truth upofi the country they call their own, were in-

genious and puerile for man, and none the less char-

acteristic, for our distant long-haired rostrum spout-

ers, the female contingency. They did not utter on

public platforms their lies about the Irish Catholic

people, as the A. P. A's. are wont to do here, be-times,

for, there they could be met and exposed ; but they

sneak around among the electors of the district and

talk to them at their homos, or in private circles, or

at their business places, and pour into their ears vil-

lianous falsehoods about Catholicity in general and

Irish Catholicity in particular.

This it seems has ever been the usual mode of pro-

cedure of the Orange electioneering agente wh* are

sent from Belfast to work against Libaca.1—th«l ie,
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Hoine Rule—candidates in Great Britain, as we learn

from Mr. William Abraham, one of the Protestant

members of the Irish Nationalist Palamentary party.

Like the Sir Theobald Tone of a century ago, Mr.

Abraham is an earnest, energetic and an effective helper

of Home Rule, or self-government for the people of

Ireland, at all British contests, where he always gives

his services in speaking for his country and his coun-

try's cause.

Refering to the doings of the Ulster Brigade at a

a contest held some time since, in Brigg, (England,)

Mr. Abraham tells us: "The Ulstermen who took part

in the Brigg contest would not, and did not, make on

public platforms, the odious, offensive and false state-

ments respecting the Catholics of Ireland to which I

referred, but had adopted the insidious and underhand

method of going from house to house calumniating

and traducing the majority of their fellow-coutrymen.

Such is the way and so are the methods used, by

which the "Protestant cause" is defended and Home
Rule assailed at election contests in England—by lies

about Irish Catholics, which the liars dare not utter in

public or put in print, a-la our A. P. A. bretheren on

this side of the big pond. They know that if they did

make statements in public to the effect that Protest-

ants are, or ever have been persecuted by Catholics in

Ireland, they would be challenged to the proof, and

proof, they well know, they could not furnish. They

are quite aware that persecution and bigotry in Ireland

is, and always has been, against Catholics, and never

from them, against any creed, color or cast. The bigots

, and persecutors in Ireland have always been Protest-
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ants, never Catholics. By this, of conrse, we do not

i„.an, that all Protestants in Ireland are er kave been

so. Far from it. There have always been patriot

Protestants in Ireland, like John Mitchell, Robert

Emmet, Theobald Tone, Mr. Abraham; and, not the

least of all these, our dear and '^grand old iB«m,^^ the

hoary aged peer, Mr. Gladstone. Pity the aonaber has

not been greater!

Meanwhile, one cannot help feeling swrprise at the

hardihood of the "Ulstermeu,"" a close contingent of

our ^. P. A. folk, in raising the point of "persecution,"

yflitite they are well aware, that so much damning evi-

dence on that score coiild be presented against them-

selves. All the world knows of, and about the bigotry

of thfkt town, where the majority is Protestant. It is

well known too, that Catholics are rigorously boycotted

by every board or council or public body in Ireland

which has a Protestuut majority. Here is a sample

illustrritioa from a sjieech recently made in Sligo, a

county in Ireland, by Mr, McHugh, the mayor of that

town^ "The population of the County of Sligo is 98,-

Oio, of which 89,015 are Catholics. We know that

the payments made to the Grand Jury are almost in the

sjime proportion from Catholics and non-Catholics.

But we find that Catholics have no more to say in the

allocatiou of this money than the inhabitants of the

Fiji Islands. Everyone knows that no Catholic or

Nationalist need apply for any position of honor or

emolument in the gift of the Tory Grand Jurors of

Sligo County or the Tory Ex-Officio Poor Law Guard-

ians of Sligo Union, There is not one single position

of honor or emolument in the gift of the Grand Jury
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from the fiTi»t to the laet that is not held by a Tory a&d

a Protestant. The Clerk of the Peace is a Tory and a

Protestant. Mr. FentcsL, the Grown St^kitor is a Tory

and a Protestant; the Secretary to the Grand Jury, ]Mr.

Veamoin, is a Tory and a Protestant; the Solicitor to the

Grand Jury, is a Tory and a Protestant; the County

Snrveyor, is a Tory and a Protestant; and County Sur-

veyor's deputies are Tories cmd Protestants. Let us

HOW proc^^d to the list of Barony Constables, and there

we find that every one of them, Creery, Morrin, Baker,

Ma^eny, Jackson, Robinson, Gilmor, are all Toiies

and Protestants."

That's what the Tories and Protestants do in Ireland

whenever they are in the majority. They are not in

a majority in Sligo County or Sligo town, but they

have a majority on the public bodies above mentioned

because the bodies are constituted, not on popular fran-

chise, but according to an appointive system which

cannot be changed until the law is changed.

Home Rule would change the law, and thi« is one of

the reasons why the Ulster Brigade gentry are against

Home Rule for Ireland. They do not, however, men-
tion such reason on their lying anti-Irish mission in

England.

Similar, nay identical to the bigoted "Ulster Brig-

ade," is the A. P. A. brigade, here at home; a spew or

a spawn, or an off-shoot, or outer growth from ancient

Orange bigotry, nursed from the same mistress of re-

ligious hate and fanaticism, waxing in her identical

methods of ostracism towards Catholics, and quenching

the enlightening flame gf fraternal charity to their

fellow Hian,
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To adduce an instance; a press dispafceh, not long

since, from Butte, Mont., states, that, a committee of

twelve from local lodges of the A. P. A. went to Hel-

ena for the purpose of protesting against the election

of the Republican National Committe chairman,

Thomas F. Garter, as United States Senator. The gen-

tleman in question had been nominated by the caucus

of his party, which had a majority in the Legislature,

and therefore, in the regular order of political courte-

sies, he should be elected Senator.

There was no question as to the personal fitness of Mr.

Carter for said senatorial honors, for his nomination

from a caucus body of his own party, were assured of

his qualifications. As chairman of the National Com-
mittee of the Kepublican party, he gained a national

reputation for the a'jility he displayed in the conduct

of the campaign of 1892. A candidate of such glow-

ing achievements and reputable antecedents, if nomi-

nated by a caucus, would not be opposed in the Legis-

lature except by members of the party, to which he

did not belong. Neither would Mr. Carter be con-

fronted with any opposition if he were a Methodist, a

Baptist, an Episcopalian, or, for that matter, if he

were un infidel. But he is a Catholic. And because

he is a Catholic, the un-American bigots who have

labeled themselves the A. P. A., have undertaken to

bulldoze the Montana Legislature into defeating the

candidate of the caucus of the party in the majority

in the legislature.

An associated press dispatch informs us that the

State President of the A. P. A. ''had issued an address

to the members of the Legislature, and, that a printed
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copy of the atldress would be laid on the desk of every

legislators and read by the Clerk of the House. Car-

ter is a Catholic, and the address contained a violent

denunciation of alleged Papal interference in the civil

and public affairs of this country, and warned the legis-

lators, in the name of the A. P. A., not to elect a Ro-

manist to the Senate on the penalty of political death.

Two hundred A. P. A, left on a special train for Helena."

Here, at ho me, and in flagrant violation of the ban-

ner ,of our political as well as religious liberty, viz., the

giandest constitution of any government on the face

of the earth, we have an example of the practical work-

ings of the fine thing which is known as Apaism.

To gratify its insensate prejudices, it stands ready

to trample upon American tradition aud American prac-

tices. The National and State constitutions have ex-

pressly provided against Apaism in forbidding a relig-

ious test as a qualification for holding office. Away
with your constitutional limitations, cries the A. P. A.,

we will have none of them when it is a question of grat-

ifying our religious prejudices. Away with your law and

your liberty, for there is a class of people here, against

whom we are sworn, that none of them shall enjoy a

position of honor, trust or emolument, though there

be but one objection to them, their religious creed.

Political organizations will be well rid of these crea-

tures. There is no political party that can, with any

regard for its future growth or prestige, permit itself

to be dictated to, in the way the A. P. A. of Montana,

are trying to dictate to the majority in the legislature

in that state. Mr. Carter's election would be a fitting

answer to the threats of those fellows who recognize
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allegiance neither to party nor to political principles

when they see a chance of gratifiyng prejudices which

excite only disgust in every true American citizen.

Such a foul thing will be gotten rid of in time, if

not prematurely so, by the stench from its own nasti-

ness. Like the incurable cancer, it will gnaw away at

its own vitals, spreading foulness and contageous germs

of disease and rotteness, until its whole body, environed

with ulcerous exudations, will wink out its little and

short-lived wretchedness.

In the vote for United States Senator, in both houses

of the legislature Mr. Carter, out of a possible vote of

262, received 261 votes. Thus fwever, setting at

naught, the whimsical, as well as nonsensical prejudice

against him, by that measly contingent of bladder-

skites, known as the A. P. A. clique.
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CHAPTER XXIII.

KANSAS, A LITTLE CRANKY.

As a rule, Kansaus are liberal minded and broad

guaged, but, we have a few cranky mush-heads

amongst us, whose skulls are so lined with bigotry, that

they see no other way of doing things save by the

measurement of their own stick.

We hope for the day, when Kansas will rise up, and

forever put a stop to the importation of long-haired

male cranks, and short-haired would-be female stump-

orators, within her borders. If there is anything so

despicably mean aud nauseating, it is to see one of those

ranting, notoriety female hoodoo's, come among us,

striving to give vent to her idea of reform. St. Paul,

bless his dear soul, gave a cautious warning to those

female protruders, or intruders rather, and it would be

well for them to heed so saintly an advice. No sooner

is the pet hobby of "prohibition," attacked, than a

swarm of those female soothsayers are on the ground,

their feathers fluttering and their arms a-kimbo, in

holy horror, at the man, (horrid thing,) that would
dare tread on the least of her hobbies.

Let a sane man speak a word against female suffrage,

and you will see their heads bob up from all quarters,

in holy horror again, at the presumption of that awful
fellow, man, to vote as his conscience would dictate, in

asservating the laws and institutions of this land.
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We conld name them by the score, yes. and dozenf

more, but we forbear, less we bring in disrepute, that

whidi we hold as dear as life, the fit and proper place

for the woman, a home.

I am willing to stake the net proceeds of this little

Tolume, that prohibition, as we have it in Ka:isas, and

though a law on our statute books, will never work as

long as there is a bill on a crow. And why? Because,

it is an abridgement upon the individual rights of

mankind, and interferes with his moral right, that of

taking what he needs or letting it alone. Under tliis

law, and with its many provisions, let no person, male

or female, crank or uncranked, tell me, that there is

less liquor drank to-day, than before its enactment as

a law.

The Catholic idea of temperance is this: that there

is no virtue in it, unless man has power enough to

ward off the temptation of drink, by seeing its evil ef-

fects, and the degredation its abuse leads to. You

would not call a man who has been confined in jail for

upwards of fifty years, a temperate man, for he has had

no opportunity to practice the virtue of temperance, he

is temperate because he could not help being so, and it

was not the result of his own free action, having been

deprived of his liberty. The same as to innocence and

virtue; the young person who has never been exposed

to the danger of sin, may be innocent, but not virtuous,

for this latter virtue, comes from being exposed to the

danger, with sufiicient will and grace to overcome the

temptation.

The Catholic church is, and has ever been, the coun-

selor, of moderation in all things ; with temperance t«
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those who will not abuse their privilege of drinking

with moderation their glass of beer or wine, and total

abstinence to those who cannot resist the temptation

of abusing that right, and going to excesss.

There is one thing about those supposed gospelers

and spouters of prohibition, that we never could under-

stand, viz., they will preach prohibition from rostrum

and pulpit, from the schoolhouse and on the square,

denouncing, with emphatic language, the violators of

same, and they, themselves, will not harken to the

other nine-tenths of the commandments, if I may
place their hobby, prohibition, as one of them.

According to their besotted idea, if you are a prohi-

bitionist you are sanctified; whereas our idea, and we
could illustrate it, of a prohibitionist is, that he is any-

thing else but sanctified.

If we were the adjudicator of persons who drink and

debauch to excess, we would invite a cooperation of

good, sound and liberal minded class of citizens,

and advocate a measure for legislating for imbeciles.

Do we not do that anyway, for the insane, the blind

and the vicious, why then would it not be as reas-

onable to do it for the poor unfortunate, who has lost

his self-respect, his honor and his will-power through

the habit of strong drink.

We would have a seperate institution built for such,

where, when cured of the habit, they could be set to

work, for instance, on a large agricultural plantation,

with renumerative wages according to the work done

;

and when a cure is effected, and their better moral

nature approached, by moral suasion perforce of their

confirmement there, for they would be compelled to
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listen to a chastening influence, by sensible instructors,

then send them abroad into the world, where, in nine

cases out of ten, they would make amends for their

former debasing citizenship. Impose a fine on a man
or a woman either, who the first time becomes boister-

ously intoxicated, and for the second offense, impose a

doubly severe fine, and if the offense be repeated for

the third time, send them to the institution for incur-

ables, until they have shown by worth and example,

that they have been cured. Let them work there, in

their several capacities, on this immense farm, until

they are again fit to be restored to good and respectable

society. But, above all things, in this wide world, deal

gently with such unfortunates, for God knows,

and He alone, how the awful curse of drink may
have been brought upon so many of those poor

creatures, it may be through a temporal loss of goods;

it may be through the loss of a wife or a fond mother;

it may be, and great Cod! I almost hate to write it,

hereditary in the poor unfortunates, and then, is it

altogether chargeable to them?

The doctor, who knows the disease of his patient,

skillfully prescribes for his relief, that Ire may the

sooner recover; but in our treatment of the drunkard,

the cure is one and the same, for all. Prohibition is

not effective in his case, nor is the Keely treatment

sufficient, consequently, we must turn to a better

than the former, and a milder tonic than the latter, if

we would reclaim many poor unfortunates woefully ad-

dicted to the habit of intoxicating liquors.

Again, we have the female suffrage movement, a

movement, iu our humble judgment, that ought to be
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moved clear off of the face of the earth. We remem-

ber now, very distinctly, ab one city election some years

ago in one of our frontier towns, where the female por-

tion of that community "rose to a woman," and voted.

It was worse than "fun on the Bristol," it was fun, in

that town. From early morn of that day, the buggies

and carriages were out, and well "manned" by some en-

thusiastic female sympathizer of one or the other can-

didates.

One may talk of hair-breath escapes, and narrow

calls, but they would not serve as a "patch" to the es-

cape collisions, the jabbering prattle of ward pollitical

and spasmodical buncombe, that became hair-tangled

before sun-set. Some were frenzied with jealousy,

some hysterical with the excitement of the hour, while

others linked arms with foreign made strangers in their

excitement to get votes for their choice. And not like

men, upon hearing the results, the disappointed ones,

for they felt keenly, of course, the disappointment of

some of their candidates, their anxious nerves were not

quieted by a peaceful repose that night, and not for sev-

eral slumbers asterwards, and we were lately informed

that, although that election is now, over four years old,

some of those enthusiastic female voters, have got it in

for some of the "scratchers," yet.

In our mind, if their is any place on earth, that ap-

proximates the peace and happiness of Heaven, it is the

Home, Sweet Home. A place, so sacred should it be,

that an angel from Heaven itself, should scarcely enter.

The Home; where all that is kind and generous and

God-like is born; the home where all that i«i enobling

and grand, is instilled into the mind of the yowag^ a
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home from whence should come the highest and

noblest type of citizenship.

We are not lost to a sense of our duty, as to the

best laws that should be enacted and promulgated to

the people, but we are lost to a real sense of our re-

pect to the Susans, the Helens, the Mollies and the

Annas, who, strive to creep into the sacred dome of

man's Home, and lose their womanly respect while

they luwer that of man for them. They should bridle

their tongues and with keeping their heads covered,

according to the injunction of St. Paul, also keep

more sacred, if they have any, the dear little home
they left behind.

Some will say that the gentler sex have land of

their own, and they have no say-so in making the

laws, while they are duly burdened with taxation.

The presumption of voting, on such a score as this,

is simple twaddle, for, if man is not competent to

give good equitable and non-discriminating laws,

how could the few female tax-paying creatures ar-

range it, so as to help their condition? For there

is no law, and what is more, there could be no

law formed or formulated that would discriminate

against a woman, who is fortunate enough to be a

tax-payer. They have the right to don the clothing,

boots and all, that is demianded proper for man to

wear, why not do so ; because, the why and wherefore

of such a transmogrication would become diaphanous

at once, and so on, usque ad nauseam.

Give us liberal laws, not hampered by any sumptu-

ary legislation, and as the balmy liberal sunshine

opens the petals of the flowers, that the buds may
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bloom anJ blossom, so will broad -guaged legislation

give us a good, and generously inclined people, free

from very many perplexing perplexities that now, so

glowingly confront us.

We are opposed to prohibition, but would advocate

the virtue of temperance ; we are opposed to female

suffrage, but would give noble woman, every right to

her place and claim in society ; we are opposed to

anything and all things that would disrupt a repub-

lican Torm of government ; opposed to wars, strifes,

strikes, both internal to our state, as well as ex-

ternal ones ; finally, we are opposed to A. P. A.ism,

because its stench is insufferable, and its growth, like

the duchman's poodle, grows no better fast.
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CHAPTER XIV.

ntRIGATION IN WESTERN KANSAS.

That the soil in western Kansas, is rich and produc-

tive, no one of sane sense, will gain-say; for, in all her

parts, she has, at various times, given evidence of her

richness, by an almost unprecedented, and, in very

many instances, an unheard of yield of products. Es-

tablishing the fact, then, that her soil will grow the

seeds and cereals, deposited within her bosom by the

thrifty hand of the husbandman, it rests with us, in

this short chapter, to give a reason or reasons, why she

has not produced continuously, these past few years,

like she was wont to, in former ones. Linking to-

gether the- fact, that her soil is rich, we will establish

another fact, that the only draw-back to the yield of a

bountiful harvest, is the great lack of moisture, to nur-

ish betimes, the oft-repeated blights to all crops in mid-

summer time.

Rain-fall, moisture, successful irrigation; call it what

you will, if western Kansas is given, by natural means,

or even artificial ones, sufficient dampness, seasonable,

of course, she would produce more abundantly, even,

than does her eastern half of the state; and for why,

because her soil is deeper, and surely newer.

An attempt at irrigation in western Kansas, was

made in the year 1887, by no less a mouied king, than
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Mr. Soule. of Hoistetter BItiers fame. With newness

of purpose and an over flowing purse, he came west,

not to grow up with the country exactly, but to grow

richer, by a most gigantic piece of irrigation. A stock

company was organized, and to work they went, tap-

ping the Arkansas river, a little above the town of

Cimmaron, and some twenty-two miles west of Dodge

City, a most generous ditch or dyke, which was to

extend one hundred and twenty-five miles, in a cir-

cuitous manner until it would reach the town of Kin-

sley.

At an enormous outlay of work and mone}', the

Arkansas river at the point of incision was dammed
and repeatedly dammed, only to give way, before the

next visiting freshet, and, in consequence, very little

water entered the ditch. We well remember, of speak-

ing at the time, with one of the projectors of that en-

terprise, when the dam repeatedly broke, and no water

flowed into the ditch dug for its reception, and ven-

tured to say that they were pursuing the wrong course

in deviating the shallow stream itself, of the great broad

Arkansas river, in that manner.

Instead of doing as they had done, we ventured the

opinion, that were they to dig a very deep receptacle,

say a quarter or a hulf a mile away from the river

proper, and conduct the water thereto, by means of

small ditches or dykes, and that receptacle being much
lower than the bed of the river, it would gradually fill

by an underflow, as well as taking in no small amount

of surface water by means of ditches.

Our plan was thought feasable, but never projected,

and their endeavor to drain the river failing, the whole
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enterprise of tapping* the rirer at tliat point, was aban-

doned. Many milee of ditch were dug. under that man-

agement, but no water cooised it^^ drepressiou, and it

remains dry to this day.

That some irrigation can, and is being- done from the

shallow stream of the Arkansas river, no one will doubt,

but it is small, aasd mever will be much greater, as the

water supply itself is deficienL

Now for a w©rd <om practicable iirigntion.

We are n-ot tke hired tool of any corporation, to

bleed the poor fai-mer, in having him purchase more

'"Tnaebinerj,'" the one thing among many others, which

has wrowgM bankrupcy and mortgage upon his earnest

efforb at farming in western Kansas; we are, as am Jit-

ter, of -£aet. only our own spokesman, after viewing the

territory ©ver and over again, as to what may material-

•ly add to the earnest efforts of every good honest far-

mer, who is striving to develop his industry by the

sweat (of his boated brow.

irrigation in arid regions, has always been a success,

where the water is of shallow depth, say from ten to

twenty-five feet; either in that way, or from an upland

lake or resevoir, such as cau be seen in many parts of

Utak.

Im too high a location, and where one would have

to dig from fifty to one hundred feet, before he would

get the required generous amount of water, we are free

to confess, that seemingly at least, that irrigation

w®nald be somewhat of an up-hill "pull," as well as a

ftiowm-hill strain on our imagination to think that at

Boich ;a depth, it would prove a success

The deeper one goes for water, the more force is re-

qnired, and cousequeutly, the machinery must be fur
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stronger than were the water pumped from a shallow

depth.

Again, if our common, every-day, and almost every-

where windmill, and vieing with each other as to which

pattern is the staunchest and most fitting to stand our

breezes and blizzards, becomes impaired and out ol

gear, at very stated intervals, and sometimes between

intervals, while it only pumps an hall inch of water, to

th© surface, how can a pump, similarly eoustructed, but

puisping a many inch stream, be guaranteed against

breaks ftnd the woeful wear of its machinery. True it

b, that the machinery of the latter, ii much stronger

thaa that of the former pumps, but machinery, be it

©ver so strong, will wear, and the deeper the well, the

isooiier the wear, and th© more expensive it becomes.

I know of no place in oar western states, where irriga-

tion is carried on successfully, when an almost un-

reasonable depth must be sowght to secure the water

supply for irrigation, we are therefore, while not very

skepticle, in somewhat of a visionary mode, when we

hear devotees of irrigation at any and all depths.

Practically speaking, then, we are for shallow irriga-

tion, or irrigating any and all lands necessary, where

water is accessible at a very reasonable depth, say from

ten to twenty-five feet, and not very much deeper.

Some people advance the idea; and we believe they

believe it, not caring to laiow any better, that an un-

natural drenching of grain, by means of irrigation,

would prove harmful to the growing or ripening crop,

instead of being beneficial to it. This mode of con-

jecture, in our humble estimation, comes from a rat-

tling of the brain, in beads presumably ripe, but fast
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€a1ling' into dieeademee or decay. For, as ao aane maa
will water bis horse or his cow, until he deems them
thirsty, so, no feirmen be the supply of water ever so

great, will water Ms crops until he sees they stand in

need of moiMfcure, by letting water run upon them.

Every intelligent farmer iiamderstands this method of

caring for his crops, and if not, he soon learns by ex-

perience, the dearest teaeker to ns all, that the grow-

ing grain must be watered wkea it ne&Hs it most, tk©

same as his domestic animals at home.

The careful, cautious farmer can very soon tell, when
his corn, his oats, his wheat need watering, and il he

cannot, or does not choose to learn their wants in the

way of moisture, he'd better drop bis avocation at larta-

ing and go to raising the powerful white bean, on some
barren knoll or mound, to where his care is never

diverted.

There is, at this date, no better practical illustration

regarding the benefits of irrigation, than can be seen on

Col. Perry's ranch of 13,000 acres of western land, located

in Clark County, and bordering on that piece of coun-

try originally known as No-Man's Land. By digging _

a ditch much deeper than the bed of the Cimmaron
river, which he taps, he conducts a good portion of its

waters into various dykes and ditches, and at various in-

tervals, forms large storage lakes, to supply his im-

mense fields with moisture when the river, which at

best, is but a shallow stream, fails to supply his

main ditch. From his leading mains, ditches and

dykes, he has latterals, or smaller ditches ploughed,

which are distanced from each other, all the way from

8fiver>tv-five to one hundred feet, and run transversley
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wr diagonally across the fields, in cultivation. With
but two "wettings," on a field of oats, in the year '94

he raised eighty-five bushel of oats to the acre; and

under this small amount of moisture, he had barley

yield fifty to sixty bushels per acre, all of which give

evidence of the very material advantage of -toore mois-

ture to our rich and fertile plains.

We are then, per-force of personal observation, in

sympathy with any well organized system that would

tend to assist the honest farmer, in making remuner-

ative his honest efforts at farming by irrigation.

When water can be had at a reasonable depth, to-

gether with reasonable expense for the machinery to

procure the same, we heartily espouse irrigation, and

trust it will prove the beacon of anticipations to crop-

raising, that our poor farmers have so long sought

after with a tenaciousness well nigh miraculous.

And even though our State should make a very gen-

erous appropriation, to test the matter to its fullest ex-

tent, as to whether all our lands, both high and low,

could be irrigated with comparative ease, it still be-

hoves every tiller of the soil, to "wait a little," and

"watch more," before any more useless machinery is

piled up in his back yard, to rust and rot in utter decay.

People will talk of land-values depreciating, of cat-

tle and horses being low, but the generality of them

never stop to think, that, while a horse, which, a few

years ago, was worth one hundred dollars, is not worth

but half that amount, and the machine that also cost

one hundred dollars then, and but little used, is thrown

aside, and so little cared for, that by means of this

neglect, it is practically worthless.
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The crying mania with our farmers, is to buy and

keep on buying the latest new fadded piece of ma-

chinery in the market, thinking all these new patents

or inventions are labor-saving, whereas in most all

cases, they are robbing themselves and their families,

to pay for them, for the only special privilege of given

a practical test to some other body's imaginative ideas.

It is to be hoped then, that no false illusionary

methods will be used, to further engulf our farming

communities into bankrupcy. purchasing, upon every

man's word, this, that or the other device, for the pur-

pose of supplying a "long felt want," in giving him

moisture, to a certainty, for all his broad acres of land.

Our land is rich and productive, and there is lots of

it, our rainfall is not sufficient to nourish it into a

bountiful harvest, so we hail with pleasure, any honest

and rightful means that will assist nature, in adding to

the toilers reward, viz.: a glowing and bountiful har-

vest to his hands, the hands above all other hands,

who fulfill nearer the injunction of Almighty God,

that of "earning his bread by the sweat of his brow."
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CHAPTER XXIV.

With becoiiiing moaesty, n»^ •following arlclresg, ^-
livered before a graduating class of ,>Jie of our most

prosperous and worthy institutions of iecii'ning, will

form an appendix to my effort in the cause xrf the

Western Priest, and most probably, it will serve yOu,

dear reader, as it did me. with the striking and marked-

change we all must experience, at the transition irom

our youth to older years:

ON THE DEPARTTJBE OF YOUTH. i

In the seven stages of man's life, there are three

epochs more distinctly marked than the rest, viz: the

departure of boyhood—the departure of youth

—

the

commencement of old age. I do not, of course, intend

to signify that this, the prime of our years, is as yet

susceptible of decay, our frames are as young as they

were five years before, it is the mind that has be-

come matured. The prime of our manhood is the de-

parture of our youth ! It seems to me, that to reflec-

tive and lofty minds, accustomed to survey, and fitted

to comprehend, the great aim of life, this is a period

peculiarly solemn and important. It is a spot on

which we ought to rest for a while from our journey.

It is the summit of the hill from which we look down
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on the even division of our journey. We have left

^ehind us a profusion of bright things: never again

shall we traverse such fairy fields, with such eager,

hopes. Never again shall we find the same glory m
the grass, or splendor in the flower. The dews upc«a

the herbage are dried up. Tlie wane of life has al-

ready set in. The morning is no more. We ought

then, to pause for a while, to review the past; to gather

around us tlie memories and warnings of experience;

to feel that the lighter part of our destinies is com-

pleted, that the graver has begun, that our follies and

our erroi's have become to us the monitors of wisdom;

f(jr since these are the tributes which fate exacts from

mortality, they are not to be idly regretted, but to be

solemnly redeemed. And if v,e Lire penetrated with

this thought, our past becomes the mightiest preacher

and loyalist teacher to our future.

Looking back over the tombs of departed errors, we

behold by the side of each a warning angel! It is the

prayer of a foolish heart. Oh ! that my time could re-

turn! Oh! that this had been done or this could be.

undone. Rather should we rejoice that so long a sea-

son of reparation yet remains to us, and that exper-

ience has taught us the lessons of suffering whioh

make man wise. Wisdom is an acquisition purchased

in proportion to the disiippointments which our own
frailties have entailed upon us. For no one is taught

by tile sufferings of another. We ourselves must have

felt the burning in order to shun the fire. The flowers

and beautifully scented roses, that are fit while they

lived for smell and ornaments, serve after death, for

cures.
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At the age of thirty most men's character experience

a revolution, the common pleasures of the world ha^^

been tasted to the full, and begin to fall. We have

reduced to the sobering rest of reality the visions of

youth. We no longer expect that perfection in our

species which our inexperience at first foretold; we no

longer chase frivolities, or hope chimeras.

Perhaps one of the most useful lessons that dissap-

pointment has taught us, is a true estimate of love.

For at first we imagine that woman, poor partner

with ourselves in the frailties of humanitiy, must be

perfect, that the dreams of the poets have a corporeal

being, and that God has ordained to us that unclouded

nature, that unchanging devotion,, that seraphic heart,

which it has been the great vice of fiction to attribute

to the daughter of clay. And in hoping perfection,

with how much excellence have we been discontented,

to how many idols have we changed our worship!

Thirsting for the golden fountain of the fable, from

how many streams have we turned away, weary and

in disgust! The experience which teaches us at last,

the true estimate of woman has gone far to instruct us

in the claims of men. Love, &n.ce the monopolizer of

our desires, gives way to more manly and less selfish

passions;—we awake from a false paradise to the real

earth.

Not less important is the lesson which teaches us

not to measure majikind by ideal standards of morality;

for to imagine so fondly, that men are gods, is to end
by believing that they are demons. The young pass

Bsually through a period of misanthropy, and the mis-

anthropy is acute in proportion to their own generous
<!!ontidenee in human excellence.
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We the least forgive faults in those from whom we

expected the most excellence. But out of the ashes of

misanthropy benevolence rises again, we find many

virtues where we imagined all was vice; many acts of

disinterested friendship, where we had fancied all was

calculation and fraud, and gradually, from the two ex-

tremes we pass to the proper mediuia; and feeling that

no human being is wlioUy good or wholly base, we

learn that true knowledge of mankind, which iaduces

us to expect little and forgive niijch. The world cures

alike the optimist and the misanthrope. Without

this proper and sober estimate of man, we have neither

prudence in the affairs of life, nor toleration for con-

tray opinions; we tempt the cheater and then condemn

him; we believe so strongly and firmly in one person,

that we would centure our opposer as an heretical

anamoly. It is expierience alone, that teaches us that

he who is discreet is seldom betrayed, and that out of

the opinions we condemn, and the persons we distrust,

spring the actions we admire, and persons we highly

admire.

At the departure of youth, then, in collecting and

investigating our minds, we should feel ourselves im-

bued with the results for our future guidance, viz:

a knowledge of the true portion of the passions, so as

not to give to one the impetus which should be shared

by all, a conviction of the idleness of petty objects which

demand large cares and that true guage and measure-

ment of man which shall neither magnify nor dwarf

the attributes and materials of human nature.

From tlwjse results we draw oonclusions whieh will

maki' us not only wiser, but better men. The years
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through which we have passsed, have probably devel-

oped in us what ever capacities we possess; they have

taught us in what we are most likely to excel, and for

which we are most fitted. We may come now with

better success than Rasselas to the choice of life. And
in this 1 am inclined to believe, that we ought to pre-

fer that career from which we are convinced our minds

and tempers will derive the greatest share of happiness,

not disdaining the pursuit of honors or of wealth, or

the allurements of a social career, but calmly balancing

the advantages and evils of each course, whether of

private life or of public, of retirement or of crowds,

and deciding on each according, not to abstract rules,

not to vague maxims on the nothingness of fame, or

the joys of solitude, but according to the peculiar bias

and temper of our own minds. For toil, to some, is

happiness, and re^t, to others.

This man can only breathe in crowds, and that man
only in solitude. Fame is necessary to the quiet of one's

nature, and is void of all attraction to another. Let

each choose his career according to the dictates of his

own breast; and this, not from the vulgar doctrine that

our own happiness, as happiness only, is to be our

being's end and aim, (for in minds rightly and nobly

constituted, there are aims out of ourselves stronger than

aught of self,) but because a mind not at ease is rarely

virtuous. Happiness and virtue reach upon each other;

the best are not only the happiest, but the haj^iest are

usually the best.

Drawn into pursuits, however estimable in them-

selves, from which our tastes and dispositions recoil,

we axe too apt to grow irritable, morose and discontent-
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ed with onr kinrl; our ialents do not spring forth nat-

urally; forced by the heat of drcumstauce, they pro-

duce unseasonable and unwholesome frail, The gen-

ius that is raised br things at war with it, too often

beeomes malignnnl, and retaliates upon men the

Wciunds it receives fi-om circumstance, but when we

are engaged in that course of life which most flat-

ters our individual bias, whether it be action or seclu-

sion, literature or business, joviality or serious contem-

plation, we enjoy within us that calm which is the

b'^st atmosphere of the mind and in which all tho

mind's produce is robust and mellow. Our sense oi:

cotttentment makes us kindly and benevolent to others;

we are not chafed and galled by cares which are tyran-

ical, because ungenial. We are fulfilling our proper

destiny, and those around us feel the sunshine of our

own hearts. It is for this reason that happin^s

should be our main object in the choice (rf life, be-

cause oat of happines springs that state of mind,

which becomes virtue; and this should be remembered

by those of ardent and generous dispositions, who

would immolate themselves for the supposed utility of

others, plunging into a war of things for which their

natures are unsuited. Among the few truths which

Rosseau left us, none is more true than this: "It is

not permitted to a man to corrupt himself for the sake

of mankind." We must be useful, according not to

general theories, but to our individual capacities and

habits. To be practical, we must call forth the quali-

ties we are able to practice. Each star shining in its

appointed sphere, each, no matter its magnitude or its

gyration, contributes to the general light.
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To different ages there are different virtues : the

reckless generosity in the boy is wanton folly in the

man. At thirty, there is no apology for the spend-

thrift. From that pe'riod to the end of the age, is the

fitting season for a considerate foresight and prudence

in affairs. Approaching age itself we have less need

of economy ; and nature recoils from the miser, cares-

sing mammon with one hand, while death plucks him

by the other. We should provide for our age, in

order that our age may have no urgent wants of this

world to absorb it from the meditation of the next.

It is awful to see the lean hands of dotage making

a coffer of the grave. But while with the departure

of youth, we enter steadfastly into the great business of

life, while our reason constructs its palaces from the

ruins of our passions, while we settle into thoughtful,

and resolute, and aspiring men ; we should beware

how, thus occupied by the world, the world grows too

much with us. It is a perilous age, that when youth

recedes from ug, if we forget that the soul should

cherish its own youth strong to all eternity. It is

precisely as we feel how little laws can make us

good while they forbid us to be evil, it is precisely

as our experience puts a check upon our impulses, it

is precisely as we sigh to own how contaminating is

example, that we should be on our guard over our

own hearts, now, lest they err, but rather lest they

harden. Now is the period when the affections can

be easiest scared, wlien we can dispense the most with

love, when in the lustiness and hardihood of our

golden prime, we can best stand alone, remote alike

from the ideal yearnings of youth and the clinging
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helplessness of old age. Now is the age when neither

the smile of woman nor the smiles of children touch

us as they did once and may again. We are occupied,

absolutely wrapped in our stems and our stern de-

signs.

The world is our mistress, our projects, our child-

ren. A man is startled when told this truth ; let him
consider, let him pause, if he be actively engaged,

(as few at that age are not,) and ask himself if I

wrong him, if insensibly and unconsciously, he has

not retreated into the citadel of self. Snail like, he

walks the world, bearing about him his armour and
retreat. Is not thi« to be guarded against? Does no-t

this require our caution, lest caution itself block up
the beautiful avenues of the heart? What can li^

give US if we sacrifice what is fairest in ourselvoa?

What does experience profit, if it forbid um to b© gen-

erous, to be noble, if it counterworks and blightg th©

graces and the charities, and all that belong to tb©

tender and exalted, without which, wisdom is harsh,

and virtue has no music in her name? As Paiey says :

"that we ought not to refuse alms so sternly for fear

we encourage the idle, lest, on the other hand, we
blunt the hearts into a habit of deafness to the dis-

tressed, so with the less vulgar sympathies shall we
check the impulse, and the frankness, and the kindly

interpretations, and the human sensbility, (which
are the alms of the soul,) because they may expose
us to occasional deceit." Shall the error of softness

justify the habit of obduracy? And lest we should

suffer by the faults of others, shall we vitiate our-

Belves,
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This then is the age in which, while experience be-

comes our guide, we should follow its dictates with

a certain measured and jealous caution. We must

remember how apt man is to extremes, rushing

from credulity and weakness to suspicion and dis-

trust. And still, if we are truly prudent, we shall

cherish, despite occasional delusions, those noblest

and happiest of our tendencies to love and to confide.

I know not indeed a more beautiful spectacle in

the world than an old man, who has gone with honor,

through all its storms and contests, and who retains,

to the last, the freshness of feeling that adorned his

youth. Tbia is the harmonious tone given old age

;

this makeg a southern winter of declining years, in

which the sunlight warms, though the heats are gone
;

Huch are ever welcome to the young, and sympathy

uniteB while wisdom guides. There is this distinction

between rebpect and veneration, the latter has always

in it something of life.

This, too, is the age in which we ought calmly to

' take the fitting estimate of the opinions of the world.

In youth we are too apt to despise, in maturity too

apt to over rate the sentiments of others and the silent

influences of the public. It is right to fix the me-

dium. Among the happiest, and proudest and noblest

possessions of man is his character ; it is a wealth, it

is a rank and a statehood of itself. It is one's own,

and should be bourne with the due honor, the same

that one should accord to another. It usually pro-

cures him the honors and rarely the jealousies of

fame. Like most treasures that are attained less by

circumstances, than ourselves, character is a more
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felicitious reputation than glory. The Tnse man,

therefore, despises not the opinion of the world. If

character leads, all the other concomitants, ©f truth,

of nobleness, of generousness, of honor, will succinctly

and surely follow.

•'#'
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CnAPTRE XXV.

FALSE IMPRESSIONS OF KANSAS."

When the spirit of migration has once entered a

down-easterner, and he is about to come west, almost

the first impression he forms in his mind is, that he is

soon to enter the land of the Indian and buffalo, and-

great fears are entertained by the relatives and friends

left behind, that the "dear one" may never again re-

turn, and if he ever does, it will be only after wading
in butchery and blood as high as "bridle bits," in vari-

ous conflicts of metal, steel and indomitable courage

with the above imaginary foes.

Long since has the poor bison or buffalo left us,

having been ruthlessly, nay, unscrupulously, annihi-

lated by eastern nabobs and early-day hunters, so

much so indeed, that not one untamed buffalo could

be found within the borders of the state of Kansas
to-day.

In our first years of 1858, 1859 and 1860, on the

Solomon Valley, in Kansas, herds of buffaloes, in

droves of thousands, could easily be seen, and it was
considered highly hazardous by the early settlers of

that portion of Kansas, for anyone to wander far from

his home, unless he was well mounted on a fast steed,

for there was great danger to be caught in the path of

those vast herds when they cantered from the knolls

and valleys every mid-day for their daily allowaaoeof
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water from the Solomon river. In our judgment, and

I think that almost every old-time-Kansan will con-

cur in the same, that it was a far greater sin to so

wantonly slaughter the poor buffalo, the staff of exist-

ence of the earlier settler, by furnishing him the very

best of beef along with clothing him against the stormy

blasts of cruel winters, with the most comfortable and

protecting robes, than to violate the prohibitory law

in any and all its phases. But the buffalo has gone,

and one need have no more fears of being trampled

upon or gored by this once proud, nomadic beast, who
Was considered the pride of western Kansas prairies-

As for the Indian, the wild, ferocious and blood-

searching red man, he too, has vamoosed, and the only

Indians we have here to-day are those who are civil-

ized and living within their own reservations, peace-

fully and happy. They don't make good farmers, and

never will, until our gracious government curtails

their annuity and turns them lose on their own re-

sources, to "root hog, or die;" then, and only then,

will the stately and now lazy buck, come to his senses,

and politely but cautiously go to work. Don't fear the

red man in Kansas any longer, young man, for he is

far more harmless to you now than your own white

brother, and rest assured that his war-whoop will never

more mar the quiet peacefulness of your day or mid-

night slumbers.

Some people imagine that away out in Kansas the

summers are hot, unusually so, long and dry, and that

the heat becomes unbearable at times ; and then the

wind, they say, blows almost constantly. Outside of

Italy, and we are willing to except her, with her pro-

erbial Italian climate, although we have never been
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there ; but as to other knowa climes and places, we
lay a claim to the front pew. That the climate of

Kansas is mild, moderate, healthful and restorative,

goes without saying, and as we are, par excellence,

located geographically all right, we do most certainly

lay claim to a wonderfully salubrious climate; for

here the afflicted consumptives, the rheumatic ones,

come to get relief, as Kansas climate will not produce

either of the above ills, on account of the radical na-

ture of our climate against them ; hence, the number
of those similarly afflicted who come here for the res-

toration of their health.

Some people come to Kansas for the purpose of

speculation, and, in a vain attempt to grow rich in a

day, lose their all in one bold bad investment ; this

kind of plunging has been done in the booming past,

but where one made a comfortable stake, ninety-nine

retreated and betook themselves to their wife's folks

in some other clime, only to cast aspersions on Kan-

sas' fair name, by their own wild and reckless dar-

ing in speculation. It is here as elsewhere, the man
who wishes to succeed must be conservative, cau-

tious, painstaking and industrious, and to such an one,

there is no country under the sun, that will reward

more liberally or give more remuneration to his efforts.

What doth it profit a man, who, having amassed both

carefully and cautiously all his life, and then at one

fell-swoop, buck a tiger with his gains, when so many
odds are against him? The farmer here, who has

stood by his farm, diversified his crops from year to

year, and gathered around hira a few head of cattle,

is really the millionaire, if not of money, he is one of

comfort, independency and contentment. The habit
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of shifting and moving about is a most disastrous draw-

back to the farmer, and one coming here should be

made up of sterner stuff than to grow nervous at the

first slight shock of disappointment in crops and think

of picking up and moving out.

The great secret of most people in coming west,

and there is no use trying to hide it, is to get away

from work ; and, if not altogether, at least to go where

wages are better and the work lighter. This is the

panacea they are looking for, and the exception in such

a quest, is extremely rare. We remember quite well

the tales of our forefathers, of some twenty-five, thirty

and forty years ago, who, in York state, as they

termed it, labored from early dawn until dark, in cold

and in wet, for the paltry pittance of nine dollars a

month. Their sturdy frames and their unflinchinfr

spirits were, even at those low wages, goaded on by

. unscrupulous landlords and unmitigating wrack-rent-

ers, as it were, to get the very last drop of sweat out

of them. It was work then, too, for our modern and

comparatively labor-saving machinery was not in

vogue then, and they had to roll up their sleeves,

amid the rays of a boiling sun, to handle the cradle

and scythe, two man-killing farm tools, whose history

now is barely extant. Many of them, too, supported

their families on such a stipend, whereas it would take

three times that much now to keep some young lad,

whose work is half play on the farm, asking a dollar

or two from dad, to stiffen his credit for buggy hire,

tobacco and gum. As a rule, where there is light

work there is less economy, and it seems to be an ail-

ing with us all, that the harder we work for a thing,

the more that thiug is prized. Nowadays, the young
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man on the farm is rewarded by a salary from eigh-

teen to twenty-five dollars a month, and no one to

keep but himself, and at the end of the year, it oft-

times happens, that he has to send back to the old

folks for something to go home on.

In the first place, shame on the young man of our

period, who, if healthy and strong, will remain back

in the far east, toiling from morning till night, for

wages hardly commensurate with a decent living, and

working for to enrich someone else I For, your work
is harder there, and no one will gainsay the fact, but

that people in the east work harder and more hours

than they do in the west; again, your wages are lower

and your liberty more restrained. Were I a young

man, in the bloom of youth and vigor of good health,

there is no farmer living that I would work for, when
there is such a loop-hole of independency offered as

there is here, to the energetic son of toil ; not as our

forefathers were, are we bound, for the grand broad

west is open to us, and the arms of honest industry

are ever thrown open to welcome us "take holt."

'Tis true; this is a land that tries men's souls, and

their bodies, too, are subjected to very many hard-

ships; but, in the face of all of this, remember the so-

lace, the comfort, the cheer and undying gratitude one

feels when he has acquired that, the posse -jsion of

which is a benefice for him the remainder of his days,

viz : A home. 'Tis a home where independency

reigns, where the comforting angel of self-possession,

dwells, where joy and peace can, in unison, dwell

where onn's fcoedom is established, where no thief can

enter, nor landlord scowl at you ; a home, sweet home,
the choicest spot on earth.
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There will a time come, and the signs of the times

point it near at hand, when Kansas' rare bargains in

land will be all taken, then you will wish that her vir-

gin soil had been your portion ;
but the rare opportu-

nities will have gone, the open prairies will be fenced,

the vacant claims taken, and the fastidious youth,

whose apron strings held him in the east, away from

which he would not wander, until the cold dreary day

of "getting left, out in the cold," will forever have en-

compassed him round and about forever and forever.

[the end.]
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